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Frequently prospective customers hesitate
to open commercial accounts, because they
deem a small account may not be acceptable
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The success of this Bank, and the growth
of its customers' accounts, we believe to be
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we have given to small accounts started here.
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All That Is Left Of “New
N. W. Lermond Sees Cham
France”—Once the World’s In Which the Voyagers See a Phantom Island, and the
pions In Action, Plays Chess
Author Is Smitten With a Mermaid.
Leading Fishing; Port.
And Dines On Turkey.

Washington, D. C.. March 5—Mique
Gulfport, Fla., March 3.
| By W. L. Clark of Ro kport. Second Installment J
lon. island group off the southern shore
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
It
had
been
my
misfortune
to
set
an
n;rd
my
thoughts
were
centered
on
the
of New Foundland, has come into the
Under separate wrapper I am mailing
headlines for widely different reasons athwart ship bunk, and nearly all the Kiaceful little creature we were leaving lo you a parti ulurly interesting (to
sleep I had got for the last few days I ; 1 ehind- Ho,w frventiy I wished I was
lately, and stilJ few readers know any
. a merman, to wander with her througn me) number of tlie Tourist News. Oa
thing of this bit of France in the New had acquired in nearly a standing posi- .-yroveg of coral, to dwell in a fairy grou- page 3 you will find a full account of
tion, or I could vary the monotony by | to amoitg the flora and fauna at the the outcome of the big horseshoe tourWorld.
*•*
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• *•• ■»•••••••
•••
•••
A high French official has just sol standing on my head. This was not i bottom °f the sea. Eight-bells elanging t ament—a 16-year old boy winning tho
•••
The cause is hidden, but the result ••
exactly conducive to slumber, to
^e pawl prmt near at hand disturbed world's championship! This may bo
••• is known —Ovid
••• emnly promised that the islands shall
my meditations, and I went on lookout
f interest to the Itockland and other
not pass from France.
the
least.
I
was
having
hard
work.to
f(l
.
the
doR walch. At four be-,s Knox County boys, who play baseball,
.
•••
••• *•.
••• ••• •••
.«■
.
Almost every rum-ship captured keep awake at the wheel when elghl J I ate supper and turned in to dream
polo, basketball, and football. Thia
hoveling near the coast of the United ! bells struck at noon, and I was re- ! ihat
liuIe mermaid was being <• n - reval spo-ting game might well be itiStates
is
“
officially
”
bound
for
St.
JOHN GOES ALOFT
I ried off on the back of a ken-pic, lugurated next season on the new ath
Pierre-Miquelon,
until
prohibition ieved. I started for the fo'castle think i chased by devil llsli aial sharks. We letic (odd.
agents who have forgotten some de ing that I should soon get my chuck, arrived at Arquin on the 34th day. up
Here's a tip to your Chamber of Com
Ex-Postmaster Donohue tails of geography might consider the and turn in for four hours' sleep, when setting the captain's variations by tw . merce:
Adi pt some of the many sport
port as mythical as Atlantis or El
Makes Seaplane Trip In Dorado. That the islands are very was startled to hear the lookout sing full days. After discharging cargo ing attractions so lavishly provided fi r
out: “An iceberg dead ahead."
with aid ef a lot of barefoot Moors, tourists by St. I’etersburg and make of
Land Of Cocoanut Sized definitely on the map is vouched for As we were in about 20 North an ice we took a load tf ivory, palm oil at d Rockland a real summer tourist city.
hy the National Geographic Society berg would have been a curiosity even ostrich feather fans, for the natives of It would I ring more wealth to the mer
Oranges.
which has just issued from its Wash to a greeny like me. The mate called Smith’s Sound, and started on a long chants of the city than a dozen nianuington. D. C., headquarters a bulletin he old man, and took the glass and trip to the north. We had an unevent taitiiiiug establishments. And Rock
Jackson. Mtss., March 4.
dealing with them.
vent into the foretop himself. Afte" ful passage, stopping at the Azores just land has the very best location of any
Sdttor of The Courier-Gazette: —
studying the object ahead for a few long enough to lake en fresh water eily in the Pine Tree State.
“Consolation Prize” for France
I have beard from many of my old
minutes he came down and reported he and vegetables, we continued our was'
I was tortunate in being present at
“New France, which once meant saw what appeared to be a grayish by north course for Cape Farewell tlie closing checker game that gave tho
home friends through your paper and
most
of
the
Missouri
and
Arkansas
shall take time to send you the latest
white island which looked as if it was .-trait, a id keeping to the east side af i hampioiiship to the world's ex-checker
news from the Southland. You should valleys and pretty much everything overed with white trees, and some I the ice floes, stopping only at God champion, Alfred Jordan, of New York
see this country and forget the ice and between the Ohio River and the North thing he took to lie human beings mov bavin to replenish our water supply. I'ily. I v.itclicl him playing again to
snow and ride with me in the Marmon Pole,” says the bulletin, "now means ing about in a lively manner. The old We arrived at Port Foulke about tin day. And then, us a member of this
over these wonderful roads, lined with only the tiny granite-ribbed, fog- man grabbed the glass and said he was middle of June.
big anil wonderful chess, checker and
shrouded Miquelons. And even this ure there was no land nearer than the
erange groves and i>alm trees.
domino i lull, I sat down outdoor, under
I have been interested in the building poor parish that recalls a rich empire Jape Verde islands, which lay several
he oiks- end played a few games ot
boom here. We hope to have a won has had a stormy time of it remaining hundred miles to the eastward, and
After discharging cargo and taking Hess with the principal of the St. Pederful tourist hotel with 500 rooms if under the French flag.
he’d like to know what right a ghostly aboard salt fish enough for ballast we '.ersberg High .-ehool, I)r. Little. H.)
“It has been captured from France island had to be in the middle of the hauled into the stream, not one of us ; nil I are fairly evenly matched, ilo
New York parties come through.
I enjoyed a sea plane trip yesterday by Great Britain before Wolfe’s vic Atlantic Ocean anyway.
knowing to whit port we were bound. won all three games today, while I won
with our distinguished Florida Senator. tory at Quebec marked the beginning
We soon raised the island until it While we were lounging forward after when we played last week. The chess
Ferdinand J. Stokes, and it was some of the end of French control in Cana culfi be plainly seen from the deck. supper the old man called us all aft. tournament was pulled off some tihio
experience at 2,000 feet altitude, as 1 da; and when the defeated nation All thoughts of sleep had left me. I and we knew that the- captain had ago. early in February.
ever expocted to get above the clouds. ceded its vast areas to Britain, the •vas all agog with curiosity over this something out of the ordinary to talk
A splendid site for a National Histor
The oranges and bananas are wonder- latter gave back the Miqelons as a sort ipparition. and as I went forward on about. He lold us lie had always had ical Museum building has been donated
til now. Northern people would en ‘consolation prize.' The little islands the to'galiant ft,'castle to get a batter
penchant for sailing among the polar by Mrs Jclla Lucky to the Pinellas In
joy eating a real ripe orange. They arc were to serve as a base on this side of iew. littl? cret py Wiggly chills chased bears.and icebergs, and this was ihe stitute of National Science, and at a
as big as cocoanuts. sweet as honey, the Atlantic for the French fishermen each other down my spinal column and
rst time he had ever had a chance to r-c-tlng of the Council held here yes
heap as dirt. A plantation three miles who had built up an important indus dropped on the deck. Here was a thrill, gratify his desire. He said he didn't terday it was unanimously voted lo
torn here picked 250 crates to the try on the Newfoundland banks as had idled—a mystericus little islet bob believe it was any great trick to find accept same an 1 to take steps at onca
acre. Some oranges; some farm. We the British themselves. The unsettled bing up in the middle of the o :ean he North Pole, if a man used intelli to raise money and erect the building
had a touch of your Northern temper- status of the islands continued, how vhere no island ought to be.
gence and common sense, and he felt this spring.
turc last Thursday when the mercury ever, and between 1763 and 1815 they
A committee was selected, with post
We kept the lead going and finding sure if we would stand by him that he
•11 to 33 degrees, and We were some changed hands half a dozen times, io bottom, the bark was worked up to ou!d accomplish that which so many master Hanna of St. i’etersburg as
worried, as a frost here would cost thou sometimes being depopulated. Since
ithin a few cables length of the lard, -.ad tried in vain. We took a rising chairman, to call cn young Mr. Disstou
sands.
1815 France has held undisputed con and the second boat was lowered. ote of confidence in our skipper c.” saw fame asking him to donate ..
When I get back to Rockland I want trol.
When she went over the side I jump.d agreeing to follow him to the North water-front lot for the site of a marine
to call the city lathers’ attention to the
in, for I had made up my mind I was
ole, or to a place where ice cream aquarium and biological station.
Once Leading Fishing Port
I read a pap ••• on “How species are
many municipal improvements, street
St. Pierre, the capital and chief port going to that island if I had to swim was never heard of.
ayouts, lighting, etc., just completed
Getting under way the next morning produced by means of variation and
of the islands, became very prosperous 1 unhooked the davit falls in a hurry,
at St. Petersburg.
fearing I would be sent back aboard. with a coiking good wind right after mutation," illustrating same with many
as a result of the thriving French fish
Congratulations to the Food Fair
The mate and three more sailors us, with square yards and all the rags line series i I shells that I have collected
eries, and in 1884 it was the leading
Committee. It certainly did credit to
jumped aboard the boat, and shipping on. we headt c’ for Smith's Sound. Af la re this winter, before the West Coast
fishing
port
of
the
world.
There
were
itself. I am bringing some of the good
ars and rudder the order came to give ter more ar less disagreeable weather Florida Science Teachers' Association
handsome
homes
in
the
little
town
and
ideas I picked up a<t the Mardi Gras
way, and we pulled with a will. I we passed through Kennedy Channel. tn Tampa, Feb. 3. It was well received,
a
social
life
that
made
St.
Pierre
a
Festival home with me for future use.
pulled the bow oar and with the con oJ‘. into I,in sila Sea. We headed due and I was invited out to a tun-key dinWhy not have a Mardi Gras in Rock- miniature Paris. But the Miquelons’ stant turning to look over my shoulder nodi;, and favored by good winds and rcr by the President, Miss Borgor ot
prosperity
and
gaiety
were
cut
short
and next year?
the rubber in my neck was strained so goul fortune, reached 82.27 before we Tampa! Yum! I took in a wonderful
State Fair the same day.
Organization does wonders. We are by a prosaic factor—bait. Affairs of badly it has never regained its elas encountered solid ice.
empire
in
1904
moved
statesmen
in
Norman W. Lermond.
ticity.
forming a City Planning Club here, and
Cruising along this frozen shore a
I hope to see the scenic beauty of St. Paris to sell the French treaty rights
few miles, we discovered a narrow
to catch small fish on the Newfound
Petersburg developed wonderfully.
A hundred yards from the shore the epening which upon entering we fi/ind
UNION MAN DEFEATED
Hoped to get back North this month land coast for some millions ot francs mate ordered avast rowing, and whi.e o be as snug a little harbor as one
ut had to clean up on the Sea View and territory in Africa. The New resting on our oars the boat was swung would wish to see. A cable length Barre, Vt., Election Had a Bearing On
Terrace Project, a wonderful layout; a foundland fishermen had been jealous side to and we had a good chance to from the ice we dropped our mudhooks,
Recent Granite Strike—Manufacturer
of their French rivals on the banks, view this phantom of the deep. What ind made everything snug, prepared to
Won
complete little city by itself.
The Ku-Klux-Klan is causing some especiaJly since the generous govern- we saw was a small island, grayish stay a few weeks, or a year as occa
vorry here as seen by the many pro men subsidy enabled the French to un white in color, comprising about 30 sion demanded. For several weeks the
A granite manufacturer defeated a
test meetings. One of the members of dersell all competitors in the princi acres, and nearly covered with trees skipper had spent several hours each member of the Granite Cutters’ Union
Newfoundland of pure white eoral, with an occasional day in the carpenter shop, and we had
Lite City Council who talked at these pal world markets.
i'l Barre, Vt., Tuesday, in the hottest
meetings lest his garage and automo soon passed the ‘Bait Act' which pro branch of roseate pink like a fresh n idea that he and “chiirs" were coir'
hibited the sale of bait to ships of blown rose nestling among the dead structing some kind of a sleigh for our mayoralty contest in the city's history.
bile last week.
My valuable police dog "Zero," which aliens, and from that time the pros white branches.
ccrfiemplalcd trip to the Pole. Tha re Mayor Waldron Shield, the manufact
I bought from a captain on a large liner perity of the islands has waned.
But what caused our hearts to jump sult of his labor proved to be a long urer, received 1,459 votes, and hls op
St. Pierre is now only a little gray and sent a thrill clear to our toes, was cw sled of the double runner variety, ponent, Edwin Keast, running on the
at Memphis a few weeks ago died sud
denly the other day from poison. I had village with a past but no apparent the sight of ten or a dozen mermaids exceedingly light, but capable of carry Citizens’ ticket, received 1208.
Women voters played a large part
the matter investigated but that was future. A quarter of the houses are sporting among the trees like children ing nearly a ton if rightly distributed
in the election, and turned the tide in
HJi the good it did. Dogs are very un vacant, and the quays, once thronged at play. The wind was setting us to ver the whole surface.
The old man proudly exhibited his favor of Mayor Shield, it was said. Tho
popular in the South so you see I will with vessels whose yard-arms inter ward the land, and as we neared the
have to bring some other souvenir with locked, now have but a sprinkling of shore they gradually dropped off into work and chuckled when the mate asked check list of voters contained 3421
me.
ships, even at the height of the fishing he water like seals from a half-tide where he expected to get his ilagr. t ames, the largest number on record.
I would like to remember any of the season. When bait was plentiful St ledge. All save one, who started in Right here aiboard ship, said he, the Of these nearly 2700 went to the polls.
Interest in the election hinged on its
school children with a baby aligator if Pierre was a real base of operations land seemingly regardless of our ap same team that brought us thus far
will take us to the Pole. Sea dogs arc bearing on the strike of granite work
they would but send me their address. Now the decimated French fishing fleet proach.
We landed on a shelving ledge, and good enough for me. Then he chuckled ers in progress here since last April,
Write me at St. Petersburg, the Post operates from France, putting in at St
master will know me.
Pierre only incidentally.
Economi hauling our boat half out of the water again at his joke. Everything had Keast was put forward at a meeting
Remember me to the boys of the cally these last of France's North we quietly started in pursuit. As she been prepared for the trip in the way of union labor organizations held a few
“Night Court."
,
American possessions amount to lit easily swung from branch to branch I of clothing, food and camping outfit, and weeks ago, and he won the endorse
Hoping to pick mayflowers in Maine, tle; but France values them for the had a good view of her, and it stamped after naming five men, including the ment of the citizens' caucus over May
I remain,
same reason that Great Britain has itself indelibly or. my brain and heart. second mate and myself, we proceeded or Shield l>y nine votes. The mayor
Just imagine a creature with eyes, to transfer the sled and baggage to the then tiled nomination papers and en
John L. Donohue.
valued Newfoundland; as a field for
ti red tlie field Independently.
the training of seamen, and therefore hair and brows as dark as midnight shore The captain carefully superin
with neck and aims the color and ap tended the loading of the sled, placing
as a strengtliener of her navy.
parent texture of the calla lily w.th the articles which would not come into AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS
A Breath of Old France
oral red lips. The pink in her cheeks daily use at the 'bottom, the food sup
MEET.
I
"The Miquelon archipelago consists was the pink that is sometimes found ply. which wa3 the heaviest, forward
White Street, near Llmerock
of Grand Miquelon, some 12 miles long Inside the seashell. The lower part of end the camp equipment over ail, thus
Annual meeting of the Maine Jersey
Rev A. E. Scott, Rector
by six wide. Petite Miquelon or Long the body was covered with opalescent reducing the work of lashing and un- Breeders’ Association and the Maine
34 High Street. Telephone 271 J
lade, a trifle smaller, and St. Pierre scales, not unlike mother of pearl with lashing to a minimum.
Ayrshire Breeders’ Association have
If thia telephone Is not answered call 56-M
only seven miles by two. In addition darker shading, which showed a high
There was one article of baggage been added to the program of Farm
there are a number of tiny rocky islets bodice effect in front, and gradually that excited my curiosity. It consisted ers’ Week at tihe College of Agriculture,
Fourth Sunday in Lent, (Mid-Lent. Refresh
of little importance. St. Pierre, though sloping away in graceful curves to the of a roll of light duck, eight or ten feet University of Maine, March 27-30. The
ment Sunday). Mardi 11th, Holy Com
the smallest of the three major islands waistline in the back, showing the per long, and about eight inches thick. Jersey men will hold thVirs Friday, the
munion at the Rectory at 7.30 a. m.:
IMorning Prayer at the Church at 10;
has always been the center of popula feet contour of the lower limbs, and This was lashed alongside of the load 30th, and the breeders of Ayrshire® the
Litany at 10 20; Holy Communion with
tion because of its harbor.
In the ending in a train notched like the tail where it was not likely to be disturbed previous day. These will make nine
music and sermon at 10 30; Church School
days of its prosperity the town has of a fish. And let me say right here, until ready for use. It was long past organizations to hold meetings on tho
at 12.13.
At Thomaston Sunday, Ohurcli School at 6
6.000 residents and 10,000 additional that I believe the evening gown of the sundown when everything was ship campus during Farmers' Week. They
P m ; Evening Prajer I)e Profundis, Lit
Frenchmen sometimes thronged its present day was copied from the mer shape anil we returned to the bark for ire: Tuesday, the 27th, Maine Feder
any, hymns and sermon at 7.
last night's sleep before vonturin, ation of Farm Bureaus and the Maine
streets during the fishing season. Now it aid, as they wear all their covering
Wednesday, special day of intercession for
the National Church. Evening Prayer and
into the unknown.
the village never sees more than 3,000 below the waist.
Seed Improvement Association; Wed
Litany at 4; Evening Prayer and address
She kept just a few yards ahead of
people at any time. Many of its dis
nesday, the Maine Federation of Agri
at 7 30
us, gracefully swinging from branch
couraged residents have emigrated
cultural Association and the Maine
Thursday. Holy Communion at the Rectory
It
was
getting
along
into
the
third
at 7.30 a m
to branch, her irridescent scales shim
the United States.
Beekeepers’ Association; Thursday, the
Friday, Woman's Auxiliary at the Church
“The visitor stepping ashore at St mc-ring in the sunlight, and stopped on week in September, and Capt. Shumak Maine Livestock Breeders’ Association,
at 2; Evening Prayer, Litany and iiymns
er
was
anxious
to
make
a
start,
so
he
Pierre, enters France as truly as when ihe extreme edge of a precipice. As
the Maine Pomojogical Society and tho
at 4; Evening Prayer, I)e Profundis’. Lit
charged us to be all ready at eight bells Maine Ayrshire Breeders’ Association;
any and hymns at 7.30; choir rehearsal
he disembarks at Calais or Bordeaux we all sprang forward she flipped
at 8
in
the
morning.
A
few
letters
were
Friday, the Maine Holstein Breeders’
The language is surprisingly pure and hack somersault in a perfect Annette
The Bishop will visit the parish at the
wiitten, some small articles packed Association and the Maine Jersey
morning services of Sunday, March 18th
free from patois.
Wooden houses Kelierman dive,disappearing in the surf
then
we
turned
in
for
a
double
watch
Breeders’ Association.
with characteristic French windows SO feet below. But for beauty of form
below (eight hours). When the watch
and roofs tine the streets. Natives and Rrace of movement, Annette Kellwas
called
we
turned
out
and
in
five
AMERICAN HOUSE
clatter back and forth in wooden ciman never had a look In. As w minifies “Slush" (Ihe conk) was pass
Hanover Street
soled shoes. Huckster children, quaint gazed into the boiling surf she rose to ing cur breakfast througlr the jail hole. YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Boston
ly dressed, peddle strings of cod fhe surface, and blowing us a kiss from After breakfast we donned our travel
IMMANENCE
The House of Good Cheer
tongues from little wagons drawn by ter white linger tips. she. struck out ing riganl taking each a small pack we
I rnnir in ihe little tilings,
with a long overhand stroke so much in
Room Rates $2.00 per day and up
patient
dogs.
On
every
hand
are
went on deck wiiere we found the res; Haith the Lord;
Two new fireproof Garages one
shrines testifying to the religious na vogue with movie actresses of the pres if ihe com) any waiting. The morning No’- borne on morning wings
Block in the rear of the House
ent
day,
scon
disappearing
behind
Of majesty; but I have set my feet
ture of the Miquelaise.
Rathskeller
was clea" and mild for Ihat latitude Amidst the delicate and bladed wheat
Business
Men’s
Lunch
from
“What was long the only French headland and was lost from our sight What few stars could be seen away in That springs triumphant in the furrowed sod
Noon to 2.30 P M.
cable to the New World emerges from forever. 1 hove a lugubrious sigh, for thi southeast wire nehrly eclipsed by There do I dwell, In weakness and in |K>werj
Dinner from 6 P. M. to 8 P M.
broken or divided, said our God!
the Atlantic at St. Pierre and then I never wanted anything so much in the aurora borealis which spread like a Not
Supper from 8 I’. M to 1 A. M
Ir. your straight garden plot I come to flower;
my life as I wanted that little mermaid
A la carte all day
continues from that station to the
About
your irarch my vine.
huge
fan
across
the
northern
sky,
• • • •
Music from 6 P. M. to 1 A. M
Meek, fruitful, doth entwine;
Massachusetts coast. But even as a
shooting long quivering tongues of par Vaitt
by Scotty Holmes Orchestra and
at
the threshold. Love's appointed hour.
On
the
way
back
to
the
boat
I
gath
news door to America the Miquelon
The Imperial Marimba Band
ticolored light athwart the heavens
Banquet Rooms from 4 to 500
no longer seem essential. Since 1898 ered a few strands of black hair from a ranging from fourteen caret gold to a I come in little things
people
a second French cable has stretched branch j! coral, unobserved by m.v dark orange and through all the shades Salih the Lord;
Telephone Haymarket 4740
Yea on the glancing wings
S-Nov-25-23
directly from France to the United sl.bimates, and today they are among from pink to dark red. Occasionally a Of
eager birds, the soft and pattering feet
ir y most treasured possessions. Return
States.
sheaf of pale gold would shoot heaven Of furred and gentle beasts. I come to meet
“A political detail is eloquent of tho ing to the bark the mate made his re ward gradually widening at the top Your hard and wayward heart. In <brvwn, bright
eyes
port and the captain explained that
like a great palmetto leaf it split into
To have your films promptly changed status of the Miquelons. At though
peep from out Mie brake I stand confest.
unusual it was not the first tim a hundred squirming fingers of light That
St. Pierre is the ‘Governor’s Resi
On every nest
dence. But no governor now graces it an island had been thrown up by i 'ike long pink and gold angle worms Where feathery patience Is content to brood
And leaves per pleasure for rhe high emprise
volcanic action of the ocean’s bed. Thi
developed and printed
In these, the days of their decadence,
wriggling their way toward the zenith Ot motherhood—
was the cause of the disturbance w
the affairs of the Miquelaise are at
By the light of this phenomena objects There does my Godhead rest.
had passed through a few days befo"i
send or bring them to
tended by an ‘Administrator.’”
could be seen for quite a long distance
and we were mighty fortunate in being and we found it easy traveling as we I come in the little things,
Haith the Lord;
en the outer edge of it.
started on our long tramp toward the M.v starry wings
Telephons 664-W
As there was r.o reason for a longer mecca of cur desires.
I do forsake
delay our head sails were set, the yards
Love’s highway of humility to take;
l
c artney
(Conclude
i
next
Tuesday)
Meckl.v I fi. my stature to your need.
squared, and we were once more rollln
Ir* beggar's part
SANITARY ENGINEER
along toward our port of destinatior
About your gates I shall not cease to plead—
Instead of going below I finished my
As man, to speak with man—
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in Till by such art
Plumbing and Heating
watch on the to’galiant fo’castle, witli
I shall achieve my Immemorial plan;
making
income
tax
returns.
375
Main
ROCKLAND, ME.
S-tf my back against the caps’n. I watched
Pass the low lintel of the human heart.
the little islet slowly sink from sight Street.—JO-tf
—Evelyn Underbill,

CARVER’S

Quality is our
Watchword.

THE

ST. PETER'S CHURCH

•RESERVE SYSTEM :’ll!i!IMMiiii|i

' At the 3 Tan 'of
^iNor'h National Dank-.

V' "

TUESDAY. THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

BOOK $T0RE

w. M C

Every-Other-Day
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who un
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
•the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of Mardli 8.
1923, there was printed a total of 6,171 copies.
Before me
FRANK B MILLER,

WANTS OWL’S

HEAD

BACK

That Cold Winter Mr. Newbert
Told About—Wore Over Committee Reports Favorable On South Thomaston’s Bill, But
Both Towns Must Vote For It—Many Other Impor
coat Cutting Stone—Mr.
tant Matters.
Mann’s Thanks.

Notary Public

I was much interested in Brother
The Committee on Towns reported towns are required to build toilets to
Ncwbert’s story about the ice block Thursday ought to ]>asg in the new comply with the State regulations. At
present the time limit is 1924, but
ade in the winter of 1S74-75. I remem craft on the bill to* reunite the towns
under bis amendment a town would
.BIBLE THOUGHT
ber that winter well. About Jan. 10, 1 of South Thomaston and Owls Head. build one a year—or if there were more
went to Vinalhaven to get a granite The new draft provides a referendum than eight or nine to lie constructed.
—FOR TODAY—
Bible Thoughts meronted, will prove a
cutting job. Mr. Brainerd gave me a of the voters cf the two towns on the Ihe time limit for all of tliem would lie
priceless heritage in after years.
letter to the foreman over there, ami bill; also that, if the act be accepted 1931. This, lip said, would give tlie
small towns more time in which to
1 had r.o trouble in getting a kit. 1
at the referendum the boards of select prepare. In his town there were nine
THE SOURCE OF HELP:—My help uorked on piece work over to the
men elected by each town at their last schools, and It was estimated that each
cometh from the Lord, which mr.de Sands quarry for nearly a week at $1
a day, then was given a kit on the itown meeting shall serve as a new toilet would cost about $400.
heaven and earth.—Psalm 121:7.
Discussing the flat tire law. Mr.
Government job. under William Kit board until the next town meeting of
Nickerson said that was one thing that
tredge, in an old-fashioned stone shed
Charles M. McCann. United Press over at th? harbor in plain sight of the ihe new town. It is understood that the farmers in the Legislature should
correspondent In London, may not he boat landing. I remember Mr. Kit the two towns will vote separately on look out for, and not 'have it “snapped’’
on them in the future. .Mr. Overlock
an alarmist, and some of us ordinary tredge was a fine looking man, over six ihe matter, and if either fails to en said that the average fanner who hail
feet tall. He gave me a stone about dorse the proposition the bill is killed.
persons may not be pessimists, but one
three feet long. 18 inches wide and Ensign Otis who is looking after Owl's a long distance to go used a truck and
cannot help sharing his concern over about 15 inches rise or thick. The dia Head's interests, states that this is en didn't bother witli horse or ox carts.
Some though! that the bill might ap
the present day situation in Europe, gram called for four sides of ten-cut tirely satisfactory to his clients.
ply all right in the section where Rep
«
•
«
•
work,
with
a
small
mold
around
the
where martial preparations are under
top. I worked 22 days on that stone
Another bill to abolish the Stilt? resentative Story of Washburn, its
way, and where men seem to see red in at $1.50 per day. If I had been cutting Board of Charities and Corrections author, lives. Representative E. E.
spite of the awful lessons taught by the it by the piece .is they figured the work came into the House Wednesday, in Gile of Fayette said that it gave them
five years in which to make the
World War. Mr. McCann bases his in those days 1 would luive got some troduced by Archibald of Houlton. It
changes, but during 'that time a new
provides
tor
the
appointment
of
a
thing
like
$10
for
the
job.
fears on reports which have lately
That stoneshed inside was much commissioner of Public Health in law might be passed.
reached London, and which summarize colder than it was outside, for of course place of the hoard. The term Cf office
“In five years we may all be on the
thus:
wc didn't get any sun. All the heat is tour years. The salary for the first poor farm or dead,” remarked Repre
sentative Sparrow of Pittston.
1. The French are rushing rein there wan in it was a small stove used year is {2.700 and it is increased $100
You’ll he 65 by that time and draw
forcements to Syria, and General Gou- to heat water for the grindstone. I a year until it is $3,000 at which figure
ing a pension of $300 ti year," said Mr.
raud is going there in person, owing to r ever removed my overcoat for the 22 it remains so long as that commissioner
Overlock.
warnings that gorilla warfare against days. The water was turning into ice li mains in < fflee by virtue of reappoint
Representative Sturgis of Auburn
in the harbor and the boat was frozen ment
France has been pianned for April
The eommiss’oner shall assume, per ■ opposing the bill providing for a
2. An unconfirmed report from iu at her landing.
By this time I had contracted a se form and le charged with all the duties standard width of sleds, said that some
"Warsaw says the Poles have started
folks in the Legislature seemed to b m
machinery to call 300,000 reservists to vere cold and decided to i>a<k up and now performed by the Governor and
to lie trying to pull off something that
the colors; Poland is believed prepar get back home. As nearly as I can re louneil in relating to the pensions for
was ridiculous, anil Mr. Sparrow said
ing for possible war on at least three member 1 had that little stone about t! e Wind nil the duties now performed
two-thirds cut. They cut the boat out by the Governor and the council in re that there was much opposition to the
frontiers.
3. The shadow of a holy war fell of the ice about this time and I went lation to the care and aid of State bill in Iris town. » • • •
across the Near East with discovery on board and she started. I supposed, paupers and all the duties now per
A bill to license cats at $1.15 a head
of plots by young Turks, to influence tor Rockland. When we got to Hur formed by the State board of charities
and a bill to tax poultry valued at more
the new caliph to summon Mohamme ricane and looked out over what was aid corre'lions il. relation to State aid
than $25 were introduced in the House
dans to arms, followed by proclama once Mother Ocean there was nothing •o mothers with dependent children, in
tions posted in all the Moslem quarters in sight but a large field of ice. The relation to the protection of negected Thursday.
• « • •
in Constantinople ordering Mohamme boat returned to Vinalhaven and 1 got children, in relation to inspection of In
A bill creating a law court in the
dans of military age. regardless of na a Job on piece work at Hurricane, and stitutions and almshouses and all other
State of Maine was introduced in the
tionality, to report at once to recruit worked there through March. The duties imprsed by law upon the Sta'c
stone sheds on there where the govern Board ot Charities and Corrections. House. Wednesday, by Representative
ing stations.
Oakes of Portland. The act provides
4. Britain Is watching anxiously the ment job was being cut were well closed The act abolishes the State Board o'
Ruhr and Bavaria, in the fear that in In and heated with coal stoves. The Charities and Corrections and provides that the chief jusLicc of the Supreme
court and the senior associate justice
one or both of these storm centers cutters were working in their shirt tl.at whenever the words “State Board
three
other
justices
shall
unrest may break into open warfare lei ves If they had been cutting small c-f Clarities and Corrections" occur in and
soon; it is believed likely, in view of stone they couldn’t have had the sheds any statute, act of amendment, the constitute the court of the law.
the recent
developments,
British so warm, as they would have had to words “Commissioner of Pufolic Wel The other justices of the Supreme
court are to assist "in the work of the
troops will be withdrawn from the haul stone in and out. Some of the fare” shall be substituted therefor.
• • * »
superior courts of the State. Justices
stones under the hammer at that time
Rhine next month.
Where ls’ands are outside the juris are to serve in rotation in the law
5. Jugo-Slavia.
Bulgaria.
Italy, required the labor of two men six
Lithuania, Soviet Russia and Greece months to cut. I have no doubt but diction of any town, all powers of mu court.
. • • •
are involved in gorilla warfare or an what those stones could be cut in six nicipal officers to issue licenses to build
The
House
Thursday,
by a vote of
fish
weirs
is
placed
in
the
owners
of
weeks
in
some
of
the
big
stone
plants
ticipate resumption of half dormant
today. I got over home the first of such islands by a bill Introduced Wed- 83 to 42 accepted a report of the com
conflicts when warm weather comes.
April and a few days later I boarded fesday by Senator Emery of Wash mittee ought to pass in a new draft on
a sled to go down to the Head anil ingte.n county. The same senator also the Barwisc resolve proposing a con
Attorney General Shaw gives to the was obliged to walk most of the way i introduced a bill providing that th? stitutional
amendment
prohibiting
Senate a report of his recent investi proving there was plenty of snow as | present law whereby candidates for State aid to sectarian and religious in
town officers in municipalities of over stitutions after Dec. 31, 1920.
gation of the coa! situation, the gist of .veil as ice that winter.
• . • «
4.000 receiving the largest number of
I
ana.
sending
you
a
letter
that
I
re

which is that he found no violation
ceived from Capt. Leland Mann. It votes are deem d elected, shall be ex
Act providing that no milk or cream
which would justify the prosecution of icoks as though the captain had a lap tended to towns of 5,000 or more inhab shall be sold as pasturized unless the
any coal dealer in Maine. It has been o- two on brother Newbert when it itants.
work has been done according to speci
» * *«
fications provided by the commissioner
a popular indoor sport this winter to comes to walking over salt water ice.
Senator Brewster of Cumberland of agriculture and the local board of
C. D. S. G.
brand the dealers as daylight high
• • • «
county offeted a till providing that the health.
waymen, but those who have investi
• • • «
word "widow” in the law for the ex
Two Bush Island Light Station,
emption from taxation of estates of
Feb. 27.
gated the matter have found that the
White of Bowdoinham—Act givin
war vete-ans shall include any woman aid to county and local agricultural
coal business has been no path of roses Dear Friend Charlie;
1 wish to express through your items who formerly came under its provis societies. The act provides that no
this winter, or for several winters.
to The Courier-Gazette my sincere ions, who had remarried and again be such organizations shall receive
While it is probably true that some thanks to Capt. Dunn and his crew of came a widow.
stipend unless it shall have a display
• • • •
dealers in Maine have shown a ten the Coast Guard Station. No. 6. in
of not less titan 100 separate and dis
These ccmm.ttep reports were re tinct exhibits or entries of vege
dency to apply the screws, and would bringing mail and provisions during
the ice blockade, while we were cut off ceived in the Senate on Wednesday:
tables fruits or dairy products of a
have been even more merciless but for from the mainland.
The crew at
The committee on Legal Affairs re quality acceptable to the commissioner
the fuel administration's vigilance, it Whitehead certainly is a fine lot of ported ought not to pass op the act of agriculture. Two-thirds of these
is also true that Rockland has fared men; they are strays on watch night licensing real estate brokers and real exhibits must be standard through the
well, both as to quantity of coal and and day in the lookout tower: nothing estate salesmen. This same committee county
« « • «
escapes their eyes in time of need. The reported cught to pass in a new
price of coal, under the circumstances. t e conditions iu the bay and around draft on the act to amend the purpose
The last week of March or first week
The quality might have been better in Two Bush Island were never in my day of the Maine Institution for the Blind in April is now believed to be the time
some instances, but the fault there, as bad. At one time the ice was safe The new draft eliminates that portion when Legislature will adjourn. Prob
to walk on from Two Bush to White .f the act which provides for the rati ably the latter.
was at the mines, and not with the lo
head.
fication of previous acts by the board
♦ ♦ • •
cal dealers.
For the month of January we had 22 of direct irs. ...
„ . , .. , .
Gov. Baxter’s veto on the act rclat
snowstorms, and from Fob. 4 until Feb.
The committee on Public Health re- ing tQ a jewclei.s. Uen received in the
Somebody undertook to explain that 21 there was zero weather, with fresh ported ought to pass on the act relating Senate Thursday was sustained by
to
local health officers, which repeals vote of 25 to 3. Those favoring the
to strong northwest and westerly
Bangor's snow bills were smaller than
winds. I can never forget Jasper the act providing for the appointmc.t passage of the bill over the veto being
Rockland’s this winter because Bangor Drinkwater and Raymond Rackliffe— of health officers by municipal officers.
Senators Brewster of Cumberland.
had not had so much snow. But an ac we owe them so many thanks for their The sam- lommittee reported ought to Elliot of Knox and Powers nf Aroos
count of Tuesday’s storm in that city- kindnesses. We had the big station pass on th? act which provides that the took. The veto message which was
dory—Durrell, Morrill, Connorsand my local healih officer shall he one of the approved expressed the opinion that it
shows that “the sr.ow was piled up in self—and hauled the boat on the large members of local health boards.
would be unwise to extend lien laws to
• • • «
drifts from 5 to 17 feet high,” and the ice cakes across to Hcwdtt’s Island to
the jewelers' trade. It was originally
Members of the Farmers' Club of the
expense of digging Bangor out will be our neighbors and friends. Jasper
applied to. the building trade which is a
81st Legislature held another meeting
Drinkwater,
and
Raymond
Rackliff
who
enormous. Rockland has no 17-foot
different proposition from others, the
accompanied him, smashed their way Wednesday night and talked of many
drifts, and it is manifest that Bangor through the thick ice with us to Spruce things. They discussed the act pro governor said, and if it applied to tlv
Jewelers, there is no reason why it
must have had a tremendous amount Head and back. Now if they are not viding for uniform width of ox and
should not also apply to tailors, shoe
of snow on the ground before Tues two brave accommodating, big-hearted horse sleds, tlie flat tire act, the act makers and others as ail classes should
fillows, I miss my guess. They are making compulsory the use of anaes be treated alike. The governor pointed
day's storm came.
inert we art proud of as island, neigh thetics in performing operations on out that the jewelers had recourse
bors and Inends—always willing to dumb animals, toilets for country through the law for moneys due for re
schoolhouses, old age pensions, the cat
The “dry navy” is going to rendez lend a helping hand in time of need.
license and exemption of estates of pairs.
Leland Mann.
• • • •
vous on the New England coast, ac
war veterans and their widows from
In the Senate yesterday, the com
cording to John D. Appleby prohibition
taxation.
mittee on Sea and Shore Fisheries re
zone director, who foresees the need of
Practically every one of these things,
ported ouglit to pass on an act making
with the exeception of tlie anaesthetic
an aggressive policy if the smuggling
a close time on scallops from April 15
bill,
was
without
friends.
When
it
of liquor is to be curtailed. The “dry'
to Nov. 1. of each year, and making a
came to this act, the chairman of the penalty of violation a fine of $51), and
navy” might direct its efforts to the
meeting. Representative Gillespie of
in addition a fine of five dollars for
Knox county coast, but recommen
Meddybemps. said he didn’t quite un
each scallop illegally caught.
A
BIG
STOCK
derstand
the
provisions,
and
so
some

dation is made that the crew wear rub
• • • «
body called upon Dr. J. A. McDonald,
ber boots.
The committee on Legal Affairs
the
representative
from
East
Machias,
AND ALL SIZES IN
reported ought to pass on an act to in
to explain them. Dr. McDonald read
corporate the Knox Bar Library As
The medical world is amazed at the
the act through and then remarked
case in Escanaba, Mich, of Miss Eve
that he considered it a humane meas sociation.

lyn Lyons, whose temperature for two
weeks has been more than 114. The
young woman’s pulse was given as 120,
her blood pressure as 122 and res
piration 86. Yet she is reported to
have a good appetite, and to lie men
tally active.
In Portland agitation has already be
gun for the construction of a subway
under Congress street from Elm street
to Union station. Down here in Rock
land everything will be subway if the
remainder of the winter is like what
we have "had.

Freight traffic on the railways is
breaking all records this month. And
when lots of freight is moving it means
that business is keeping pace.

RUBBER
BOOTS
BUT

It looks to us as though wc were
going to be up against the same
proposition that we were on
overshoes.

IF
Everybody {jets an idea that they
want a pair of Rubber Boots,
there won’t be enough to go
around. Already the wholesale
market is cleaned out.

SO
Our genial friend, John L. Donahue,
writes from the South that lie has
made a seaplane trip with a Florida
Senator. Being nowise bashful Joint
will probably ask President Harding to
go up with him next time, but his in
vitation may be declined on the ground
that a man who holds the Presidency |
of the United States cannot go an
higher.
It's unusual, perhaps to have cut
prices on seasonable goods, but the
Davis Garment Store, corner of Main
and Elm streets, Rockland, is offering
some good' trades in new spring suits,
coats and dresses this week.—adv.—29-30.
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
making income tax returns. 375 Main

Street,—20-tf

If you arc thinking of getting a
pair, don’t put it off too long.

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

Boston Shoe Store
’78 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

You Can Talk to Practically
All the People to the Town
THROUGH THIS PAPER

ure, calling attention to the fact that in
some of the major operations upon ani
mals it would be well to use anes
thetics.
The old age pension bill, introduced
in the Senate by Senator Clyde II.
Smith of Somerset, came in for some
opposition. Representative Nickerson
of Swanville, the secretary of the club,
remarking that it was in the same
class with the cat license act and that
the Legislature shouldn’t take either
one seriously.
Representative Overlock of Wash
ington called the old age pension bill
one of the most foolish things he 'had
ever heard of. Mr. Overlook was one
of the principle speakers of the even
ing. He is the man who made an ef
fectual attempt a few weeks ago to
obtain a repetal of tile law exempting
the estates of war veterans and their
widows from taxation. He announced
that, since tills seemed to be the fixed
poiicy of the State, he had introduced
another bill, amending the law. Tills
would provide that assessors each year
prepare a list of exemptions and
forward them to the State assessors.
The cities and towns granting these
exemptions would then be reimbursed
by the State.
The Washington representative ar
gued Glut these exemptions arc prov
ing a burden on the small towns and
plantations, and he said that in ltis own
town there were at least 24 of these
estates which were not paying taxes
One of the worst features of the law,
he said, is that a good deal of this
property is going to he lost sight of,
and if ever the time comes when it
might be legally taxed, it will not be on
tlie assessors' books.
He also stated to the members of the
club that he had Introduced a bill
amending the law relating to improved
sanitary conditions of schoolhouses.
This would extend the time in which

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
JUDICIARY
The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub
lic hearing in its rooms at the Suite House, in
Augusta, on
TUESDAY. March 13, at 2 p. m. on th<
following:
S-I66 An Art iclating to the deposits in the
County Treasury o( certain sums of money de
rived from estates in the Probate Court.
8-169 An Act relating to sale of real estate
S-170. An Act relating to foreign executors,
auministrators, guardians, surveyors, or other
trust officers by whatever title they may be ap
pointed by competent audiority.
S-168. An Act relating to proof of claims.
S-174. An Act relating to commissioners on
disputed claims in the Probate Court.
S-I76. An Act relating to sessions of Probate
Court.
. , ,
8-177. An Act relating to administration
without bonds.
S-175. An Art relating to allowance of minor
children.
S-178, An Act relating to fees of registers
of iprobatc.
S-179 An Act to amend tfcction 1. Chapter
68. of the Revised Statutes, relating to appoint
ment, powers and duties of executors and ad
ministrators.
8-180 An Act relating to the waiver of the
provisions of a will.
8-181. An Act relating to who shall cite a
trust officer to account.
8-182. An Ac; iu regard to tlie prartlce iu
Probate Court.
S-183. An Act relating to commissioners on
claims appointed by Judge of Probate.
8-184. An Act relating to appeal from the
Judge of Probate.
S-183 An Act relating to the payment of
legacies.
S-173' An Art relating to payment of leg

acics.

8 171 An Art relating to proof of appointment.
8-167. An Act relating to accounting of trust
officers in probate courts.
S-172. An Act relating to sale of real es
tate of non-resident owners.
8-163. An Act to amend Section 23 of Chap
ter 32 of the revised statutes relating to the
joint deposits in savings banks.

8-192. An Art relating to inheritance taxes
29-30
WEDNESDAY, March 14, at 2 P. M , on the

following:
H-218 Ah Art to amend sections 20, 3fl, 31,38,
41, 43, 47. 50, 53, 72, 73, 74. and 82 of chap
ter 211 of the Public Laws’cf 1921, entitled

"An Act relative to motor vehicles, and the law

CO.'

GREAT EXPANSION

unnrL

WE NOW HAVE

FURNITURE

■BURPEE

SALE

THE WEATHER
of the last three days ha3
been so severe that many
of our customers could not
take advantage of this sale.
Wo have decided to con
tinue the sale for 3 days
more. Monday,
Tuesday,
and Wednesday, March 1214.

SPECIALS
50 FIBRE RUGS
for Chamber,
Regular
price $1.25, caio price,

29c

Continued for Three Days More
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

100 HANDSOME CHINTZ
CHAMBER RUGS, regular
price $2 50 and $2.75, sale
price

98c

MARCH 12, 13, 14

MIND THIS, THE REDUCTIONS OFFERED ARE NOT OF AN ORDINARY
SALE. THE THOUSANDS WHO VISITED OUR STORE FOUND A DIS
PLAY OF QUALTY AND LOW PRICE THAT BROUGHT US THE
LARGEST VOLUME OF SALES IN OUR HISTORY.
THEREE-PIECE

PURE COTTON

FELT MAT

BED OUTFIT

TRESSES

This is a great val
ue. Fine grade cf
resilient cotton felt
very thick
and
restful, will wear
for years, two part
fine tick, this sells
regular for $18.53
sale price

$12.95

$24
The most econom
ical outfit ever pro
duced. Handscmc
finished White Bed
well rounded cot
ton Mattress, finely
drawn Steel Spring
A world beater. V
Or.ly a ilmited
number

Saie Price $24.00

SPECIAL CEDAR
CHEST
A beautiful, highly fin
ished Cedar Chest, ab
solutely
made
moth
proof, regular price $20
sale price,

BEAUTIFUL LAMPS
Here are some

painted table lamps sell

$14.95
SILK

at

FLOSS

special

values. This lot of hand
regular

prices

for

$18.50, specially priced

MATTRESS

A SOFT, DURABLE, PURE SILK FLOSS
TRESS. TWO PARTS; HANDSOME TICKING.
ULAR PRICE $30. SALE PRICE

MAT
REG

$12.95

$19.00
FREE DELIVERY

This beautiful

EASY TERMS’

BURPEE FURNITURE

Rocker, reg

ular value

$18.00 sale

COMPANY

Main Street, Rockland

The Globe-Wcmicke Company
originated, developed and estab
lished the sectional idea in book
cases. The success of that idea—
the ability to increase facilities
with growth of requirements—has
resulted in the practical elimina
tion of the old style solid case.
Globe-Wemicke Sectional Book
cases are found in ever' civilized
country in the world. They are
made in designs and finishes to
suit all tastes and requirements
and over three fourths of all the
sectional cases in use today are
Globe-^’ernicke.
The purchaser of a Globe-Wernicke case sjtuies the best in sec
tional construction and is assured
of getting additions when wanted.
We invite your inspection of the
line—or, send for illustrated ca
talog.

50 ALUMINUM STEW
PANS Regular price $150
sale

89c

Visit our display of
Globc-Wernicke Sectional Bookcases

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Slobe-Wt»iek« Agchct H
of the mad. and to revise and amend chapter
24' of the revised statutes and acts amendatory
thereof and additional thereto.”
8-163 An Art to provide for the supervision,
icgulation and conduct of the transportation of
prsotis over the public highways of the State
of Maine by automobile:;, jitney busses and au’o
stages by the Public Utilities Commission.
H-21<i All Act to intend chapter 211, Publi •
Laws of 1921, relating to motor vehicles
An Act to amend section 81 of chapter 2, and
section 17 of chapter 117 c-f the revised stat
ute: in relation to tin Slate auditor.
8-187. An Act establishing the Maine School
for Ihe Blind
8 186. An Art tor the better protection of
banks in particular transactions
11-236. \n Act io amend section 33 of chap
ter 104 of thp revised statu es relating to com
nrssp.ners admitting to bail poisons committed
for not finding sureties.
11-238 An Act io amend sec'ion 12 of chan
ter 117 of the revised statutes relating to mile
age of members of the Legiskrture.
H-237. An Act to amend section 18 of rtiap
ter 51 of tlie revised statute?, as amended by
chapter 23 of the Public Laws of 1919, relating
to pn>'
::u ;i
W. T. GARDINER, Her.

SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES
The Committee on Sea and Shore Fisheries
will give a public hearing in its rooms at the
State House, in Augusta, on
TUESDAY. March 13, at 2 P M
No. 29. An Ac’ to amend Sec 17. Chapter
43, Revised Statutes, relating to lobster licenses
in York Vounly
No. 31 HDH‘6 An Act: Hcc. 18, Chapter 43.
Revised Stabiles, as amended by chapter 23
and Chapter 233, Public Lavs of 1917, as
amended by See. 2. Galvptcr 98, Public ban ;
of 1921, relating to Sea and Shore Fisheries
No. 328D 81. An Art to amend Sec. 33, Chap
ter 45, Revised Statutes, relating to the legal
size of lobsters and method of measurement, in
York County.

1

13, Revised Statutes as amended by Section S town of Whitefield for payments for sheep anil
Chapter 184. Public Laws 1919, relating to bu;- turkeys killed by dogs and wild animals.
ing and poscssion of lobstcis.
30 31
No. 3,1. Resolve: To increase the Salmon on
C A NEWCOMB. Sec
the Coast of Maine
No. 33 8D131. An Ai t to repeal certain laws
WAYS AND BRIDGES
relating to the Alewive Fisheries of iiie Stall
29-30
of .Maine.
The Commit tec on Ways and Bridges will give
ELLtS F BAKER. See
a public hciring in its rooms at th State Hous-j,
in Augusta, on
LABOR AND JUDICIARY
WEDNESDAY. March II at 2 P M
Resolve: In favor of the Town of Knox.
The Committee on Labor and Judiciary will
OWEN K. STORY, 8cc
give a public hearing in its rooms at the State
30-31
House in Augusta ou
THURSDAY, March 13, at 2 P. M . on the
ft Lowing:
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
S-137. Au Act to amend sections 1 and 3 of
chapter 350 of the public laws of 1913, rela mdking income tax returns. 375 Main
tive to the hours of employment of women and Street.—20-tf
minors.
11-201. An Act relative to the hours of em
ployment of men, women and minors
H-234 An Act to amend section I and 3 of
chapter 330 of the public laws of 1913, relative
to the hours of emjdoyment of women und
minors
An’Act to amend section 1 of Chapter 330 of
the laws of 1913, relative to hours of la/bor
ot minors
;ut-31
All the latest song hits
II. STITHAM ami W T (JAKDLNEK. Sees

SHEET MUSIC

CLAIMS

The Committee on Claims will give a public
Louring in its rooms at the State House, in Au
gusta on
WEDNESDAY. Mairh II. 2 P M
Resolve, n> reimburse the town of Thomaston
for money expended in rdbuiding South Warren
bridge, so-called, on trunk line ”D '
Resolve appropriating money for the town of
Sou’ll Thomaston for free high sclnwl.
Resolve reimbursing E W. Pike, Assignee of
E G Weston, Inc., for damage done an outdoor
platform scale ‘by a truck of the highway de
partment.
Resolve appropriating money to reimburse the
Jfo. 33. An Act to amend See. 33, Chapter

20 Cents
Specials

15 Cents
V. F. Studlcy
MUSIC DEPARTMENT

135S-tf
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Calk of tlx town

SUNDAYS IN

A section of the J. E. Stevens prop
erty, Granite and I’nion streets, has
been bought by .1. M. Richardson.
A telephone has been installed in the
residence of Ida .VI. Bradstreet. 24
Ftanklin street. Call. 424-12.

Claremont Commandery Is to hold
Lister services in Masonic Temple
Easier Sunday afternoon.

There will he free extraction of teeth
Saturday, commencing at 2 o'clock, by
iite members of the Knox Dental Asnoeteition at Dr. Bickford’s otllee.
Rockland Lodge, F.
A. M.. have a
special meeting Tuesday night. VMoik
tri the third degree.

Everett llodgdon was on trial in Mu
nicipal Court this forenoon, charged
with assault and battery upon his sonin-law Everett Benner,
Portland, Rockland and Did Orchard
are among the Maine towns which have
voted for daylight saving, thus far.
Three pretty good towns, too.
A Norfolk despatch of Thursday re
ported two Coast Guard cutters going
to the rescue of two schooners, one of
which was the Thomaston built
schooner, Jessie G. Noyes, which was
in distress 70 miles south of Cape
Henry.

Capt. E. L. Thompson of the Eastern
Steamship Bluehill line went aboard
the Coast Guard Cutter Acushnet yes
terday to act as pilot while the craft
is to continue her operations in I’enoljseot Bay.

Great interest is manifested in the
Maine Direct Primary Law by mem
bers of the Woman’s Educational Club,
who have twice voted unanimously to
. tislain it but wish to understand thor
oughly its hearings and current ob
jections to it.
At the Monday night meeting of
Rockland Lodge of Elks, officers for the
ensuing year will he elected. Several
candidates will be initiated. Preced
ing the meeting the house committee
will serve a roast chicken supper with
the necessary tixin’s.

Theold time picture showing the group
of men who worked in the Clark Island
granite quarries attracted a great deal
of attention in Thursday's issue. Mrs.
.1. P. McWilliams of Rockland High
lands phoned this paper to say that
she identified the man on the left end
of the second row its the late Philip
I'lmer. a tool sharpener who was her
uncle.
Maurice Haskell and Harry Larrabee
were injured badlj- while sliding on
Benner Hill Tuesday night The steer
ing gear refused to work and the sled
went over the steep bank into the
brook, taking the boys with it into the
water and shell ice. Both boys were
stunned, and but for the quick action of
men on the scene they would have been
drowned or frozen in the ice. They
escaped with bruises and cuts and a
had shaking up.

James A. Col line. Owl's Head’s town
clerk, who was compelled to shorten
his stay In Washington, D. C„ by an
attack of ptomaine poisoning is again
able 4o be around the house at ‘his In
graham Hill heme, but not quite cour
ageous enough just yet to try his luck
out of doors. It is quite a contrast—
the green grass which he left in Wash
ington and the five foot snow drifts
which he found down on the Hili.
‘The Son of Wallingford," which will
be shown at Strand Theatre Monday
and Tuesday, cost over three-quarters
of a million dollars to produce. A
whole town of 5,000 population in ad
dition to 3,000 actors was engaged for
the big scenes. A lake 500x2.000 feet
was constructed at a cost of $20,000.
1'pon this was poured 15.000 gallons of
crude oil. It was set afire and burned
for ten days. Huge whirlpools of flame
leaped hundreds of feet into the air,
while players and cameramen in boats
risked life and limb to get action never
before shown upon, the screen. The
tire scenes have been pronounced the
greatest of their kind ever filmed.
The Coast Guard Cutter Acushnet's
final act before leaving this port was
to dock tile coal laden schooner Doris
Hamlin for the Rockland-Rockport
Lime Corporation, She goes hence to
Stonington after'the coal barge which
was gotten into that port with so much
difficulty, and will take it first to
Northeast Harbor then to Southeast
llarhor. where the balance of the cargo
will be discharged. The Cutter Acush
net is commanded by Lieut. Comman
der William LI. Shea, and has four
commissioned officers and 45 seamen
aboard. She has done valuable work
in Penobscot Bay and her officers .have
made many friends hereabouts. Tile
Acushnet's arrival at this port will al
ways be hailed with pleasure.

Burgess the Optometrist, will bp ab
sent from the city Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, March 13-15 inclusive.
Out his office will remain open for re
pair work and the making of appointii ."its.—ad\
The restaurant at the brook now
known as the "Brookside Lunch," after
being newly painted anfl new electric
lights, is ,.ow open for business. All
home cooking. All cordially invited.
Prices reasonable. Chase & Tarr, man
agers, 470 Main BI.. Rockland, Me.
23-tf

ROLLER POLO DE LUXE

LENT

“SMASHNG THE TEN COMMANDMENTS”

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Mar 1(1—Basketball, K«-klai>tl High vs Port
land High (cirls) In Portland.
Mar. 12—MiskrsnraraBorirly meets with Mrs
Il II. Spear. Maple street
March 12—UO a. tn i City Government or
ganises
Match 12—Camden town meeting
March 13-14—(polo), Rockland is Providence
All Stars at the Arcnde.
March 15—Annua! dance of the Telephone
Girls in Temple Hall.
March 15—Charity Club entertained by Mrs
David Talbot and Miss Maud Paatt at fortnev’s
Inane.
March 16 (7 15)- Regular meeting of Woman’s
educational Club, Methodist vestrv. Address In
A M G. Soule of Augusta Chief of Division of
State Food inspection
March 16—Country Club, dance
March 16—Rockiand bodge of Perfection and
Rockland Council. Princes of Jerusalem, meet
In Temple hall.
March 17—St Patrick’s Day
March 19—Rockport town meeting
-March 20—Annual roll call of Miriam Re
beknb Lodge.
•
Marcli 21—Monthly meeting of Kaptiat Mett’s
League
March 21—Spring begins
March 21-22—State conference, D A R ,
Waterville
March 25—Palm Sunday.
March 22—Knox County Librarians' Associa
tion meets at Rockland Public Library, 2 30
p nt.
March 23—•Methcbesec Club meets wltii Mis
I, I-. Chau, Talbot aienue.
March 20—Thomaston town meeting.
March 26-30—Farmers’ Week, University of
Maine
March 30—Counlry Club, ladies’ and gentle
men's supper at 0.30 followed by auction.
Marcli 30—Good Friday.

CHORUS

7.15 P. M.
CORNET SOLO

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

Page Three

GREAT SINGING

PICTURES

Sunday, 7:30

New England All Stars Take Rockland Into Camp—George
Wiley Coming Here Next Week.

B. P. BROWNE. Pastor

Universalist Church
Lewis H. Gray, a former member of
March 23 Is the. tentative date for the
I next open forum banquet of the Cham- tlie police force who is now at the Na
The happiest greeting ever
! her of Commerce at tlie Thorndike tional Soldiers’ Home in Togus, came
—flowers gladden the hearts
home to attend the funeral of his son! Hotel.
of all.
in-law. the late Ralph Lester Barlow.
—Says the Sunflower.
i The coast guard cutter Northwest Mr. Gray Is one of the six occupants
l Wind cleared the ice away from the of tlie T. B. hospital, and reports ex
Petry coal dock Thursday, and a barge cellent treatment. Hi* returns to Togus
y^HOSE birthday
Is there discharging part of a cargo of Monday.
coal.
comes
in
Rockland High girls clash with
Tod: y is the last opportunity to hear Portland High girls in t|ie Portland
March? Express
James J. O’Hara, the talented organist High gym this afternoon. The team
' who i- playing this week at the Strand went uii yesterday afternoon in order
with beautiful blooms
Theatre. "The'crgan with the human to he in prime condition for this crucial
voice," is thoroughly under his mas contest. Both teams have clean rec
and the someone who
tery, end his n.nn-rt programs and ords and by elimination of teams de
mitailor s are 1 ‘lighting all music-lo/- feated the Rockland-Portland series
receives them will joy j “rs. Mr. O'Hara will gladly play any could be well termed State Champion
of your favorite sleections if you wil! ship. The return date for the Port
fully understand.
land sextette is March 31 in Spear
hut indirtite them.
ball.
“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
Congress Square Men's Shop, Inc., is
A very busines like young lady
the name of a new corporation organ
ized in this city, to deal in men’s fur called at The Courier-Gazette office
nishings and clothing. Capital stock, yesterday, and introduced herself as
$10,000; common stock, $10,000; pre acting business manager of "The
ferred, none; paid in, nothing; par Ereeze." a publication issued by Ston
value of shares. $100: three shares ington High School. The caller was
►16 SCHOOL ST. PH0NE120subscribed; directors, Harold Baker, Miss Cecil Hendricks and she is al
^GREENHOUSES-CAMDEN;
president.
Rockland;
Theodore R. so editor-in-chief of “The Breeze."
Sweetland, treasurer, Rockland, and Her assistants include Laura Gross, as
PHONE 135-2
Laura Baker, Portland. Mr. Baker, sistant editor; Dwight Stinson, assist
the president, is a former manager of ant business manager; Doris Gray,
the Woolworth store in this city, and alumni editor: Muriel Eaton, literary
a brother-in-law of Mr. Sweetland, editor; Albini Scarci athletic editor
The Rockland Veteran Firemen’s A.s- who is associated with him in the new and Natalie Noyes, local editor. The
paper will lie issued next month.
s'lciation is pli'ining a benefit dance to Portland enterprise.
be .held the ast week of this month.
The new City Government organizes
Aurora Lodge, F. & A. M., will ob next Monday forenoon, at 10 o’clock at
The Ameriian Legion Attiliary serves serve isist masters night next Wed which time Mayor Brown will deliver
its fourth loitnightly public supper in nesday with work on the Manter Ma his inaugural address and the city
the Legion lin'd from 5 to 7 tonight.
son’s degree and a banquet at 6.30, lerk will be elected.
Alderman
served by the Eastern Star. The offi- Erskine of Ward 4 will probably be
Miriam Rpbekah Lodge has its an 'H’s of tile evening will he: Rodney I. elected chairman of that hoard, and
nual loll call Tuesday night. March 20 Thompson, Worshipful Master; Rob Councilman William J. Sullivan is
at 7.30 o'clock. Supper wil be served ill ot V. Stevenson, Senior Warden; Ben uite apt to he the lower board's
jamin J. Philbrook, Junior Wardei: choice for president, a position which
the banquet hal from 6 to 7.
Asa I'. St. Clair. Treasurer; William D. he held before serving in the board of
Gloria Swanson has many admirers Talbot. Secretary; Albert II. Newbert, aldermen. The city officials will be
among local movie fans. Monday and Chaplain; Edward K. Gould. Marshal; nominated in a Democratic caucus to
Tuesday she will lie seen a! Park The lam, .. A. Ri’chan, Senior Deacon; Ed morrow. About the only contest will
atre in her favorite picture, "My Amer ward ('. Payson. Junior Deacon; Edwin be over chief engineer of the fire de
IL Maxc.v, Senior Steward; Benjamin partment. the candidates being the
ican Wife."
S. Whitehouse. Junior Steward; Alfred present Incumbent, W. S. Pottee; and
The absolute correctness of the L. Carleton. Tyler; Frank C. Flint, ex-chief Albert R. Havener.
Western Union clocks is vouched for Frank A. Peterson, Freeman A. Stanby the company, which receives the of icy. Arthur F. Wisner. Dana D. Wright.
The Minstrel show entitled “The
ficial time from Washington each Arthur S. Little-fled and George T Darktown Social Betterment Society”
Stewart,
specials.
r.oon.
was given Monday and Tuesday even
ings in the Ingraham Hill Schoolhouse
There was an inspection of the Ward and was a decided success, the pro
Director Chapman will he with the
Wight Philharmonic Society nex* 1 ballots Thursday. No change was ceeds from both evenings performances
Wednesday evening with pla-ns for his shown in the vote for alderman or first adding greatly to the funds already in
annua! concert in this city. The place Councilman. For second Councilman the treasury of the School Improve
of meeting will lie announced in Tues William A. Holbrook, Rep., gained one ment League. Rockland High School
md his opponent, lbra L. Ripley gain was well represented both evenings by
day's paper.
ed two. The vote for third Council students some of whom caused much
The class of 1922, Rockland High man was unaltered. Fred W. Gray, annoyance. The cast included William
Schorl is planning to start something, Democratic candidate for warden, and Powers, Lawton Bray. Stanley Snow,
end with that end in view a class meet Albert T. Grant, Democratic candidate Ralph Everett, Herbert, Earle and
ing is railed for next Wednesday even for ward clerk each gained one vote. Fioyd Montgomery, J. Chapin and
ing in Spear hall. Spear block. The Pile result stands as before, one Repub Venner Curtis. The play was given
meeting is called for 7.15 and the meet lican alderman and two Republican under the direction of Mrs. Frank
councilman, a Republican warden and Campbell, who also presided at the
ing place is centrally located.
ward clerk, and a Democratic coun piano. Many "darky" songs were suc
The R. II. Counee Engine Co. o; cilman.
cessfully rendered at intervals through
Thomaston and Tigers of Hallowe'i
the evenings. Many thanks are ex
Earl Ferlter of New Brunswick, a tended to all who so generously do
have elected delegates to the meeting
which will he held in Bath one we di member of the crew of the coal-laden nated the refreshments which were
from teday, at which it is expected t four-master Doris Hamlin, had a quickly disposed of during the even
form a State League of Veteran Fire rather hectic half hour late Thursday ings. The League wishes to extend its
men's Associations. Twelve companies ifternoon, and it landed him in a local thanks to Virgie F. Studley who kindly
have now signified their intention of hospital. The ship's boat was being gave tht> use of a piano, also to Mrs.
taking part.
raised on the stern davits when some van Trueworthy for a generous do
how it got away and the flying rope nation of books to the Closson-GouldThursday evening at 7.30 a mass burned through the palms of both ing Memorial Library.
meeting will be held in the High Schoo! Berber's hands and snapped him over
assembly hall, under the auspices of ;he rail into the ice filled water below.
TENANT’S HARBOR
the Rockland Parent-Teaehe.r Associa He was promptly pulled out. and a
tion Forrest A. Barbour of the State hurry call sent to the U. S. S. Acush
The Eastern Star ladies served a
Health Department will he the speaker net, whose cutter brought the injured
and his topic will be "Milk" and the man ashore. Port Surgeon Dr. F. B. town meeting dinner Monday to 160
Value of Milk Lunches in the Publi” Adams being out of town the ease was men and women. Proceeds netted about
Schools." At the close of his address turned over to Dr. Wasgatt who found $77.00.
A ladies’ blue silk scarf has been
an open forum will be held in which all the patient not seriously injured. He
hanging in the lower ante room of the
will be privileged to take part. The wil! he fit for duty in a week's time.
Masonic hall for some time, presuma
meeting will be preceded by a short
bly left, there at one of the installations.
health playlet given by Grade 4. Mc
Public supper at American Legion It is hoped that by reporting the lost
Lain.
ha!! 5 to 7 tonight. Gee! but they're
article in this column it may please
great.—adv.
someone to know that the lost is found
Wirsiow-Holbt ook Post has decided
and just waiting to he claimed.
to open a store in.the quarters recently
The money which the ladies of the
vacated by the Postal Telegraph Co.,
village earned serving lunches at the
on Limerock street, and it will be
Masonic hall to those attending the ap
known as the Legion Canteen, Herbert
propriation meeting (previously re
R. Mellen proprietor. It is proposed “KEEP KLEEN KUFFS” and
to carry a line of confectionery, cigars,
“SLIP-ON SLEEVELETS” ported! was transferred to the Village
Improvement Society for addition to
etc., and also to have a news-stand.
Made to order for Men and Women
the sidewalk fund.
The store will he opened as soon as ar
Write for free booklet to
Mist Dorothy Sheerer, formerly j.’
rangements can be made. The location THE UTILITY SLEEVE CO.. Manufacturers
this place has lad the misfortune tn
ROCKLAND
MAINE
is an excellent one, and the Legion has
many friends to wish the venture suc For Sale by J. F. GREGORY SONS CO. lose an eye. Friends wishing to send
i er a card of remembrance may b J
cess.
pleased to know het address, which hi
P. O. Box 265 Harvey. Ill.
It’s unusual, perhaps to have cut
Degrees were conferred upon three
prices on seasonable goods, hut the
candidates at the regular meeting of
Davis Garment Store, corner of Main
the O. E. S„ last Friday evening.
and Sim streets, Rockland, is offering
at OWL’S HEAD. ME.
Mrs. Fannie Morris’ famous "orangesome good trades in new spring suits,
pineapple” was on sale town meeting
eoats and dresses this wpek.—adv.—
CASTLE COMFORT COTTAGE
day. Ever try any?
29-30.
Mrs. Chas. Hart of Deering was
ANO GARAGE
eilied here by the illness of her mother.
Mrs. Lucy Dunbar.
The finest piece of Summer Pro
Ft iends of Fred Pierson formerly of
perty
on
the
Maine
Coast.
ATTENTION
this town will regret to learn of his
Throughly overhauled and painted
death in Quincy, Mass., last week.
last season—not a rotten piece of
Members of the Class
Pneumonia was the cause.
lumber in it.
Included with the buildings is
the strip of land extending to the
1922 R. H. S.
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
shores, insuring an unobstructed
Class Meeting, Wednesday
view of ocean and islands.
Miss Ellen Harjula is spending the
Owing to long, severe ilness, I
Evening, 7.15
weekend in Portland.
will sell at a bargain. Drop me a
Mrs. Emma Johnson, who -has been
card and I will forward postcard
ill, is able to be up.
picture
of
cottage.
SPEAR HALL, SPEAR BLOCK
Mrs. Eva Hall of Owl’s Head has
been spending the week with her
J. W. HATCH
daughter, Mrs. Eric Harjula.
EVERYONE COME
197 BROADWAY, ROCKLAND, ME.
‘
MARRIED
30-31
\\caver-Wardswortli—Washington, D C,, Feb

GLAENTZELS

SLEEVE PROTECTORS

FOR SALE

17. b.v Rev. Charles Warren. Richard A Weaver
of Washington I). <’.. and Miss Elizabeth II.
Wardswortli, formerly of Camden
Gray-Lawrence—Camden, Feb 3. by Rev II
I Holt. Harland B. Gray and Miss Sadie Law
rence, both of Camden

BORN

Send it

’

Cowie—Boca Grande. Fin , March 3, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry A Cowie (Florence Haley), a
daughter
Bennett—North Hope, March 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. L. W Bennett, a son.

tojhe
«
c(gunJnj

►

DIED

CD. AUU.

Before You Wash Those Blankets
and Quilts, Read This
Our new mill process will renew the life of your blankets, restore
their fine soft fleeciness and prepare them for a summer storage.
Whether jt is a fine woolen blanket or a long staple cotton, or a
mixture of the two, the individual fibres of the thick nap should be
carefully straightened out and fluffed up. This will give them won
derful softness and warmth.
Moths seldom touch Clean, Dry, Woolens. Let us wash a new
year’s life into those beautiful blankets of yours. You’ll be delighted
with their newness.
We also make a specialty of Family Washing at very attractive
prices.
JUST PHONE—WE’LL SEND FOR THEM PROMPTLY

PEOPLES LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK STREET. TELEPHONE 170

Harkness—WaLpoie. Mass , Feb. 28 Mrs Ed
ward W. Harkness (Fannie Fuller of Rockport),
. fed 80 years.
Eells—Boston. March 1. Miss Ruth C Eells, a
in the of Camden, aged 84 years. Interment in
Mountain cemetery.
Dothe—Arlington, Mass, March 7. Fannie
(Ewell), widow of Rev. John E. Dodge, and .«
native of Waldoboro
Vose—'North Union, Feb. 25, Tiila, wife of
Aihert Vose.
Dempster—St. George. March 8,
a rah A
Demiwier aged 66 years. Funeral
2 o’clock
Sunday at late residence in Ht. Ge
Burial
in Thomaston.
Fountain—’Worcester, Mass March 7, George
Fountain, formerly of St. George, aged 67 years.
Burial in St. George Sunday
Gardner—Martinsville. March 9, Llewellyn C
Gardner, aged 48 years, 4 months, 20 days

CHILBLAINS

Tired and’sore'Feet

Are f Always' Relieved
when used as directed.
Prepared by the NoKat Medictvb Co., Norway. Me.

25-30

«YOUR NIONKY REFUNDED, *
If it falls to benefit yon when uwdetnctly as directed oa
the wide wrapper. ^Try a botUe. fioid by aUdeukia.

“The
Minister’s Daughter”
WITH THE CHURCHES
At the Gospel Mission Sunday even
ing nt 7.15, Rev. Ida M. Bradstreet wil!
speak, subject, "What Is a Christian?”
... *
At the Congregational church tomor
row morning Mr. Rounds will preach
on the subject, "Counting the Cost."
Church school at noon. The Fellow
ship League wil! meet in the vestry at
5.30.

• » • *

First Church of Christ, Scientist.
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Subject
of lesson sermon, “Christ Jesus.” Sunday
school at 12.o’clock. The reaiding room
is located in the new Bicknell block
and is open every week day from 2.30
to 4.30 p. m.
....
At the St. Peter’s church (Episcopal)
the services for the fourth Sunday in
Lent will be at 7.30, 10, 10.20. 10.30, and
12.15. The evening service will be in
Thomaston.
Special Lent services
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday.
Particulars will he found in the usual
weekly notices of the parish on the
first page of this issue.
* * • •
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Subject
of lesson sermon, "Man.” Sunday
school at 12 o’clock. The reading room
is located in the new Bicknell block
and is open every week day from 2.30
to 4.30 p. m.
• * • •
At Littlefield Memorial church to
morrow morning the services are as fol
lows: Sermon liy pastor Stuart at
10.30. subject. "The Ideal Church, Its
Unity;" Bible school at noon; C. E. at
6.15;evening service at 7.15, subject,
'Jesus, Son of Abraham,” choir se
lection, “Lead Me Gently Home,
Father.” Cottage prayer meetings Fri
day evening at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Chapies, Glencove and Miss
Grace Dorman. 154 North Main street.
• • • •
At the Pratt Memorial church Sun
day morning Rev. E. V. Allen will
preach on "Sleeping Sickness." An
anthem will he sung by the choir, and
Mrs. Lydia Storer, chorister, will sing
“Crossing the Bar," Willeby. The
unday school meets at 12 with classes
for all. The Epworth League at 6 will
be followed at 7J5 by a service of song
conducted by Otho L. Hatch, after which
the pastor will preach on “The Uni
versal Question." Prayer meeting Tues
day evening at 7.30.
• « . *
At the Universalist church Sunday
morning, Mr. RatciifT will preach the
second sermon of the Leten series, the
subject being. "Our Great Companion."
The music will include a contralto solo
by Miss Jones. "Ave Maria." Luigi
Luzzi. and a duet, "Lead Kindly
Light." will be sung by Miss Jones and
iMr. Wyllie. The evening service will
he the picture presentation of the play,
“The Minister’s Daughter." The Uni
versalist choir announces the cantata,
"Hail the Victors," by Alfred Wooler,
which will be rendered at an Easter
vesper service at 4 o'clock on Easter
Sunday.
... *
At the First Baptist church Sundaymorning at 10.30 the pastor will preach
on "Peace With Victory.” The an
thems to be Sung by the choir are “I
Will Feed My Flock.” Simper and
"Supplication," Scott. In the evening
at 7.15 the pastor will speak on
“Smashing The Ten Commandments."
Clarence Fish of Camden will play
The Last Chord,” Sullivan, as a cor
net solo. The evening anthems will be
Gounod’s "Send Out Thy Ligii1” an<i
Come Unto Me,” Spence. The Sunday
school convenes at 11.45. The Christ
ian Endeavor topic to be discussed at
6.15 Is "Thei Stewardship of Self, Sub
stance and Services, ” led by Group two.
The Children’s Happy Hour is held on
Tuesday at 4 p. m. The church prayer
meeting is an urgent appointment for
Tuesday night at 7.30.
The young
people will have, a special session of
the study classes on Friday night The
pre-Easter services uhder Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald begin March 19.

ROCKVILLE
Harvesting ice on Chickawaukie lake
is completed. McLoon Co. and the
Rocklard Coal Co. finished getting
their supply Feb. 28.
Mrs Oscar Carroll's mother, Mrs. A
E. Vose of Union, died suddenly ■Feh.
25. Mrs. Carroll has been in Union
several days. She has the sympathy
cl this community in her bereavement.
There is considerable teaming on the
main toad to Rockland in spite of the
worst thank-you-marms ever. Large
loads of grain are being hauled up and
much wood is going dawn, beside, dairy
men ar.d farmers with their products
going to market.
Edward .Bucklin who died Feb. 19
had been an invalid for some years.
He moved here with 'his family front
Tnomaston a few years ago purchasing
the Gurney-Rogers place for a home
He was quiet and retiring, but extremelj well liked and respected, and
this little community Is sorry to lose
from its midst so good a man and
neighbor. Our sympathy goes out to
his wife and family. On account of had
(raveling funeral services were held in
Rockand at Crozier's undertaking
rooms The Masons, of which frater
nity he was a member, attending in a
body, interment was in the Thomas
ton cemetery.
Mrs. Ellen Cushman of Brooklyn, N.
Y.. writes "At the movies we were un
usually pleased to see a bit of old Pe
nobscot Bay pictured on tl|e screen.
The U. S. cutter Ossipee was plowing
up the ice in the harbors of the Bay
and surrounding islands.”
The death of Mrs. Minerva Quearc
March 1. makes three deaths in this
little v Ilage within two weeks time.
It is very sad that our village grows
less in population, while the cemetery
increases in size,
Mrs. Helen Oxton, who died Feb. 23,
was a . old friend and neighbor who
will he much missed. It will he re
membered that she and her daughter.
Mrs. Aedie Fitzgerald (now laith gone),
rede three miles on that cold blustering
November election day of 1920 of such
political importance to our nation, to
cast their votes for the first time for a
Republicn president.

Two polo teams worked their heads
off at the Arcade last night, and when
it was all over the New England All
Stars had caged the ball six times to
Rockland’s three. The summary shows
that i’ence was obliged to make more
stops than Purcell, from which it may
he rightly opined that the Rockiand
team was giving a good account of It
self.
The visitors got away to a flying
start by caging the ball thrice in the
first period, and—this was the exact
margin of victory for the teams broke
even in the other two periods. The
fans were elated with the speedy work,
and in spite of the disappointment of
losing it, credited the game with being
the season’s best.
Tony Welch was on the rush line
with Red Williams, and the two
Leaguers represented a powerful at
tack, which was well balanced by the
defensive work of Brown and the con
tortionist Pence. Tabbutt was sup
posed to lie the one weak spot in the
All Stars’ armor. Hut even he played a
game of professional calibre, and the
team did not miss Kehoe, who had van
ished into thin air as Manager Packard
found after spending $4 in telephone
tolls trying to locate him.
The ball did not roil with Rockland
last night; anybody could see that, but
the boys did their best to overcame the
visitors lead, and there is very little
criticism of their failure to do so.
The score:
All Stars
Rockland
Red Williams, lr
St. Aubin
Tabbutt, 2r
Therrien
Welch, c
Bouchard
Brown, hh
Cusick
Pence, g
Purcell
First Period
1 All Stars—Williams.................
.44
2 All Stars—Welch .................... 11.43
3 All Stars—Welch ..................
1.22
Second Period
1 Rockland—St. Auliln ...............
7.04
5 All Stars—Welch ..................
2.19
Third Period
6 Rockland—Bouchard ..............
3.39
All Stars—‘Williams.................
6.57
8 Rockland—TherVien ................
.24
9 All Stars—Williams ..............
1.18
Score, New England All Stars 6,
Rockland 3.
Rushes, St. Aubin 5.
Williams 7. Stops, Ppnce 47, Purcell
31. Referee, Winslow. Timer, Davies.
Scorer. White.
• • • •
The Rockland team, with Tony
Welch in place of Therrien, was de
feated 10 to 3 in Portland Thursday
night, when Kid Williams was also on
the rush line for the Blues. Rockland
gave Pence twice as many stops as
Purcell had, and the Express speaks of
it as one of the best games which lias
been played in the Portland rink. The
Express also referred to Bouchard as
the fastest colt on the American
League Circuit this season, and said
that Cusick put up the best game he
hud ever played in that city. .
• • • •
The Providence team headed by
George Wiley, the crack rush of the
Providence American League team will
he the attraction at the Arcade »iext
Tuesday
and
Wednesday
night s.
Wiley was fourth from the top in the
list of goal getters in the American
League this winter. The full lineup
will appear on the posters anil in Tues
day's Courier-Gazette.
« • • «
Cub reporters on the Portland Ex
press sniff contemptuously at the Low11 Courier-Citizens’ statement to the
effect that there were players in other
days equal to "Kid” Williams and
Wild Bill” Duggan for speed and driv
ing ability. The Lowell correspondent
mentions Hlpson. Menard, Lewis. Bone
and Wodtke in that category. Of this
distinguished group old timers in
Rockland best recall Hipson, who
played temporarily with the Rockland
team, and who was certainly a high
tension wire if there ever was one.

Comparison witli “Kid" Williams or
Wild Bill" Duggan is not easily made
because of the long time that ha i
elapsed, and because of the widely dif
fering gear used by the two groups of
players. But all local fans who saw
I'ipson feel today that they wouldn"
have missed the privilege for a farm
down east.

HAD HOLD OF ’EM
Thomaston Bowlers Toppled Over the
Candlepins Just Like They Meant It
The victorious career of the Rock
land bowling team was checked Thurs
day night, when the Thomaston team
knocked down 2279 of the skinny sticks
while Cap’n Robinson's men were get
ting but 2180 Gleason was the loud
noise having a five string total of 506
but he had to share honors with Pa
quin, who had the highest string—124.
The score:
Rockland
Robinson . . .. 71 so so ?8 73— 402
Barnard .. .. 88
M 98 99—
Peters........ . . 96 82 83 86 80—
Perry ........ . . 96 78 87 93 91 — 44 .
Simmons .. .. 90 79 107 96 76—
— — — — —
441 414 455 451 419—.
Thomaston
Woodcock . .. 85 SI 79 82 94—
Stone ...:. . .101 s 1 85 108 91 —
Jacobs .... .. 75 89 93 72 83— 412
Paquin .... .. 85
124 95 65— 451
Gleason ... .. 98 102 88 108 no—

444 458 469 465 443—2279

STUDENT

DEBATE

Thomaston High Wins Over
Warren High—On To I .ewiston Finals.
The debates in Thomaston and War
ren held last night were both won by
Thomaston, though the Warren meet
ing was very close. These were in the
Bates Seminary School series and en
title Thomaston to a place in the finals
at Lewiston. Elliott Copeland was the
main stay of the Thomaston debate and
did exceptionally well. L. 13. Borneman was awarded second place. The
judges in Thomaston were Miss Anna
Coughlin, Miss Harriet TruRk and F.
L. S. Morse of Rockland. The concert
by the Thomaston High School Orches
tra was much enjoyed.
In the Warren debate there was a
good turnout and the people were much
disapiminted with the judges’ verdict.
The cause of Warren’s downfall wag the
elever work of Miss Georgiana Wiley of
Thomaston. Merton Hart of Warren
ran her a close second. The Thomas
ton team excelled in clearness of pre
sentation though it depended pretty
largely on its notes. The judges were
Rev. W. S. Rounds of Rockland, Rex.
R. H. Short of Thomaston and Rev. .1.
M. Remick of Warren.
The question of the debate was a
deep one for High School classes, deal
ing with compulsory arbitration of
railroad and mine strikes, but was well
handled on the whole and decided
strictly according to Bates debating
regulations.
MRS. FANNIE EWELL DODGE
Mrs. Fannie Ewell Dodge, widow of
Rev. John E. Dodge, a Congregational
minister who had been located in Wor
cester and Wed Btylston, died Wed
nesday at the home of her niece. Mrs.
M trion L. Henderson, 27 Brentwood
road, Arlington. Mrs. Dodge w s born
in Waldoboro, and was the daughter
of Thomas and Barbara (Heyer) Ewfli.
She had been a widow about ten years.
Her nearest survivor is a sister. Mrs.
Delia E i.owd. who also lives in Ar
lington Mrs. Dodge was a d'-scf ml ml
(if Conrad Heyer firs: male child born
ia Waldoboro, and who died mere in
1856 at the age of ICS '.ears.

HEAR ABOUT
ALLEN?”
“Well, I knew he has been sick.’’
“That isn’t half of it. He had a sickness policy, and all
lie’s been doing since he got well is to complete a whole flock
of forms, hunting up notaries, and getting doctor’s reports.
1 le won’t get paid for being sick ; he'll barely get paid for his
time spent in getting the insurance money. And he hasn't
received his money yet. He lifid to send the forms to New
York or Philadelphia or Timbuctoo, and he has to wail until
the Company gets around to bis case. If lie bad only bought
his policy of E. C. Moran & Co., he would have dodged that
flock of forms, and been paid cash in Rockland, on the very
day he got well.”

ARE YOU

“ALLEN?”

E. C. MORAN & CO.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, ths older you grow
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.

Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

WILLIAM E. D0RNAN & SON
EAST UNION, MAINE
Owner of Lincolnville Gray Granite Quarries
We are equipped with the most modern machinery and can
finish a monument, to please our customers, from Barre, Quincy, or
any of the leading Granites.
We sell the Vermont Marble Company's high grade marble
memorials in both the polished work and M. &. M. finish.
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A LOST INDUSTRY
And How It Is Being rfecov-

ENORMOUS LOSS
HIS OWN GAME

Every-Other-Day 7

DISH DRAINER HAS SUPERSEDED
INSANITARY TOWEL IN KITCHEN

WOMEN OF
MIDDLE AGE

WALDOBORO

Many expressions of sorrow are heard
about town occasioned by the death of
e-ed—Bright Prospect For
(’iniiies D. Winehen&augh, who for
By JANE GORDON
many years has served as tax.cpllector.
Sheep Breeding.
Mr. Winchenhaugh died at his home on
Relieved of Nervousness and Other Dut b Neck, Friday. March 2. He was
The story of Maine's recovery of
<<©, 1923, Western Newspaper Union.)
AWAY WITH
Its lost Industry sheeo rising -will WIFE. WASTING
Distressing Ailments by Lydia E. i painstaking and careful official and
The tnnn brought his boat to shore
'tmI many warm friends in the village.
soon be cried in far Western and
Pinkham
’s Vegetable Compound He leaves a vife who was Hattie M.
STOMACH TROUBLE,COMPLETE and gave a low, soft whistle. Leaning
Southern slates in a novel manner,
forward, he endeavored to sight
.Martin and ore daughter. Mamie E.
LY
RESTORED
BY
TANLAC.
according to the plans of the Maine
Rrooklyn, N. Y.—“ I first took Lydia i ’enner.
through the fall-colored brush the
The Woman’s (’lub was entertained
E. Pinkham’s VegetableCompound four
Sheep and Wool Growers' association
crude old house that stood on the
STATES SHAW.
years ago, and atn by Mrs. Eugenia M. Waltz Tuesday af
Whi- h are now ma.tur ng. This co
edge of the wood. He could just
taking it now for tlie ternoon. After items of interest given
glimpse Its chimneys, from which
operative group has made wonderful
Change of Life and by the Club members Miss Marion
smoke was ascending. He had discov
progress the past few years in build
other troubles and 1 • lark read an e:?lenabling paper taken
receive great benefit from articles in “The Survey.’’ Ten
ing up the sheep business of the State,
Taninc has accomplished many re ered this dwelling, when ou ills hunt
from it. 1 am willing niemb^rs were present. The meeting
working along conservative yet con
ing trip he had mistaken Ids way hack
markable
results,
but
it
is
doubtful
if
to let you use my text week will be lield with Mrs. Mary
structive lines. Its plan of pooling the
to the hunting lodge and been obliged
letter as a testimo Hovey.
wool clip o#> its members who are in is powers ever were more forcefully to ask direction.
nial because it is the
all parts of the State, lias resulted in
Dashing May McAvoy will be seen at
Tlie house liad seemingly been oc
demonstrated than in the case of Mrs.
truth. I found your the Star Theatre Saturday night in
most satisfactory* returns to the
cupied by a strangely attractive young
booklet in my letter 'flic Top of New York.” This is a
Tharles E. Shaw. 72 Central St., West
growers.
woman and a crabbed und shabby old
box and read it care
Sheep Specialist
H. Crawford of
Paramount production and shows
Telling of his wife's one. The old woman had brusquely
fully, and that is how be sparkling little star at her best,
the agricultural department said Tues brook. Me.
I came to take the •'bis story is the real romance of the
informed Thornton that “the men
day that at a recent meeting of the troubles Mr. Shaw said:
Vegetable Compound myself. It has •..I Broadway called “the beautiful
association it was decided to inaugu
folks" were working and she couldn’t
given me quiet nerves so that 1 sleep all baby doll.” It is a big-hearted. love
"When my wife’s health was worst tell him. The young woman came
rs te an educational campaign which
night, and a better appetite. 1 have rec gory, beautiful, appealing ami unusu
would serve the double purpose of ad -he only weighed a hundred and five, smilingly to Ills assistance.
ommended it already to all my friends al. Tlie cast includes tho^e wonderful
vertising pie possibilities of the sheep
"Tlie
paths
hereabout,"
she
told
him,
(Prepai.-U by tlie Called Slates Department of Agriculture I
and relatives.”—Mrs. Englemann, 2032
business in Maine, us well as disposing but now she weighs a hundred and
I alia n. Mickey and Mary Jam* Irving.
“are so misleading."
Perhaps uo time spent in housework is more begrudged by the house Palmetto St..Ridgewood, Brooklyn,N Y.
of manufactured products made in eighty-five, and Tania? Is what built
Due of the best plays ever given by
Thornton,
gazing
from
the
faded
For
the
woman
suffering
from
nervous
keeper
than
that
spent
in
washing
and
wiping
dishes.
A
dish
drainer
not
i High School class was presented in
Maine virgin wool.
troubles
causing
sleeplessness,
head

her
up.
She
suffered
with
stomach
crimson
felt
hat
on
the
girl
’
s
dark
Through
an
arrangement
with
only saves time aud labor, hut it does away with the too often insanitary
.he i’Lar Theatre Thursday evening.
ache, hysteria, ‘‘the blues,’’Lydia E.
parties in far Western and Southern iron I ile and had no appetite, was eo head to the rough high boots that
The Importance of Pam” not only
dish towel.
Pinkham
’
s
Vegetable
Compound
will
be
ended her overall costume, was sur
slates, suitings, tailor-made suits and
I hewed careful training and earnest
After the dishes are washed they are stacked in the rucks anil scalded
found
a
splendid
medicine.
For
the
weak
and
nervous
she
couldn't
do
any
sweaters of pure wool shorn ftom the
prised again, at the softness of her
with hot rinsing water. The pan catches the dilp, and the dishes, upon stand woman of middle age who is passing ffort but in many places genuine ralbacks of sheep raised in the Pine Tree housework or get a good’s night sleep. voice. The vision of her dark, eager
t. The plot hinged on Hie efforts of
ing, dry clean and lintless. If the drainer is used on tlie drain hoard of a
through the trials of that period, it can
state will he sold by trained salesmen
he young.
daughter of a once
on
eyes, the flash of white teeth between
sink, a small hole can he made in tlie pan und the drip iiaiued immediately be depended upon to relieve the troubles
Her
food
caused
awful
suffering
from
u .l.ny household To prove the saviu
who will not only call attention to the
saviour
crimson lips, witti her recurring smile,
common
at
that
time.
into tlie sink.
superior qualty of the goods but will gas and shortness of breath, and head-,
f lor disheartened family. Eninxi
Remember, the Vegetable* Compound
haunted Thornton so that he made
laud the State where they came from.
’ ggs in this really ditlicult role
baa
a
record
of
nearly
fifty
years
of
aches,
backaches
and
dizzy
spells
the trip to the house at the edge of
"The success of the Maine Sheep and
Dredge the meat in flour and brown service and thousands of women praisa howed sympathy with the part and
Wool Growers’ association.’ said Mr. bothered her all the time. Rheumatism the wood again—and again. So he
portrayed the warm-hearted, quickin fat; add tlie string beans, onions, its merit, as does Mrs. Englemann.
and Norna had become good friends,
itted girl to perfection. Hilda Davis
Crawford, ”ls seen not only in the im
ami
tomatoes
;
season
with
salt;
add
You
should
give
it
a
fair
trial
now.
mediate handsome returns realized by in her arms and legs was one of her very good friends Indeed.
»nd Gladys Barter as the two spoiled
water enough to cover; and cook slow
dclighters of a vain mother were all
its members, but also in the remark worst ailments and her condition
It had taken, at first, much ingenu
ly until the meat is tender.
able Improvement manifest in Maine caused us much concern.
i.it could be desired witli their imag
ity to persuade her to meet him at the
ined talents and airs and graces. Ar
stock in the past few years. The in
Turkish
Stuffed
Tomatoes.
turn of the shore—promises of books
ene Creamer in the character of the
dustry has great possibilities in the
"Rut now her appetite and digestion
% lb. raw mutton. Salt.
of travel-lore. Norna was vastly in
uotber, a worldly, ambitious woman,
near future. The price of raw wool is
2
tablespoonfuls
of
Chopped
parsley,
lid < redM with her .acting to one twice
steady with a sharp demand due to a are splendid, rheumatism all gone, and terested in pictures of foreign lands—
cooked rice.
12 smooth, round
New Dishes Have Been Tested
»r yeais. Her work in the last act
world shortage which cannot be sup she works and sleeps like only a Interested in views of Thornton’s own
2 onions.
tomatoes.
was particularly convincing as ‘she
Pepper.
city, with Its wondrous tall buildings.
plied inside of two years.
by Department of Agriculture
healthy
person
can.
We
consider
Tan((£),
1923,
Western
Newspaper
Union.)
"Information at hand indicates the
gave way to her grief at loss of fortune
Tlie famous musician enjoyed Im
I‘ut the meat, rice, and onions
and home. It is difli uit in cold print
purpose of Maine breeders to keep lac wonderful."
for Use of Housewife.
mensely the girl's delighted enthusi
give due praise to the irresistable
within the State all good breeding
Ability does not count, knowledge is
through a meat grinder; season with
asm.
Then
he
had
later
been
able
to
Tanias is for sale by all good drug
useless, experience has no worth with
Aunt Aggie” of-Cordelia. Barnard. The
ewes and ewe iambs for breeding pur
salt, pepper, and chopped parsley; fry
l>ersuade
Norna
to
ride
in
Ills
motorout tlie driving forte of optimism.—
>irt of the still hopeful lady of uncerposes in 1923. This fact with the con
in a frying pan for 10 minutes, stirring
bout, and they had plowed Joyously
Kaufmann.
^iin years was taken in a manner that
templated campaign of
education gists.
constantly.
Wash
tlie
tomatoes;
cut
down the lake togeiher.
kept the audience in a roar of-laughter.
means much for the industry in l*le
COOKING AIDS AND RECIPES' Miss Barnard’s costume and make-up
a thin slice from the stem end, leav
Norna was all surprises and charm
State."
STONINGTON GRATEFUL
ing a little of the skin for a hinge; re
..med out in every detail the characing originality.
Suggestions Given From Recipes Orig move the seeds and pulp; and liil with
Cottonseed products, oleo, or suet,
•i ‘ ''.c pin t! ;.. cd sj well. Robert Collin
VINALHAVEN
Thornton regretted that the young
For Gov. Baxter’s Efforts In Getting
inating Among Turks, Armenians
tlie meat mixture. Bake these In a any of tlie hard vegetable fats, may s Charles Sedd $n, Ralph Collin as
Coal Cargo fielivered There
women of his own class at home might
and Syrians, Experts in Prepar
Lionel Luke O’Connor and Howard
pan for 20 minutes; lift out of the-pan
he used for making puff
Town meeting was held Monday in
not hold for him a like Interest. They
. I* ■ l «w as the-ambitious artkt were
ing Palatable Dishes.
with a broad knife; and serve hot.
paste. To make it, use
A
few
days
ago
the
people
of
Ston

were all wearisome, in their expected
Memorial hall, which was filled to ca
qually go, d in thetr parts. Each bit
half us much fat by
ington communicated with Gov. Baxter modern attitude.
»! comedy and pathos was worked out
pacity. It proved to be a most inter
(Prepared by the United States Department
and said that unless the ice was broken
weight as flour, with a vitli telling effect. Harold F. Gonzales
NO PROTECTION FROM TOXINS
of Agriculture.)
Norna was different every hour, as
esting and lively meeting with H. A. in Stonington harbor the quarries
quarter teaspoonful of issumed the part of Hugh Davenport.
New ways of using lamb and mut
Davidson moderator, and O. P. Lyons would have to shut down. Gov. Baxter sweet and winsome as an innocent
salt and one-eighth teah was to have,been taken by Paul
Safety Cannot Be Depended on From
ton
in
preparing
appetizing
meat
dish

child.
town clerk. These officers were elect immediately got in touch with Fuel Di
spoonful of baking pow Bowe. Mr. C.onza’cs brouglit a clever
Food
Poisoning
by
Use
of
Can

es
have
been
tested
by
the
United
ed: selectmen and assessors, O. V. rector Lane and the United States tug
He engaged In musing fancies of
der to each cupful of nd finished style befo*^e the audience
ning Powders.
Drew. M. N. Chilles, L. B. Dyer; over Acushnet was despatched to the scene. Iter over his evening cigars at the States Department of Agriculture and
flour. Proceed as in niak Ahhb won hearty recognition. The
seers of the poor, O. V. Drew, M. N. The ice was broken and the coal de hunting lodge—the most adventurous are suggested for the use of the house
Ing tlie usual puff paste. day itself owes iniu’ii of its success to
Unnnlng powders cannot be depended
Chilles, L. B. Dyer. Miss E. F. Roberts, livered. Gov. Baxter has Just re- [
wife.
These
have
been
suggested
by
no painstaking work of Mr. Gonzales,
after lie had glimpsed one day a male
Tlie fact that these may he used
Mrs. E. C. McIntosh: town treasurer. I. ceived the following letter from Ston
on for safety from food poisoning, ac
recipes
originating
among
tlie
Turks,
who was the eoa« h. A piano duet by
occupant of the mystifying house.
R Smith; superintendent of schools, E. ington;
will
not
keep
us
from
using
good
cording
to
tlie
bureau
of
chemistry
of
ladys Barter and Margaret Achorn
This man, hurrying in the direction Armenians, and Syrians, who for gen
A Smalley; school committee, I.. E. My dear Gov. Baxter:
• d -i pain -olo by Mb's Aeiiorn were
erations have been expert in ways of tlie United States Department of Ag flavored butter for such dainties when
Williams, S. L. Winslow. F. M. White;
I wish to thank you frrr your prompt of the wood, had the roughness of an preparing palatable dishes from mut riculture. Extensive experiments re we can afford it, as butter gives a endered with fine effeffot. A dance
auditor, C. E. Boman; road coir-nis- assistance in wiring the captain of the ancient pirate. That night Thornton
11 v -d the perf< rmanee for which the
cently conducted to test the claims texture and flavor that other fats
sloner, C. E. Williams: chief engineer tug "Acushnet” which wire was deliv
indulged the fancy that Norna had, in ton and Iamb. In most of these dishes
usic was excellent. The receipts were
of tire department, W. J. Billings. ered to him on his arrival this morning , infancy, been kidnaped by Lizzie and some tart vegetable or fruit is com made by certain widely advertised anil lack.
Cooked celery, white sauce and $113 from which $H0 was clewed for
These appropriations were made: for and the service requested has been ren- I her co-conspirators,
bined with the meat to give the acid distributed canning powders, which
cheese,
linked in a well-buttered buk- he class benefit.
consisted
mainly
of
93
per
cent
boric
schools, 315,700; salaries of town offi dered promptly relieving a very diffi- j
flavor
which
is
generally
liked
with
As time passed in her delightful
Ing
dish,
covered with buttered crumbs
cers, $1735; support of poor, $3500;
aciil,
with
5
per
cent
of
salt
added,
cult situation and avoiding the clos- proximity, Thornton did not hesitate lamb or mutton and which in ordinary
mothers' aid. $1164: roads and bridges, ing of our plant and the laying off of fo make |ovf fQ the w00(1|and
household practice is introduced by have shown conclusively that the anti and served from tlie dish makes a
$3500; state road, $600; repairing and
most tasty and wholesome dish.
400 men.
,„„«,i.tivf ■ ,n a whimsical, tender fashion that the use of suclt tilings as mint sauce, septic properties of tlie powder only
ifliilding sidewalks, $200; clearing roads nearly
Blackberry Farina.—lleat one quart
The Fuller company is appreciative i
caper sauce, qnd currant jefl.v. For affect a few molds and microorganisms
of snow, $300; interest on loans, $1000;
had
won
hearts
more
sophisticated.
of your co-operation.
which are not responsible for spoilage of caiiued blackberries witli their
example,
a
typical
Turkish
dish
is
town debt, $2500; forest fires and fire
He carried his violin the night he
Very respectfully yours,
juice in a double boiler, then add grail
In properly processed cans or jars.
department, $500; Memorial Day, $75;
took her to ride on the moonlit water “Sarina" or rolls made of meat and
George A. Fuller Co.,
Fruits and other acid products prop ually one cupful of farina, stirring
Incidentals, $800; board of health, $200;
broken
rice,
wrapped
in
grape
leaves
J. F. Manning,
and wooed her with music that set his
street lights, $1480; V. H. Water Co. for
and then boiled, the grape leaves giv erly packed when fresh and in good carefully and cook for fifty minutes.
General Manager of Quarries.” audience on fire.
That night he
water and hydrant service, $2000.
ing the rolls an appetizing mild acid condition keep without any canning Pour into a mold in Cold water and
kissed her before he lpt her go. Next
A town meeting dinner was served in
taste. Tlie same idea is made use of preparations. Much larger amounts of when cold serve witli cream and sugar.
day lie was returning to New York.
SWAN'S ISLAND
the G. A. R. rooms at 12 o’clack by the
Combination Salad.—Slice very thin
canning powder than those recom
it. the following recipes:
Ladies’ Auxiliary. Nearly $40 was net
He smiled amusedly at his own
mended on the package hail no effect one large avocado, add tlie same
Mutton
Baked
With
Rice
and
Tart
Swan’s Island’s annual town meeting I handsome reflection In the mirror over
ted.
whatever on the growth of spore-form amount of cold boiled potatoes alsi
Apples.
The Silent Sisters wish to announce was held March 5 with the following tlie thought of his reluctance to leave
Mix chopped mutton with rice; line ing bacilli, which do not require free sliced thin, onion and parsley and Iwi
'.hat they will hold a “Weight Ball" at elections; moderator. Nelson T. Morse; j this woodland girl. Then he went to
the armory Wednesday evening. March town clerk, Alonzo G. Sprague; select- I
a baking dish with sliced tart apples; oxygen for growth, particularly tlie iiard-lioiied eggs, sliced. Season witli
bid her good-by.
He choose moon
14, each couple to bring lunch for two nen, assessors and overseers of poor, j
put tlie mixture of meat and rice in toxin forming bacillus botulinus, which paprika, oil and vinegar.
Hungarian Dish.—Cut up into small
and cups for coffee, which will be Samuel J. Stinson, Walter S. Joyce and j light again for the setting, for he had this; cover it witli water; and hake lias recently been responsible for many
served free. Music by Lane’s Trio.
pieces a pound of lean beef, one good
Harry E. Wilbur, (compensation, $3.50 ai/ldea that the episode might lead to until tlie rice Is cooked.
deatlis.
Henry Jordan and Charles Merritt of per day); treasurer, Nelson T. Morse, later Inspiration.
sized onion and one carrot. Season
Rockland were in town Tuesday.
(compensation, $100); constables, Don
Norna came again at his call. She
Cabbage-Leaf Roll.
witli salt and paprika. Into a casse
USE
VEGETABLES
AND
FRUITS
Mrs. David Young arrived Sunday ald Joyce. Merrill Sadler and Harold wore this evening an unaccustomed
1 cupful raw Q teaspoonful peprole place two cupfuls of barley which
from a two years stay in Sweden. She Hart; collector of taxe3, Merrill E. dress of trailing white. It was vast
chopped mutton.
per.
lias been washed and soaked for four
was accompanied by her son Harry Sadler, (compensation, 3% of collec ly becoming. Thornton smiled covert
2 table spoonfuls 1 head cabbage.
Useful in Supplying Mineral Sub
hours in four cupfuls of boiling water
fat
1 lemon.
Young who met her at New York on tions); to fill vacancy on school com
stances and Bulk in Diet Without
ly at the flowing draperies.
1-3 cupful rice,
poured over it. Turn water and barley
2 teaspoonfuls salt.
the arrival of the steamer.
mittee, Warren Staples: sexton, AdelIncreasing Protein.
“It Is good-by tonight, Norna,” he
into tlie casserole witli the incut and
Miss Jane Lawry is recovering from hert Bridges; assistant, Seth G. StockPut
cabbage
leaves
of
suitable
size
a severe attack of pneumonia.
vegetables, ('over aud hake in
bridge; surveyor of wood and lumber, said ruthlessly. “I am going hack to
into
boiling
water
and
let
them
stand
Vegetables
and
fruits,
says
the
Unit

The Pals were entertained Wednes Clyde Torrey; fence viewer, Percy the city. It is not likely that we shall
moderate oven for four hours, or het
until they are wilted. Mix the remain ed States Department of Agriculture,
day evening by Mrs. William Chilles. Spurling:
fire
wardens,
Bertrand meet again.”
ter, in a fireless cooker six to eight
The next meeting will be with Mrs. Smith, Merrill Sadler and Harold Hart;
Breathless, wide-eyed, she stood re- ing ingredients (with the exception of are useful in supplying mineral sub hours.
Max Conway.
the lemon) and form into rolls, each stances and bulk in the diet without
load commissioner, Sherman Joyce | garding him.
, Bonnyclabber.— Nothing Is mire
Mr. and Mrs. William Grant, who Appropriated; for common schools, $2,containing one tablespoonful of tlie increasing protein and fuel. Practical
“Come down to the boat," he In
wholesome as dessert for child or
have been guests the past week of Mr. 500; for text books, $150; for supplies
mixture. Wrap each roll in a cabbage ly all of them are rich sources of one
and Mrs. Charles Chilles returned Sat and cleaning schools, $200; for town vlted. "We will float into the moon leaf, after removing the thicker part or more vitamlnes. The green-leaf adult than sour milk thick, rich nnd
firm, sprinkled with brown sugar and
urday to their home in Waldoboro.
expenses, $2200; for town roads and light while I play my farewell to of tlie stem in order to make it roll
vegetables are believed to be especial
Lafayette Carver Corps held its reg bridges. $1100; for repairs on road to you.”
eaten well chilled.
ular meeting and supper at the G. A. it. Calvin Stanley’s, $200; for repairs on
The girl, poised In her white drap well. Pack these rolls closely into a ly valuable sources of vitamlne A, and
Add a little cinnamon to the sugar
baking dish and cover with water or oranges, lemons and tomatoes of vitalooms Tuesday evening.
Union school house, $400;'for improve eries, did not move.
in which doughnuts or crullers are
stock.
Bake
for
one-half
hour.
Just
Marguerite Chapter, O. E. S., held its ment of state aid roads, $300; for re
mine C.
“Good-night,” she said dully. “Go,
rolled; It improves the flavor.
regular meeting and rehearsal of the pair of sidewalks, $250; for support of please__ now.’
before serving squeeze the Juice of the
A little vinegar added to a pan In
work Monday evening. Refreshments poor, $500. Vo-ted to rent rooms in I. O.
Thornton Isesltated.
Perhaps she lemon over the rolls.
which fish lias been cooked will re
were served.
O. F. Hall for town office, and to main
Eggplant
and
Mutton
Pie.
move tlie fisli odor.
The Progressive Club gave a very tain only one school at Atlantic next would make If uncomfortable for him.
Put equal amounts of sliced egg
These lonq women in solitary placespleasant surprise Tuesday night to Mrs. year.
Briskly he retracted his steps to plant and chopped mutton or lamb
Guy Peasley who is one of its metnThe ladies of Minturn furnished and
1 ers. Lunch was served which included prepared an excellen t dinner and supper the boat.
From its seat he could fried in its own fat. together in al
a large birthday cake. A very enjoy in the dining hall and easily eclipsed all still see Norna standing there—a ternate layers in a baking pan, cover
able evening was spent.
previous records by the variety and White vision in the moonlight. The witli water and bake until well
A bit of butter added to the icing
Tuesday evening Sir Galahad Corps excellence of their -atering. That even
browned. Some prefer the addition of a
vision iiaimted him afterward.
of Girl Reserves was entertained by ing there was a dance in the hall,
will enhance its flavor.
little
tomato
juice
or
a
few
sliced
It was strange how that last sor
• • •
Miss Ethel Young. Luncheon war music by the Swan’s island Orchestra.
rowful gaze of the gypsy-dark eyes tomatoes.
served which included a birthday cake,
There
are
lace
petticoat ruffles In
Fruit and Mutton Stew.
did haunt hint—how he could fancy
which proved a surprise to Miss Arlena
the shops all ready to sew on a
Fresh or dried quinces, sour apples,
Kossuth, whose birthday fell on this
the girl's trill of laughter in the high
muslin foundation.
date.
pears, apricots, or prunes may be used
notes of his violin. Poor little Norna
• • *
The Dumb Belles held their meeting
It had been rough on her, his close in with lamb or mutton in this dish.
Organdie makes a very attractive
Tuesday evening with Miss Mildred
Be Better Looking—Take
iEGULATION PIZR WITH NAMR
Tlie
fruit
and
meat
are
cooked
sepa

companionship; Its abrupt uprooting.
pillow cover for a young girl’s room.
Robinson. Refreshments were served.
AND AUDHESS < V MAKER ANU
Olive
Tablets
rately and then combined.
Ko
thought
Thornton.
Then
one
day
he
The graduating class of Vinalhaven
Use two shades of organdie.
NET WEIGHT, IN AGGhHDaNCB
Stew tlie fruit In a small amount of
came upon a billboard in front of the
• • *
High S’hool, 1923, includes the follow
If your skin is yellow—complexion
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
water.
Cut
the
meat
in
small
pieces;
Palace
theater.
Norna
’
s
picture
ing pupils; Louie Smith, James Smith,
pallid—tongue coated—appetite poor—
Sausage and parsnips go well to
brown
it
in
a
frying
pan
;
when
brown
flaunted in the very white robe In
Annie Calder, Grace Marks, Janette
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
you have a bad taste in your mouth—
gether.
Around a center of fried
Smith, Lida Greenlaw, Mary Wood, El
which he tiad last seen her, confront cover it with salted ’water and cook
tl lazy, no-good feeling—you should
For Pound size
parsnips
arrange
a
border
of
small
eanor Lewis, Courtney Boman, Theron
ed him. Below, Norpa of the overall tender as for ordinary stew; add the
take Olive Tablets.
Postage Pi oenls sddlttuxsausages.
Smith, Meredith Trefrey, Lionel Boufrnlt
and
cook
for
a
few
minutes;
anil
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets—a sub
costume; Noma In red gingham.
• • . •
tilier, Harry Snow.
stitute for calomel—were prepared by
“The Girl of Lone Wood.” he read, serve hot. This dish may be served
8OLD BY
Winslow the photographer recently
A tough chicken can be made as
Dr. Edwards after 17 years of study.
$2.75 per 500 She.£s
with plain boiled rice and brown
‘
Featuring
Norna
Newcomb."
made a fine picture of the High School
tender as a young one by steaming
Dr.Edwards’OliveTabletsareapurely
gravy.
It
was
in
busy
New
York,
so
that
it
Postage
10
cents
aiidilloaai
orchestra, which will also be used in
vegetable compound mixed with oliveoil.
for three hours before roasting or
Baked Mutton With Apples.
was not strange that, turning, Thorn
For each additional lfififl sheets ord
the High Schoo! paper “The Exile.”
You will know them by their olive color.
Cut a large slice of mutton or lamb frying.
ered at same time, add to the price
ton should see the noted actress her
To have a clear, pink skin, bright eyes,
• * •
of first 1000, $4-00 and
cents post
self regarding her own printed por from the top of the leg near tlie loin,
no pimples, a feeling of buoyancy like
A frame on which to allo»v cakes
SUNSET
age for e»ch 10(10.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
childhood days you must get at the cause.
trait. Lovely in modish attire, she cover it witli finely sliced sour apples
to cool, after baking, can he made
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets act on
and finely chopped onions; and bake
smiled
recognition
to
him
—
it
was
the
Mrs. Earle S. Brown and daughter
from mosquito netting nailed onto a
the liver and bowels like calomel—yet
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
in Hie oven until tlie meat is tender.
old witching smile.
square made from four pieces of
Abbie of Eagle spent a few days last
have no dangerous after effects.
Breathless, wide-eyed as the Noma Other tart fruit may be used in place
For Half Pound size
They
start
the
bile
and
overcome
con

wood.
week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Postage 10 cents addition**
of their parting hail stood, so Thorn of the apples.
• • •
GILCHREST
stipation.
Take
one
or
two
nightly
and
George M. Dodge.
note the pleasing results. Millions of ton now waited.
When making a pudding or cake
Stew
Syrian
Style.
Elwyn Sylvester is putting in a sup
$2.50 per 500 Sheet*
MONUMENTAL
boxes are sold annually at 15c and 30c.
The actress moved on her way.
with a wooden spoon, heat the mix
2 cupfuls of meat 2 onions,
ply of Ice.
Postage in cents adilitioasj
"Good-by, Mr. Thornton,” slue said.
cut
into
small
2
cvpfuls
of
tomsture
with
the
back
of
tlie
spoon.
It
The Jennings class of the Sunday
WORKS
“It is not likely that we shall meet—
cubes.
toes.
Fur each additional tOOO sheets ord
Is far easier, and becomes beautifully
schol entertained the Obdyke class at
2 cupfuls of string Flour,
again.
”
ered at same lime, a-id it the prie»
Successor to A. F. Burton
the library on Friday evening. Games
light in half the usual time.
beans.
SaU.
of first lfififl, Kt 30 and 10 cent, post
were played and refreshments of
sge for each lfifiO
shrimp stew, cake and cocoa were
GRANITE AND MARBLE
served.
THE
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Moore drove
CEMETERY WORK
CENTV’RY CERTIFIED EDITION
across the Reach Thursday and called
COURIER
The
Fan
ous
Sheet
Mjsio
you
»««
adver

on Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Beck.
Main Strest
tised if. all the leading magazines. Over
In the death of George Gray which
2200i selections—send fur catalogue.
GAZETTE.
THOMASTON,
MAINE
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
occurred last week Sunset loses one of
MAINE MUSIC CO_ Rockland, Ma.
10-tf
hand department fUled, and are willing to exchange new modern
Its oldest citizens. Peter Billings who
Ror.kinnH Maine
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.
has lived with Mr. Gray for a number
Know the tremendous pull
of years died a few days later.
Those small ads in The Courier- '
V. F. STUDLEY
Mrs. Annie Boise will make her home
A. C. MOORE
Gazette are read by every body. That I
ing power of CouriercGaze»te
with tier son Theodore at Stonington, i
Wt-tf
279 285 MAIN STREET
Piano Tuner
There are a number of cases of
is why they are so popular and j j
grippe and bad colds in this place.
I
(
ads.
With the Maine Music Company
effective.

FULLY OVERCOME

PREPARE MUTTON j
APPETIZING WAY

ACID FLAVOR IS INTRODUCED

Kirteo
Ranges
and
Heaters

Of lHTERtSI TO
THE HOUSEWIFE

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

HAVE COLOR IN CHEEKS

With all
the latest
improve
ments, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used every
where.

V.F.STUDLEY

SHEET MUSIC 15c

WANTED

BOSTON AUTO SHOW

WARREN

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS

Miss Faye Winslow has closed her
It Opens Tonight, and Like school
at Broad Cove and will be the
Everything Else Nowadays guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Winslow during thq school vaca
Is Egyptian.
tion.
Tiger Engine Co. No. 4, at its Mon
B.ston, March JO.—It’s on------it’s as day evening meeting voted to disband,
much greater as they said it was going no money havjjjg been appropriated at
the annual town meeting for the con
to he—and it's Egyptian.
tinuance of same.
That will be the first impression of
Mrs. Kathryn Overlock spent a part
anyone who steps into the 21st Boston of the weekend as guest of Mr. and
Automobile Show in Mechanics Build Mrs. I.ouis Montgomery.
It may he ot interest to young men
ing tonight.
of this locality to know that through
Automobiles everywhere—rows upon the local office “Uncle Sam" furnishes
rows of ’em, sleek and glistening, the the address where application is to be
best examples of the maker’s art ever made for admittance to the branches of
shown at any place in 'this country; the navy. At the present time the
-skillfully designed to attract the at navy furnishes transportation for all
tention of car buyers; moderately young men who can pass the physical
pi iced to meet the various sizes of examination for admittance to 1(3
pocketbooks; and better built to give tanks. >hf■re is no recruiting station
I he buyer a greater value. Asa matter in Maine or Northern New Hampshire.
of plain fact, this year is seeing bet
Officers elected at the town meeting
ter automobiles at lowered prices du * were listed in a previous issue of this
of course to better methods of produc paper. Appropriations were made as
tion. But back of it all is a steady ef follows: Roads and bridges, $4800; ce
fort on the part of the designers to ment sidewalk, $500; care plank side
turn out motors more simplified, with walks, $600; State aid highway, $376.80'
more stamina, and smoother perform patrol State highway, $390; special re
ing qualities. This mechanical feature, solve road, $500; iron culverts, $100;
coupled with the latest things in the support of D. Jackson, $300; support
art of body making, is what has male of poor, $500; snow bills $4,000; mis
the 1923 automobile the finest piece of cellaneous, $900; officers’ salaries, $2,machinery yet produced.
000; supptrt of common schools, $5,500;
Of course, closed models are coming text books—supples for high and com
more and more to the front; factory mon schools, $850; repairs of school
figures for the closing days of January buildings, 5-600; fuel—high school, $150:
showed that at present rising of 607 High school, $1,800; electric street
rf the country’s total passenger car lights, $480.90; rebuild bridge upper
1 reduction was of the enclosed type.
falls, $600; repair Tiger Engine house,
Ri viewing the show as a whole, on» $50; upkeep of soldiers’ monument, $50;
finds more cars in the exhibition spaces town notes, $1,000; interest town notes,
than ever lefore; more accessories than $600; hydrants, $500; Wm. Payson Post
ever—25% more. Manager Campbell G. A. R., $35; Public Library, $100;
,-ays—accessories of the more practical support Tiger Engine Co. and care of
kind, made necessary by the general engine, $25; gravel S. Warren to Cushdemand for all kinds of fittings to go ng line, $300, ano graveling rural roads.
with the endowed cars. A.nd there are $980.90.
more trucks, too; more forms of tract
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Studiey spent
ors, and farm machinery; to say noth Sunday at the Wigwam on Georges
ing of the most interesting display of River.
,
motor fire fighting apparatus. In fact anyThe housekeepers of Warren Grang*<ne who goes to the show and fails to kindly remembered John Lincoln with
visit the display in the basemen
gifts of fcod following -their annual
mistfing a whole lot, for fire apparatus town meeting dinner.
is just as interesting to the older folks*
Mr, and Mrs. Larry Kaliioch celebrat
as it is to thp boys.
ed their fiftieth anniversary of their
These things—the multitude of theji marriage on Thursday last at their
—is what has made this year's show, home on Union street. Their son Sher
as usqal, the greatest automobile ex bourne Kalloch and wife were guests
hibit ever staged in this country, or in at the quiet weding celebration made
any other country. Naturally, the fact necessary by th ill health of Mrs. Kal
that the Boston Show comes at about loch. It is notable that the entire time
I he same time '.hat spring is supposed has been passed in their present home
to be with us has something to do with Many good wishes and congratulations
its importance, for it makes a record were extended to them from Warren
every year as the best selling show ot friends.
all that are on the list, from the New
The S. P. D. Club met at the G. A. R,
York opening down the line. And there hall Saturday for one of their enjoy
are more cars, later models of cars, and able dinners.
the very newest, for not every manuRalph Starrctt of Portland spent the
facturer has ills line complete in time j weekend as guest of his parents, Mr
to put it on view at the start of the [ and Mrs. C. E. Starrctt, Pleasantville
year. This is particularly true when ! Road
some maker decides to make a sudden
Weslej- Jameson, Jr. of St. Paul
shift, as was the case this year when Minn,. arrived Thursday and is the
Stutz and Mercer announced that they guest of his uncle, Fred Jameson of
find entere-1 the tix cylinder field. These North Warren.
Mr. Jameson is a
two cars, naturally, were central spots graduate of the State University in
for a large number of admirers.
Oregon and has also studied at Leland
But getting back to the opening. That Stanford University. He intends after
means, what lakes place when one a brief rest to enter Harvard Uni
drops his ticket in the box and enters versity where he will take a post
the hall. The eye first notes a most graduate course. Although he has
gorgeous display, and then suddenly re spent many summer vacations in
calls the various pictures coming from Maine this is the first visit made dur
Egypt, showing the discoveries ait the ing the winter season.
t< mb of Plianoh Tut-Ankh-Amen
Miss Helen Robir.son was a guest of
The whole hall is decorated in Egyptian her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield
Siyle. It iju a.-scene of unparalleled Robinson Thursday.
’ splendor.
A birthday party was given Silas V
Weaver at his Cornhill home last Sat
urday evening. Neighbors to the numROCKPORT

Mis. Loring Philbrook entertained
friends from Rockland Thursday. A
picnic supper was served and the even
ing greatly enjoyed.
Chester P. Wentworth has been con
fined to his home by illness this week.
The meeting which was to have been
Jield a-t the High School Building Wed
nesday evening in regard to forming a
Village Improvement Society was posi
tioned on account of the severe storm.
Another meeting will be called in the
near future, the date to be announced
later.
Chester Roharts has been spending a
f.ofc days wi4h his mother, Mrs. Charles
Roharts ,at her home on Amshury Hill.
Lieutenant Commander Howard A.
Triboll, Medical Corps, U. S. N„ is vis
iting his mother, Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou,
for a few days. Dr. Tribou has recently
finished a three years cruise and has
been ordered to the U. S. Naval Hos
pital, Newport, R. I., as operating sur
geon and chief of the surgical service.
ilr. and Mrs. Charles Prince who
have been spending several weeks at
Marion Gray’s have returned to thenhome on Spear street.

NORTH HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. A 1. Perry were yestu
of Mr. and Mrs. George Hall Sunday
Mr and Mrs Herbert ’iol-bir.s of
Fearsmont were dinn.r guests of Mr
and Mrs. A. I Peiry Saturday.
Quite a number fiom here atte ide.l
the dance at North Appleton Si.unlay
«vening. Miss Helen Meser'ey pia.1
t n- piano ••• her usual .'.leasing mat.iur
and the music was enjoyed.
Welcome is a column from Eagle.
The North Hop- correspondent has old
and valued friends there and although
a small island R is a busy place. There
Is a light house, good school, post office,
and in summer many find it a pleasant
change from the city. There are sev- |
oral fine cdttages which are occupied
through the summer by city people, tieside a summer hotel.
Owing to the severe snowstorm, W.
E. Hall, the local mail carrier, was un
able to make liis return trip Wednesday
afternoon. Roads were cleared so lie
made the icturn trip Thursday after
noon.
The stork that was reported as flying
around Hobbs Pond recently seems to
he working northward or else he lost
his way in tire snowstorm Wednesday
right for he left another hoy at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Bennett.
This makes an even dozen children, all
hut one living, and as robust and
healthy a lot as one could wish to see.
Dr. Moulton of Searsmont was stormstaid a( L. \V. Bennett's from Tuesday
until Thursday afternoon.
If anyone picked up a package which
contained two pairs of children’s shoes
with other things which was lost some
where on the read from Camden to the
Safford Hill where they were missed
we hope that they will lie returned to
Clifford Randall of South Xlontville or
left where he can get them. Mr. Ran
dall’s is one of several teams which have
Iieen hauling lumber from that vicinity
to Camden and he lost the package on
liis way home Tuesday about dark.
A. 1. Perry has a very bad cold.
It looks now as if there would he
that proverbial six weeks sledding
through March. Old Sol settled tha
snow som" last wfek, hut Wednesday’s
storm piled it high again.
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THE HOME RADIO
How to Make and Use It

By A. HYATT VERRILL
C«prrl»ht by Harper A brethere
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VI. TOOLS AND SUPPLIES REQUIRED
To give aji entire or complete list of the various tools and supplies re
quired for making, setting up and using wireless telephones Is practically Im
possible. In the first place, some people can work advantageously with fewer
tools than others; some people are naturally "handy'’ or inventive and can find
uses for odds and ends which would appear worthless to others; some people
must economize on tools and supplies, others can spend an unlimited amount,
while still others prefer to purchase most of their appliances ready-made and
merely put them together or set them up.
For these reasons, the tools and supplies listed below are only those which
will prove most necessary anil as their quality, size and number will depend
largely upon the work to be dose and one's pocketbook, po prices or estimates
of their cost have been given.
TOOLS
One large screwdriver.
One brad-awl set of awls, screw
drivers. etc., or small and medium
sized screwdrivers.
One gimlet.
One hack saw frame and saws.
Panel or cross-cut saw.
Mitre-saw and mitre-box.
Chisels and gouges.
Three-cornered file.
Round ifb rat-tail file.
Flat file.
Sandpaper.
Smoothing or block-plane.
Small bench (iron) vise.
Bit-stock with bits and augers.
Breast •ft’ hand/ geared drill with
twist drills.
Flat-nosed pliers.
Round-nosed pliers.
Cutting pliers (flat-nosed and cutting
pliers combined may be used).
Soldering iron, solder and flux.
Tack hammer.
Claw hammer.
Carpenter's square.
Tape, yard stick or rule.
Set of small screw-taps and dies.
Compasses or dividers.

SUPPLIES
Wire nails.
Wood screws '(flat head), assort
ed steel or brass.
Wood screws (round head), as
sorted brass.
Washers for round-head screws.
Small brass bolts and nuts, as
sorted.
Emery paper.
Wire of various sizes (see direc
tions), copper, plain or hare.
Same Insulated (see directions).
Stiff cardboard.
Paraffine wax.
Good glue.
Sealing wax.
White shellac.
Fiber board or bakelite.
Hard rubber knobs.
Flexible insulated wire cord
Porcelain insulators.
Tin foil.
Rinding posts.
Terminals.
Varnished cambric tubing.
Strong twine or string.
Sheet brass or brass strips (see
directions).
Sheet copper.
Adhesive tape.

The last is one of the most useful articles one can have. It Is useful In
wrapping Joints of wires; In covering wires as an Insulator; in attaching wires
where they cannot be soldered; in making temporary Joints or connections;
In covering roils or holding the wires on coils in place; In l.uldlng parts of
rases or boxes together while they are being glued or nailed; to cover a cut
in your finger, as well as for a thousand and one other purposes. But do not
use the cheap, weak grades of tape sold in ten-cent stores and by many bicycle
and automobile accessory dealers. Use a good, strong, rubber-covered tape such
as Tirro, for while it costs more it Is worth many times as much more. The
cheap tapes dry up, lose their stickiness upon exposure to air; the thin rubber,
If any, soon disappears and leaves only the fabric which is not Mn insulator;
they have no tensile strength, whereas high-grade tapes are exceedingly strong,
they are coated heavily with rubber, they never dry up and they retain their
tenacity for a long time.
Varnished cambric tubing, known also as “Spaghetti,” is the best material
for covering Joints In wires and should be used wherever possible.
Finally, let me advise you never to throw away anything which you have
on hand in the way of electrical supplies, wires, screws, nails, etc. One never
knows when such things may come in handy and may be put to some good aud
useful purpose, thus saving time and money.

her of 45 assembled to do honor to Mr.
Weaver’s sixtieth milestone, presenting
him with a fine electric reading lamp
A dainty lunch was served and enter
tainment afforded by Songs, cards and
other games in which all took part.
The mill employes greatly appreciat
ed the consideration shown by the com
pany in providing a team to convey
them to their homes after the heavy
snowfall Wednesday.
Warren Grange was entertained at
last Tuesday’s meeting by “a famous
speaker" of the feminine gender, “from

OW human it is to be grateful to the defenders of
dur country in time of war, and to give scant ap
preciative thought to the soldiers and sailors who serve
in time of peace.

H

A similar attitude is sometimes taken toward the ser
vices of the funeral director. Yet the very fact that he
is professionally trained, modernly equipped and fully
prepared to serve us in the crisis we could in nowise
face without him is in itself a service to us all
In the time of need he answers every call, no matter
at what hour of the day or night it comes, no mat
ter how far it takes him. to what dangerous or disa
greeable tasks it leads him, or what suffering he must
witness and, being human, must share.
Then it is that you find in him a friend and counsellor,
and because he has been called so many times into
homes where sorrow has called first, he under
stands just what todointhe way that makes
the last tribute a comforting memory.
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Coffin Com
pany from a copyrighted advertisement which appeared in
The Saturday Evening Post of March n, 1922.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers Since 1849
Night Trltphons 761-W ROCKLAND. Day Ttlephena 450.
Romanesque Tender■ Symbol Pteh-Seker-Auiar. Egy piton Triune Cod of iht resurrection.
Message number seven, ^Copyrighted iqm C. C. Co.

CHICK FEED
’N EVERYTHING
(or growing chicks and chicks grown up.
,A line of POULTRY SUPPLIES of
unquestioned quality: Page after page
in our 1923, 180-page illustrated cata
log shows
INCUBATORS, HOVERS, BROODERS, FEEDS, ETC.

%
4
*

Write today for your copy. It’s FREE.
Kendall and Whitney - <?.(. 1858 • Portland, Maine.

ORDER SEEDS NOW

»* *
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encil No. 174

EAGLE “MIKADO”
M 'XA "DO ■

Made in five grades

For Sale at your Dealer

ASK FOR THE YELLOW PENCIL WITH THE RED BAND
EAGLE MIKADO

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, NEW YORK

Washington, D. V.” Impersonated by
Langdon Wyllie. The hoax was perpe
trated with complete success by broth
er Samuel Norwood, whose straight
tace belies the jokes he springs. The
laughter of the audience gave evidence
that the lecture was not of the “dry"
type. At the next meeting members
are to discuss the following question:
"Is France Justified in invading the
Ruhr district? If so. why?”
.
Herbert S. Rines
The funeral services of the late Her
bert S. Rines, who died in Boston Fell.
23, were held Sunday, Feb. 25, at the
home of his brother, Alfred P. Rines,
Rev. E. J. Webber of Thomaston offici
ating.
AIr. Rines was born Nov. 15. 1881, the
son of Mr.i. Harriet and the late John
A. Rines, who brought their son at an
ecrly age to visit his grandfather, Sam
uel Spear at the-fcome place in Warren.
Becoming strongiy attached to his
aunts, Nancy H. and Samantha A.
Spear, he begged to be left behind
•vhen his parents resumed their trav
els and in this way was he consigned
In the watchful care of his Aunt Nancy,
attending the common schools here tn
Warren luring his youth.
Residing
icier with an uncle Alfred Spear, he
• titered and graduated from the Brockion High school. During his life Mr.
Rines twice crossed the continent and.
:n addition, made trips to Alaska,
working up there once as a surveyor,
and again as an employe of the Alaska
packing Association. An added inter
est to -one of his journeys was a return
trip through the Panama Canal. His
health was good until the last year, and
about two weeks before his departure
for Boston Feb. 20, relatives were
alarmed hy a sharp attack of illness,
ir volving high blood pressure and caus
ing a numbness of one arm and hand,
hut this seemed to puss away. By his
death, Warren lout a respected citizen,
cne in whom the kind, thoughtful and
generous deed took precedence over
any other course of action. These qual
ities attracted to him an ever widening
circle of friends, to whom he was fa
miliarly known as ’ Bert.’’ He was a
member of no fraternity hut united
March 31. 1918, with the Congregational
• hurch of Warren. The surviving rel
atives are: the mother,- Mrs. Harriet
ltines, Boston; a sister. Mrs. Abbie
Storer of California: a brother, Alfred
P. Rines of Warren: an aunt. Mrs.
Nancy Spear, Dorchester, and an uncle,
Alfred Spear of Brockton. Floral offer
ings attested the deep sympathy of the
community for these relatives in theii
bereavement. The hearers were A. V.
McIntire, Henry McIntire, Charles Rohftison and Sidney Stevens. The body
was placed ill the receiving tomb at
Fairview cemetery, there to await buri
al in the spring.
It’s unusual, perhaps to have cut
prices on seasonable goods, hut the
Davis Garment Store, corner of Main
and Elm streets, Rockland, is offering
some good trades in new spring suits,
coats and dresses ttiis week.—atlv.—
29-30.

Pi rat Paper Makers.
Wasps construct their paper nesta
from wood pulp; and It la quite likely
that ages ago, when the human raca
was in a far more primitive state
than it is at present. It gained its
idea in paper manufacture from the
social wasps, which had the same
habits then as now, says the Ameri
can Forestry Magazine. Most of these
social wasps obtain the material from
which they make their paper from the
looser parts of the surface of old, un
painted fence boards, rails, house
shingles and so on, and it Is formed
into the necessary pulp hy being
chewed up uith the saliva as a mixer.
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Estate of J. T. Hall
STATE OF MAINE

(XOX, ss.

* zM.C. v/-

Pierre Cartier's

A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Ave.
Rockland, Maine
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

1-

Estate of Mary J. Studiey

Copyright. 1921 Dy McClure Newspaper bynatolo

“8 Cylinder perfec
tion with un
equaled* me
chanical

vXOX. SB.
A: a Probate I'ourt held at Rockland. In and
or said County of Knox, on the 27th day ot
February, in the year of our Lord one thouyard nine hundred and twenty-three.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be the
as- Will and Testament of .1 T Hall, kite ol
dnt'.nicua, in said County, having been pr?
•en.ed lor prolute.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
arsons interested, by causing a copy of this
*>rder to be published three weeks socceasivel.v
t The Courier-Gazette. a newspaper published
t Rockland, in said County, that they may
ppear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
and in and tor said County, on the twentie h
!ay of March. A D 1923, a, nine o’clock it
he forenoon, and show cause, if any they have.
by the prayer of the petitioner should not u<
.rained
A DELBERT L MILES,
Judge of Probate.
A true copy,—Attest :
27 S 33
HENRY II PAYSON. Register.
STATE OF MAINE

A: a Probate Court held at Rockland, in anor said County ot Knox, on the 27ih day oi
’thru ary. in the year ot our Lord one thou
-and nine hundred and twenty-three.
A petition asking lor the appointment of Ed
ard O’B S.udJey ns admin s-.rator on the es
s:e of Mary .1 Studiey, late of St George, in
aid County, having been presented nnd'hpplicaion having iieen made that no bond be re
luired of said administrator.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given to al
•etsons interested, by causing a copy of llEf
oder to he published three weeks siiccessiveh
t The t'ourier-tLazeite, a newspaper published
’ Rockland, in said County, that they mm
ppear at a Probate Court to he held at Rock
ni’d, in and for wild County, on the twentie h
lay of March ' A I) 1923, at nine o'clock in
it forenoon, and show cause, if any they have
vhy the prayer of the petitioner should not hi
granted
ADELBERT L MILES,
Judge ot l'rolrate.
A true copy,—Attest:
27-8 33
HENRY II PAYSON. Regis er.

Ea3ter** Standard Tiii.e

'

Trains Leave Rockland foh

1

Augusta. A I7.H0 a. m. 17.30a. tn.. fl.lOp. m.
B uigor Af7.O3a.ru. f7.'3ta. m., fl.lOp in.
Bath A 17.00 a.m., t7.«0 a. m.. |1.10 p rn^

t5 3D p. in.

Boston. A 57.00 a. tn. 17.30a.in, tl. 10 p. in.
Brunswick A|7.tMl a. in., 17.ik) .< nt., tl ID
p. in . to 30 p. m..
Lewiston. A$7.00 a. m. 17.30 a.m., tl 10 p m
New York 11.10 p. m.
Portland. Af 7.00 a. in , t?.3Oa. tn.. 11.10 p in.,
t5 30 p ir..
Waterville A}7.00a m,, 17.30a.m. 11.10p.m.
Woolwich. 57.00 a.m., 17.30 u. in., fl.lDp.in..
|5 30 p. ni.
1 Daily, except Sunday.
5 Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage lietween Wool
wich and Bath.

D. C. DOUGLASS,

M. I. HARRIS.

9-24-22 V. P. & Gen I Mgr. Gen'I Passenger Agt.

SERVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED
OWING TO ICE CONDITIONS

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc

Estate of Ella G. Southard
STATE OF MAINE

KNOX. SS.
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, in and
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
or said County of Knox, on the 27th day ,>t
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
February, in tlie year ot our Lord one thou
•1.00 I’ M for Boston.
.and nine hundred and twenty-three.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays
A petition asking for the appointment of Os
if 5.00 P. M Leave Rockland Wednesdays end
•at E Stanton as Ancillary Administrator on Saturdays
at 5 00 A M.; Camden 5 45 A. M.j
he estate of Ella (I. Southard, late of Everett
7 15 A M : Bucksport 9 00 A M ;
Miss, having been presented and applieatior, Belfast
lue
Winterport
9.30 A M
aving been mode that no bond be required ot
Reiurn- -Leave Winterport Mondays and
said, administrator.
Pliursdays
at
10
00 A M for Bns'or and way
Ordered, that notice thereof he given to all
due the following morning about
letsotis interested, by causing a copy of thi landings,
'
00
A.
M
)raer to he published three weeks successively
n The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
it Rockland, in said County, that they mav VIT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES
ippear at a ProLate Court to he held at Rock
BAR HARBOR LINE
at.6, in and for Mid C«.u:ity. OR the twentie j
lay of March, A I) IH23, at nine o’clock i
Leave Rockland Wednesdays Mt 5 A M fur
hd forenoon, and show cause, if any they havt
>'orth Haven Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
jvhy Hie prayer of the petitioner should not h« Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Harrra n ted
ior II A. M
ADELBERT L MILKS.
Re.urn -Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays s* H 00
Judge of Probate.
1. M for Rockland and way landings.
A true copy* Attest:
BLUE HILL LINE
27 S-33
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. to for
Dark Harbor, Eggemoggin, South Brooksville
Estate of Charles J. Gregory
4argciitville. Deer Isle, Btooklln, South BlueKNOX COUNTY—In Court of Probate held
hill,
due Bluehtli 11.45 A M
Rockland on the 27th day of February, A D
Return—Leave Bluehill Mondays at S 00 A.
P«23
M
t
r Rockland and way landings
Giadys M. Gregory, Executrix, on the. estate
At Boston connection is made via the MetCharles J. Gregory, iate of Rockport, in sail
ro|M>litati
Line express freight steamers for
County deceased, having presented her tlrs
inc. Anal account of administration of said es \'ew York and points South and West.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
ate for allowance:
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
Portland-New York Freight Service
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette
Direct Freight Service between Portland and
Build up a reserve power to publ'shed in Rockland, in said County, that all x'evv York is resumed from the New State
i>ersons interested may attend at a Proha
Pier, Portland, Me.
withstand cold and exposure.
Yurt to he held at Rockland, on the twentie:
Through rates and direct track connections
lay ol March next, and show cause, if an,
Maine Central and Grand Trunk RallThose in a run down condition hey have, why the said account rflould not h eith
*oads
F. S RHEUMAN, Supt , Rockland. Maine
are most susceptible to colds and allowed.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge.
R. S SHERMAN, Agent. Rockland. Maine
' A true copy,—Attest:
sickness.
27-S-33
HENRY II PAYSON. Register

Medicine

For COUGHS, COLDS and
GENERAL DISABILITY
Cod Liver Oil, Rum
and Honey

Pleasant to take and harmless.
FOR SALE BY

Estate of Lucy M. Cutler

KNOX COUNTY In Court of Probate held
Rockland on the 27th day of February, A D
C. W. SHELDON,
Rockland
P23
Cora A McDonald, Administratrix on the es
WHITNEY & BRACKETT, Thom’tn
ttte
of Lucy \l Cu-.ler, late of Warren, in sa
BOYNTON’S PHARMACY Camden County
deceased, having presented her first and
And at all other Good Drug Stores it:al account of administration of said es.at
for allow.in.■•• :
16-t-May 3
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Courier tiazett
published
in Rockland, in said County, that all
Estate ot Elvin Bradford
persons interested may attend at a Probate
STATE OF MAINE
Court
to
he
held at Rockland, on the twentie
To the Honorable, the Judge of the I’reba'e
day of March next, and show cause, if an,
Court, bi and for llie County of Knox :
they
have,
why
the said account should not he
Respectfully represents Riley Bradford, of
allowed.
Friendship. Administrator of Hie Kstste of F.
ADELBERT
L MHaES, Judge
i.i Bradford, late, of I’nion. in said County
A true copy.- Attest :
deceased. intestate, that said Elvin Bradford
27 S 33
HENRY II PAYSON, Register
t Hit time of liis decease was the owner of
ertain Real Estate situated in Vnion. bounded
Estate of Charles B. Watts
mi described as follows, viz.: Being the homelead farm of the late Adelbert Bartlett bouslit KNOX COUNTY.- In Court of Probate held
Rockland on (lie 27th day of February, A D
liv the said Elvin Bradford of .lames I. Griffin
I' -J.i
nd is more particularly described as follows
Frank B Miller. Tntsiee under the las:
Beginning at the northwest corner of laud o
and
testament of Charles B. Watts, iate of
late K B Robbins, formerly Lewis Roldiins, ot
W.urtu, in said County, deceased, having pre
St Georges River, near the foot of Sennebec sented
his third and final account of ethnlnis
” 'ond,
Trtenee easterly hy said Robbins land to t mt ion of the estate of said deceased for a
lowatice
:
slake and stones; thence northerly by land ot
f rdered. That notice thereof be given once
aid Robbins lo la.id formerly of Silas Hawes
week
three
weeks successively, in The Courier
and later by Wm Hawes; thence wes! by sail
ze;te, printed in Rockland, in said County
Hawes land to said Sennebec Pond: thence G;
that
all
iietsons
interested tnay attend «t a Ptosoutherly by said Pond and River to place of
Court to be held at Rockland, on the twen
beginning, containing sixty acres, more or less batf
said deed of Grlfhn lo said Bradford beln tieth day of March next, and show cause, if
dated May 16, 1910, and recorded in Knox Keg any they have, why the said account should not
he allowed.
isiry ot Deeds. Book 150. page 299.
ADELBERT L MILBH. Judge
That the debts of the deceased as
A true c<iji’., Attest:
early as can be ascertained, amount
HENRY H. PAYSON,
$2,70
27-8-33
Register of Probate,
And the expens?s of sale and ad
$ 300
ministration to ....................................
Estate of Emily R. Richardson
$3,800
Amounting in ail to ........................
KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate held at
That the value of the Personal Es
Rockland in vacation on the second day of
$1,300
tate la .............................................
M.indi, A. D. 1928.
That the Personal Estate is there
Raymond E. Eaton, executor of the will of
fore insufficient to pay the debts of
Mary
Richardson Eaton, late Trustee tinder th?
the deceased, and t-xpepses of sale
last will and testament of Emily R Richardson,
id administration, and it is neceslate of Rockland, in said County, deceased, hav
ry'’for that purpose to sell some
ing presented the second and final account of
part of the Real Estate to raise the
$1,700 administration of the trust estate hy said trus
sum of .................................................
tee,
for the benefit of Frank G Richardson, of
That the residue would he greatly depreciated
Brockton. Massachusetts;
a sale of any portion thereof ;
Ordered,
That notice thereof he given once r
Wherefore your petitioner prays that he may
he 1 censed to sell and convey the whole of said week for thiee weeks successively, in The Cour
ier-Gazette.
published in Rockland, in said
Real Estate at private or public sale for the
payment of said debts, and expenses of sale an I County, that all j>crsons interested may attend
at
a
ProlMte
Court to he held at Rockland, on
administration
Dated ai Friendship, 17 day of February, A the t went let It day of March, next, and show
ci
use,
if
any
they have, why the said account
D 1U23.
gbculd not be allowed
RILEY BRADFORD.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge.
A tine copy, Attest :
KNOX COUNTY — In Probate Court, held t»
HENRY H PAYSON.
Rorkland, in vacation, on the 3rd day of
27 8-33
Register of Probate
March
on the petition aforesaid, Ordered, That n?Estate of Lucy M. Cutler
ee be given, hy publishing a copy of said
STATE OF MAINE
petition, with this older thereon, once a week
SS.
for thiee weeks successively, prior to the th’rd KNOX,
At, a Probate Court held at Rockland, -in and
Tuesday of March tart, in The Courier-Gazette. for said County of Knox, on the 27th day rf
newspaper published in Rockland, that all February, in the year of our Lord one tlioupersons interested nay attend at a Court rf srtnri nine hundred and twenty-three.
Probate then to be held in Rockland, and show
Cora A. McDonald, Administratrix, having
cause if any. why the prayer of said petition fftsented her petition that the actual market
should no? be granted
value of so much of the estate of Lucy M
ADELBERT L MILES. Judge
Culler, late of Warren, in said County of Knox,
A true copy,—Attest:
aj is subjec4 to the payment of the State In
27-8-33
HENRI H PAYSON. Register
lteriuit.ee Tax, the persons interested in the suc
cession thereto, and the amount of the tax
Estate of Harriet A. Hall
tlnreon may he determined by the Judge of
KNOX ('OUNTY —In Court of Probate held a* Probate;
Rockland on the 27th day of February. A I).
Ordered; that notice thereof he given to the
1!»23.
Shale Assessors and all persons inteiestcd in the
Frank B. Miller, Administrator, d b n c succession thereto to said property, hy causing
a on the estate of Harriet A Hall. late of a copy of this Order to he published once a
Thomaston, in said County deceased, having week, three weeks successively in The Courier
presented his first and final account <rf admin Gbzette, a newspaper published at Rockland, in
istration of said estate for allowance:
said County, that they may appear nt a Probate
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three Court to be held at Rockland, in and for sa il
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette, a C(t»n<y, on the twentieth day of March, A D
new spa pet puhi shed in Rockland, in said 11*23. at nine o’clock in the forenoon and he
Ctt’hfy, that all persons Interested may attend l«aru in reference to the determination of said
a Prolate Court to he held at Rockland, on tai "i .hi,' question HmM m.ty arise in rgferenre
twentie h day of March next, and show then to
fittse, if any they have, why the said account
ADELBERT L MILES,
Shtuld not be allowed
Judge of Probate.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge.
A true copy.—Attest:
A true copy Attest:
27 S 33
HENRY H PAYSON, Register
27-S-33
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register

Estate of Adelia L. Smith
KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held at
Rockland in vacation on the second day of
Mafch, A D MM
Rose E. Barrows, Executrix on the estate of
Adelia L Smith, late <rf Rockport, in said Coun.
■ty, deceased, having presented her first and
final account of adtninis:ration of said es.ot
for allowance;
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, litre?
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette, pub
lifhed in Rockland, in said County, tliat all per
s.uiz interested mav attend at a Probate Court
la lx held at Rockland, on the twen.ie h day of
Mandi, next, and sli«A cause, if any they have,
win the said account should not be allowed.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge.

A tme copy. A"
27-8-33

HENRY H PAYSON, Register

Estate of David Thompson

KNOX COUNTY In Court of Probate held at
Rockland on the 27th day of February, A D
11)23
Williem A Bradford, Executor on the estate
of David Thompson, late of Friendship, in said
<’( uiity deceased, having presented his first atrtl
final account of adminis ration of safid estate
for allowance:
Ordered, Thsf notice thereof lx» given, three
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
published ill Rocklatfd, 1n said County, tbat ali
p.'tscns interesed may attend at a Probate
Court to be held at Rockland, on the twentieth
da.v of March next, and show cause if any
thev have, why tlie said account should not he
ENGRAVED CARDS— Call at this office and allowed.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge.
examine styles. If you already have a plait
A true copy. Attest :
bring it in aud let u* prim you cards lu lale*'
27 S 33
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
sUe THE COURIER GAZBTTJt.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas, the Majestic Canning Co , a corpor
ation hy law duly established, and having its
principal place of business at Tort land, in the
county of Cumberland, and State of Maine, by
its mortgage deed dated November H. 1916, and
recorded in Knox County Registry of Deeds
Book 165. Page 224, conveyed to William Bren
nan, of St. George, in said County of Knox, a
certain lot or parcel of land with buildings
theteon, »ilu«ted in said St. George, and dv
scribed as follows:
Beginning at the shore in Port Clyde Harbor
a.f the land now or formerly of John Alexander;
thetice running east southeast hy land of said
Alexander to the land of Edwin Meloney; thence
hy said Maloney’s land southwesterly to the
se;.shore; thence by the shore :o the first bound,
(•(.rtalning about one and one half acres, and
being the same premises conveyed to the said
Mill’ani Brennan by Burnham A Morrill Co.
hy Its deed dated August >6. IS‘»«. and recorded
in Knox Registry of Deeas, Book 98, Page 51S ;
together vvitii all the s*ock on hand, fixtures,
machinery privilege, and appurtenances l heretin;» belonging, Including the wharf and wharf
privilege
•
Aud whereas, said mortgage was assigned
the tenth day ot May, 1920, by the said William
Brennan to Ada C Brennan, which assignment
is recorded in Knox Registry, Book 1X2, Page
511, ami further assigned by the said Ada C
Bitnnsn to me, the undersigned, hy assign
mein dated July 5, 1921, and recorded in Knox
Registry of Deeds, B<»ok 1X7, Page 467; and
vvi!(ieas the coridhion <rf said mortgage has been
broken, now, therefore, by reason ot the breech
<rf the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage
Dated this sixteenth day of February, 1923.
24 S 3V
FRANKLIN TRUSSELL

9

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct -route between

ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON ANO SWAN’S ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M, MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923
Leaves Swan's Island dally except Sundays
it 5 30 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven aud Rockland
Returning leaves Kmkland at 1.30 P M , for
Vina Ilia ven. North Haven, Stouiligtou, and
Swan's Island,
W. 8 WHITE,
General Manlier
Rockland, Maine, .Lm’y 0, 1028.

Professional & Business Cards
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy

C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph. C.
Chiropractor
400 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropractic
Office Hours:
Mondays. Wednesdays. Fridays. 10-12, 2-5. 7-8
Tuesdays. Thursdays. 10-12, 2-5
Saturdays 10-12
Tel. 886

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Osteopathic Physicians
38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND, MAINE
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS A. SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
Telephone 13o

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407 MAIN STREET
Hours. 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
Residence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391*1
Office Telephone 49.3-W

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9aP. M
Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment

Telephones: Residence. 41*4: Office 149

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
—arid—
X-RAY OPERATOR
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 123

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLEE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DEVELOPING, PRINTING AND ENLARGING.

370 Main St., Rockland, Me.
GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Erskine & Co,
417 MAIN ST. - • ROCKLAND. ME.

L R. CAMPBELL

Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probata Matter.
375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Lav
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
telephones—Office 468.

House 603-W

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law
COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN ST,

Mrs. Alvah Llnekin, Mrs. T. W.
Pease, Mrs. !R. W. Walsh and Miss
Myrna Copeland were entertained at a
card |>arty in Rockland Friday after
noon.
Mrs. Ella Dunn entertained the Fort
nightly Club Friday evening.
Mrs. John Fales of Cushing has been
spending the week with relatives.
Maurice Gillehrest and Mrs Nellie
Benner have returned to their home in
Winchendon, Mass.
Mrs Donald George has been spend
ing a few days in Rookland.
The regular meeting of n. E. S.
meets Wednesday. March 14. Supper
served at 6 o’clock.
Mrs George Wood entertained the
Sewing Club Tuesday evening at her
home on Main street.
Mrs. Alton Morse and young son.
who have heen spending the past
month with Mrs. Nicholas Anin-Ione,
returned Friday to Ontario, Canada.
The World Wide Guild will present a
play entitled. "The Pill Bottle." at the
Baptist vestry. Friday evening. March
Hi. at 7.31) o'clock. They will be as
sisted by a special musical program
contributed by Mrs. Walter C. Bay.
pianist, and Mrs. B. I’. Browne, so
prano. Doth of Rockland. There will
he no admission fee. but a voluntary
offering will lie taken, and the proceeds
used in sending delegates to the Ocean
Park summer school. Everyone -is cordialy invited.
Remember to telephone Mrs. Matie
Spalding if you wish to be sure of
.■eats at the P. T. A. supper to he given
at the Baptist vestry. Monday evening,
March 12, at 6 o'clock. The utmost la
being done io accommodate all in
terested but seats cannot be guaran
teed at the last minute. Since the
question to be discussed concerns
voters alone, invitations are extended
to only -those of voting age. Please
send food in early. The vestry will be
open at 1 o’clock. Be sure to mark all
dishes sent.
The Baptist church nolices for the
week are as follows: Sunday preach
ing service at 10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m.;
morning sermon subject. 'The Test
That Is Proof and the children's ser
mon, "The Golden Rule.” The church
school assembles at 11.50 a. m. The
people’s service at 7 p. m. begins with
singing by the congregation, which will
be supplemented by special numbers
by the choir: pastor's subject. "Jesus
the Way.” A cottage prayer meeting
will be held Tuesday evening at 7
o'clock. The regular mid-week serv
ice of prayer and praise will be held on
Thursday evening. Friday evening the
World Wide Guild will give a special
play "The Pill Bottle." in the church
vestry at 7.30. A short musical pro
gram will be given in connection with
this play, with both vocal and instru
mental numbers. Admission will be
free, but an offering will be received
for the purpose of sending delegates to
the Ocean Park school of methods. On
Sunday, March 18, Evangelist Beatty
will be with the church to assist in
special meetings.
Mrs. Hattie Kelley. 18 Hyler St., is
prepared to <ake orders for home cook
ing—cake, doughnuts, bread, brownbread. candy, etc. Telephone 182-4.
29-31
It's unusual, perhaps to have cut
prices on seasonable goods, but the
Davis Garment Store, comer of Main
and Elm streets, Rockland, is offering
some good trades in new spring suits,
coats, and dresses this week.—adv.—
29-30.

BASKETBALL BATTLES

Rockland Takes An Easy One
1 n
Camden — Portland

Game Result.
Rockland High School easily took the
first of a three-game series with Cam
den High by a 23 to 1-. win in the
Camden Y. M. C. A. Rockland led
throughout the game, and outclassed
C. H. S. in all departments except for
(he last few minutes of play. Both
teams were crippled—Bo.-kland by the
illness of Reed, and Camden by the loss
rf Dodge and Ogier, so (he game was
not of the fastest type.
Rockland played earnestly with a
will to twin, while Camden had a mo
nopoly on tough luck, and seemed un
able io hold the ball. The whole Rock
land team played well with perhaps
C. Record and Flanagan excelling.
Stockwell and Ingraham starred for
Camden though McCobb injected quite
a lot of energy into the c'osing period.
Gidden officiate! in a very satisfactory
manner.
Rockand
Camden
C. Record If (6).............. If Ingraham (5)
S. Snow rf (6)... .rf Smith. McCobb (2)
Flanagan c (7).................... c Yates (2)
O. Record lg (4)...................... Ig Gerrisb
11. Snow rg...................rg Stockwell (fi)
Score. Rockland 23. Camden 15. Rel'tree. Glidden of Newcastle.
In a preliminary game the Camden
Eagles defeated the Rockland Irish

* • « •

Camden and Rockland meet in Spear
hall Wednesday night in the second
game of the past season series. If
Camden wins this a third game will be
played in the Arcade.
* * • •
The result? of the Rockland Hig-hPortlai c High girls’ game will be byllAtlned at The Courier-Gazette probably
about 5 o’clock.

» * ♦ »

Lincoln Academy was defeated in the
Maine basketball tourney by Bucksport
Kt rrinary and -.hus eliminated from t’e
(bampionship which seems to be head
ed for Higgins Classical Institute.

Norway’s Seas

I
I

Ovuil, 1 » U L U 1 V p*1 '-r •

Ml I _

I
I

abundance of sustenance for
the codfish that makes its
liver-cells prolific in vitamine-1
bearing oil.
|

Scott’s Emulsion

serves thousands of children ?
!
cod-liver oil in a forpi CSt
easy to take. It is a pH ■

I and grown people with

(
IJ

I

food-tonic tbit helps en- -4-jk
ergize and build up the body.

N

Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield,N...

22-37

I
I
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Be Used in Camden
Town Meeting Next Mon
day—Live Contests Ex

Will

pected.
Camden town meeting next Monday
will use the Australian or secret ballot,
for the first time, and the idea evi
dently meets with favor, as there is an
aiticle in i! e warrant to see if the town
wiil vote io elect under that method
certain officials not included on the se
cret ballot for next Monday's election.
The polls will be open front 9 a. nt. to
2 p. nt., and the consideration of the
other articles in the warrant will begin
at 1 p. m. The candidates named on
the specimen ballots are: Town clerk.
John K. Tewksbury (unopposed): first
selectman. George T. llodgman, Rep .
and Frank 11. Wilbur, Dem.; second se
lectman. Carl H. Hopkins. Rep., and
Allie V. Dougherty: third selectman,
George E. Boynton. Rep., and Frank W.
Con* fit. Dem.; town treasurer. .1. Hale
llodgman. Rep. (unopposed); auditor.
Leslie D. Antes, Rep., nnd John L.
Tewksbury. Dent., school committee.
Ralph H. Hayden, (unopposed).
The road commissioner, tax collector
and night watchman will be elected in
the usual manner, or appointed. as the
lown meeting shall decide.
Among :he articles of special interest
in the warrant are the following:
44. To see if the town Will vote to
optn up that part of the Athletic Field
on Knowlton Street, not used for ath
letic purposes, tor a camping ground
lor tourists, and to raise a sum of mon
ey to carry out this object.
52. To see if the town will vote to
construct a setver on Washington
Street, beginning at or near the resi
dence of Eugene Bracy and emptying
in the river near the Camden Mill
Bridge, ind ho.v much money it will
raise for fa id purpose.
53. To see if the lown will vote t-t
instruct the selectmen to appoint three
of the summer residents to act in an
: dvisory capacity with the selectmen
and road commissioner pertaining to
expenditure of money on roads.
54. To see if the town will vote to
repeat the vote taken at a Special Town
Meeting, whereby the provisions of
I'lijilic Laws of 1921. entitled "An Act
Authorizing Towns to Elect Certain
Municipal Officers by Secret Ballot,”
v.as accepted.
55. To see if the -town will vote to
elect by Secret Ballot at the next an
nual town meeting, the tax collector
and the road commissioner, in addition
to the town officers required by law to
be elected by ballot.

Town meeting Monday.
The Athletic Club is now ahead ini
(he howling league.
Willis Pitcher has returned from a
fortnight’s visit in Rath
Lincoln Academy defeated Camden
High at Newcastle March 2, 38 to 25.
Interest is very keen in the selection
i f tlte town officers this year. The new
Australian 'tallo: systm is to be tried
out.
When it comes to forehandedness the i
rommittee in charge of Camden's I
Fourth if July celebration must be {
leekoned with. Already plans are ma
turing for a big affair in charge of
committees from the Athletic Club, the
American Legion and a citizens' cornlit ill ee.
Wednesday was Past Noble Grands
night at Maidei Clift Rebekah Lodge.
The Past Grands filled all tile otfief s
end worked degrees on four candidates
ir a very able manner. Refreshments
were served.
There will he special services at the
Methodist church Sunday evening with
the Baptist chuich uniting.
A tine town meeting -dinner will be
served in the C. O. G. C. hall Monday
The Episcopal church now building
on Chestnut stree: is rapidly taking
form and will b-> a beautiful s-tructur>.

•• • «
Miss Ruth Thomas and Miss Marion
Knowlton were guests of the Rubin
stein Club in Rockland Friday and
were participants in the day's program.
A' the caucuses the following nomii aliens were made:
Republicans
George T. Hodgman, Carl H. Hopkins
and George E. Boynton, selectmen: .1.
llale Hodgman. treasurer: Leslie D.
Antes, auditor: Ralph 11
ILtyde:,.
s-hool committee: John J. Paul, col
li ctor. Democrat-: John L. Tewksbury
ileik; Frank H. Wilber. Allie F. Dough• riy. and Frank W. Conant, selectmen:
.1 L Tewksbury auditor; Ralph 11.
Hayden, school ecmmiitee: Charles A
i rleion.
road commissioner, and
Frank 1‘. Alexander, collector. Only
tie candidate for clerk, treasurer and
s-Itool committ’» was nominated. But
one nomination was made for road
ec mmissioner in caucus, but If that
r tli -er is not appointed b.v the select
men. the'e will probably be another
landidate run. All these names will be
upon the official ballot to be marked by
the voters exc?pt the candidates for
i r.llertor and road commissioner. Tlte
campaign has been waged with consid
erable vigor and the new form of bal
loting will give a new twist to the pro
ceeding. Much interest is shown in
tie road proposition and in the day
light savi ig referendum The plan was
adopted ‘n Rockland by a very large
majority, about two to one.

OUR GRANGE CORNER
Knox Pomona Grange held not only a
very large meeting in South Hope.
March 3. but a very successful one
Double teams of all descriptions were
brought into use. making It possible for
all the family to attend and well
clothed in warm robes the ride to and
fiom the hall was one of the pleasant
features. The small but energetic little
grange jn South Hope fed about 200
members and visitors. The degree was
<onferred in the morning with every
officer present, and after the dinner an!
social hour, the meeting resumed work
in the fifth degree. Before taking up
ihc lecturer's program. The resolution
presented at the January meeting rela
tive to poll tax for women, was taken
from the table and discussed at length
When placed before the body for a dis
cussion. the vote was so small either
way that it was decided not to send
the result of the vote to the represent
ative at Augusta. The lecturer presnlcd an excellent program, songs, recita
tions and music. At the meeting Knox
Pomona vo'el to ask Limerock Valley
Pomona :o unite with it in Warren.
April 7 for a joint meeting, Limerock
Ulcers to confer the degree.

PTTTTT

CAMDEN

THE SECRET BALLOT

THOMASTON

Rovers, 24 to 8.

Jay
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"Are You a Stranger Here?”

Mrs Mary Andrews of Thomaston,
who is visiting her sister, Mrs. Bertha
Simmons, has been confined <o iter bed
for several days with grippe.
Leroy Carey, who was badly burned
Inst week by the bursting of a steam
I ipe at tlic quatry, has gone to his
tome at Oldtown.
The many frieds of Mrs. Rena Millay
of Liberty were shocked to hear of hei
death las: week.
Alvah E. Ames, who has been con
fined to the house with a had cold is
around tow n again.
The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs are
to hold a public supper at their dining
loom on next Friday night at 6 o'clock
for a very worthy cause. The public is
oru:ally invited to attend. Supper 25
cents.

THE ROMANCE OF WORDS

YUTISS DUCKY DECK had lived in
a city park all her life, hut one
day she was sick and was taken to tlte
country and put In a barnyard, where
there were many other ducks nnd
many things that Miss Ducky Duck
had never seen or heard about.
To be sure there was a pond near
the barnyard but It was not so deep
or as large as the one in tlte city
park, and Miss Ducky never tired of
telling the country ducks about what
she had left behind.
She could not get used to the other
animals. "We never had such crea
tures where I came from,” she would
say, turning her head away from the
pig pen witli an air of disgust, and Mr.
Dog site did not like at all. Site said
he was "so noisy, always poking about
to see what is going on.”
Gne day he enme to the edge of the
pond to get a drink of water when
Miss Ducky was going for a swim. "Il
I
seems to me, Mr. Dog. that you might

!
|

UNION

It's unusual, perhaps to have cut
prices on seasonable goods, but the
Davis Garment Store, corner of Main
and Elm streets, Rockland, is offering
some good trades in new spring suits,
coats and dresses this week.—adv.—
29-3(1.

.UPSS DUCK’S VISIT

find some other place to drink than
this little pond. There is hardly water
enough now for me to take a good
plunge. 1 really cannot see of whnt
use you are around here. Why don't
you stay In the house'?”
Mr. Dog was good-natured. He kept
on lapping the water and wagged his
tail, but as Miss Ducky swam away
he remarked to Mr. Rooster, who was
passing, "That new duck has a great
deal to learn.”
Of course. Miss Ducky Puck had
never seen Mr. Fox. though there
were several that lived in a big cage
In tlte park where she came from,
but so far away she knew nothing

-S

MICKIE SAYS

lo Everybody's Column

AW OtjtM XGhN Nfis
\ WAV) WEEP ou (aOOO WHRKKS
)
I SOWlt FOLKS
NO V4VJSM fcSW
TWEVA -CO pan lVAEttt.
I WOf 1W ^09Q SANS WE CA'rJf
‘ AFPOUD -tvtffif K.SU7 OF F6UEMOS

Advertisements In this column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for 50 cents
A«)dlttonal lines 5 cents each
for c”e time, 10 cents 3 times. Six words make
a line

HO
about them, so one day while out
swimming, when she came near the
bank where Mr. Fox was lying in wall
under some bushes, she thought it was
another Mr. Dog.
"Oh. dear," site sighed, “can't I go ■
anywhere without seeing one of you ,
tiresome creatures?—though 1 must
say iltat you are better looking than
the Mr. Dog at the barnyard."
Mr. Fox had never met a city duck
before and he was surprised enough
that she did not swim away when she
saw him, hut when she spoke about
Mr. Dog lie knew she did not know
who he was.
"The Mr. Dog at the barnyard is
only distantly related to our family.
Are you a stranger around these
Qse
parts?”
“Yes, indeed. I cante here from the
city park for my health," replied Miss
Ducky Duck. “I nut not used to rude
country ways and 1 shall return very
soon to my city home.”
“1 wouldn't he too sure of that," remarked Mr. Fox.
"What did you say?" asked Miss
Ducky.
"1 said you might like the country
3. All druggists pay the cost of
well enough to remain here,” fibbed a trial by refunding your money if
Mr. Fox quickly. "But of course you Hyomei fails to relievo that cough or
have not seen this side of the pond. cold you have.—adv.
Wouldn't you like to take a stroll? 1
am sure the walk through the woods
Miscellaneous
will be good for you.” Then thinking
FULLER
BRUSHES
-( ’an be obtained Irani
lie did not wish to have a sick duck II I MjcALMAN. Rockland.
Me.
29-31
for Ids dinner, Mr. Fox asked: “What
NEAR COLLEGE TOWN -123 acres w. it 1 •»
is the matter with you?"
c. tile. horses. 190 poultry. dog. full implenien s
crops included; keep y.mr -hildrea
"Oh, nothing, hut that I needed a season's
with you while educating them; on improved
change. 1 did not eat well," replied | read 2 miles It It. town. 75 acres loamy tlllape.
Miss Ducky.
spr;jus-watered pas ure. woodlot ; 250 apple
“Oh. well, this walk will be just the
thing then,” answered Mr. Fox. “You
will never have that trouble again.”
And If Mr. Dog hud not come run
ning through the woods at that min
ute Miss Ducky would not have had
that trouble again, Just as Mr. Fox
promised, for he was ready to spring
upon her as she waddled out of the
water.
Miss Ducky swam back to the barn
yard, where she told the other ducks
how rude Mr. Dog had been to a very
polite Mr. Dog she met on the other
side of the pond, hut when she learned
who he really was and how Mr. Dog
had saved her life. Miss Ducky Duck
began to respect Mr. Dog and never
felt safe unless he was around.
(©, 1923, by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

^RELIABLE Family Remedy
Timehas proved “L.F.’* Atwood’s Medicine txt be a most effec
tive remedy for indigestion, constipation, biliousness, sick
headache, etc. Mr. E. Clement, Morrill, Me., has used it 25
years; Mrs.W. E. Dillingham, Naples, Me., 20 years; Mr. Fred
N. Henderson, Orono, Me., Miss Bernice
Lermond of Lincolnville, and thousands of others
have used it for longer or shorter periods. You t&ko
no risk with “L P.” Medicine. Large bottle, 50
cents—1 cent a dose. All dealers.

trues; warm 6-rooin house su.s.an.ial barn
silo, poultry house. Owner called away,
gets all, pari cash Details page 39 Ilius (’aia;<r4ue Bargains Ida pages.
t'opv fre?
STItOI T FARM AGENCY. 2XIIM1 Water S.

Augusta. Me

30 I

NOTICE We hereby give notice that we shall
rduse o pay any furiher bills contracted bv
:i MKS AW IE SI’ROW !.
and MAYNARD K SPKOWL.
28*30
PORTLAND PEOPLE can tlnd each issue «>l
The (ourler-Gazelie on sale at the CENTRAL
NEWS CO, 664 Congress St Tills will coil
venlence many who want lo get the paper reg
uiyiy
13-tr
PALMER ENGINES—32 different modeis, 2
to 75 H P. One to six cylinders. Heavy duty
Medium duty and high speed types Also ac
cessories and parts
Send for catalogue
PALMER BROS.. 39 Por.lana Pier, Portland
Me.
12-37
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods a
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mai
orders solicited HELEN C RHODES 18tf

• CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY.” a very

handy 106 page
more, gives tho
and a page or
towns and two
any address on
FILLMORE. 80

book compiled by B. B Fill
official history «.f the count)
so is devoted to each of the
plantations Sent by mail i<
receipt of 50c. Address R B
Main Street Thomaston.
142-rf

THE INDEPENDENT (Skowhegan, Kepone*
IS oc Mis at J r CARVER'S. Rockland
r»

When You Are in Want
Of Anything
Try Our

<‘L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

WANT AD. COLUMNS

Advertised Goods Reach You
Without Lost Motion

“GREENBACK"
____

4
I
HIS colloquial term for 4
American currency first came ,
into vogue during the Civil war j
when the federal government Is- i
sued paper money with green ’
printing on the reverse side.
Abraham Lincoln, In a letter i
to Col. Dick Taylor, gives the j
following explanation of the I
matter:
I
My Dear Colonel Dick:
I have long determined to make •
public the origin of the greenback ?
and to tell the world that it is of j
Dick Taylor's creation. You had i
always been friendly to me and 4
when troublous times fell upon us *
and my shoulders, though broad ;
and willing, were weak, and I was «
surrounded by such circumstances 4
and such people that I knew not ’
whom to trust, then I said in my ’
extremity, “I will send for Colonel i
Taylor. He will know what to do." 2
I think that It was in January, 4
1862. that I did so. You came and I 4
eald to you: "What can we do?” I
Said you: "Why, issue treasury
notes, bearing no Interest, printecT
on the best banking paper. Issue
enough to pay off the army ex
penses and declare legal tender.”
Chase thought It a hazardous
thing, but tve finally accomplished
It and gave the people of this re
public the greatest blessing they
ever had—their own paper to pay
their own debts.
It is due to you, the father of
the present greenback, that the
people should know It and take
• great pleasure in making it known.
Yours truly,
-A. LINCOLN.
' (Copyright, Wheelers Syndicate.)

'T'

------- 0--------Insured Against Rainy Wedding Day.
Hail it rained between the hours of
4 and 5 p. in. on Ids wedding day at
Danville, Va„ a bridegroom would
have i-ollected $5w insuranee. Failing
to rain be lost >43.75. the premium.
The groom said be was hoping for
rain as the $300 would have been use
ful on the honeymoon. He said he
was taking a gambler's chance on the
weather.

India's Way and Our Own.

India's method of judging a tnan by
his caste is about as Intelligent as our
Telephone that Item or news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of method of judging him by bis cash.—
Buffalo Evening News.
readers Will see It.

A big part of the cost of living today may be charged to lost motion, to slow?, slipt

shod distribution of goods and to old-style, wasteful selling methods.

Loot and Found
FOUND—Plain gold ring in Thomaston. Apph at 14 KNOX ST. Thomaston.
28*30

Wanted
WANTED—Young man of good character for
work In store Tel 321-4 after fi p in. 30-32
WANTED—Woman for housecleaning
In
liilre OFFICE HOTEL ROCKLAND
30-32
WANTED—SALESMAN to*sollclt~ders for
lubricating oils, greases .and paints. Salary or
tomm saion. Address THE HARVEY OIL CO
( letelaiKl. Ohio.
30*1:
WANTED—Industrious, capable ^person to
start a! once in Knox County. Retailing Raw
lcigh’s Good Health Foot! Products, Spires, Fla
vors, Medicines. Toilet Preparations, etc I'.O
■uryuay necessities used by millions. Largest
f'o’iip; ny ; is aiblishcd 33 years
Favorably
known. Products sold on time: lowest whole
saie. N » experience, practically no capital
:..»eded We teach you to manage your own per•i.aneiit. big paying business $3000-$5000 yearly.
Particular; Uee: give age. occupation, refer, wes
W T RAWLEH.H -CO., Dept 161*.
Freeport, 111
_____-30-32
WANTED Two married men. 20 to 40 years,
to demonstrate Nationally Advertised produc'
it nearby territories. Selling experience not
necessary. Address BOX 30J, Rockland 2!* 31
WANTED—Man for general farm work; good
milker and teamster C. F». TOLMAN. Warrfn
Maine R. F D. No 1
28-30
WANTED H-msekeeper In family of adults
Write • HOl’SEKEEfl’ER.'’ care The (’ourleiGf/Hle
__
________
WANTED Cook ..mi MCOM ffkrt In-imrc it
oftice of C 11 Berry Estate, over St. Railway
waiting room, from 2 to 4 I’. M. MRS.
( 11AKLE8 H BFRRY
28-tl
WANTED—Firemen and Brakemen. beginners
*130-$230 monthly, no strike (which position?).
Write RAILWAY, care Courier-Gazette 27*32
WANTED -Small farm; describe bulldingM,
location and price RALPH MILLER, 80 School
Street. Gardner. Mass
23*30

WANTED—33 shaggy cats and kittens, mala

ind female. Highest prices oald
JOHN 8.
RANLETT. Rockville. Me. Tel. 352-14 15tf

Summer Cottages and Board
NOW .a the lime when people are laying
summer vacation plans The Courler-Gazet;e
suggests that owners of cottage property, to
let or for sale, or accommodations for boarders,
announce the fa-i under this heading, where it
will be read all over New England

For Saie
FOR SALE—Pair of good all-round horses
M.'ighio” 2800
Will sell separate HAROLD
T BUTLER, Thomaston Stree., City.
30-32_
FOR SALE One > h. p Miami Marine En
gbit with eariiureter. shaft and projiellor. This
ngine has l»een overhauled and is in good or
del-.
One good set of joiner tools
One foot pewer turning lathe with tools W
P TIBBETTS. Ill Union St . Rockland Tel.
77*. W or 225 R
30-lf
FOR SALE EHiHT HORSES, consisting of
draft, driving and delivery These horses are all
fearless and clever i nd must be sold at once,
regardless )f price E. C. .KKNES, Winter St ,
.! p. New Steel Garage, Rockland
30*32
FOR SALE—At Bremen, Long Island, the R
1' McLain htnueaifnti consisting «.t an sightroom house with good cellar and one-third acre
of land with a few fruit trees. From the house
me has a kpltndid view of tlte ocean and with
in n fe^f minutes’ sail fine deep sea fishing may
he had Plenty of clams and lobsters may also
me proenrsd nsar by Tht) place, whi-’h wmM
make an idea! summer home will be sold at a
bargain as awner has moved away. I have pi«”mes ot ihe property at my office and would
l»c ph awl to show them. L W BF7NNER.Re.il
Estate Dealer, Xq. 2 No Main St., Rockland
30-32
TOR SALE—Thiee butts of lobster bait, and
14 ft. dory. P. T. HALL, Vinalhaven, Maine.
29*31
FOR SALE NATIONAL (W.HH RMUSTERS
New and used; also charge systems. Rasy pa>tiKius; guarantee on used registers. H U.
LAKER. I’orikmd, Me. Sales Agent. D, I'.
MATHIEV, local salesman. Hotel Rockland.
_______________________________ 28*33
FOR SALE—AVestinghouse Radio Receiving
Set, Detector and two stage amplifier, type R-U.
w> ii three tubes, two 22’ • volt "B’’ batteries
and pair Braudes Superior headphones Price
$125 cash ('all. write or phone JEROME ('
l.UhROWS, G6 Beech St . Rockland, Me. Tel
512-VV.
28-tf
FOG SALE -One Ford half-ton truck, canopy
top Good Michelin tires. Everything in good
rui'.iring shape. Attachment for trailer.
One trailer with solid rubber tires.
One iron power drill. Can be used by hand;
tight and loos? iwilleys attached
One saw table with arbor raising and lower
ing bed.
*
One foot power jig saw.
These to be sold at a price that will warrant
v »u.- ins|»ection
HERBERT B BARTER. Main
Si reel. Tel. 23 or 737-13
28-tf
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers,
10 to 60 h p. Horizontal and upright. Suit
able for portable mills, factories, boat shops,
bolsters, etc. I. L SNOW CO , City.
3-tf-

FOR SALE—1916 Apperson Touring; excel
lent condition throughout Price $35o A. C.
JONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. ’Phone

576-R.
FOR SALE—Ford delivery with panel body;
good tunning condition J. A JAMESON CO ,
Rockland. Tel 17
27-tf
FOR SALE—New and second safes; nil
sires, 25 White Iron Beds with Springs. $6 mk
each while they last. Bargains All kinds or
House Furnishings Small House Safes a spe
cialty
H F. HICKS. 63 Limerock St Tei
.564-M.
26*31
FOR SALE—New and second-hand marine
and stationary gas engines. I L. SNOW CO ,
Machine Shop Dept.
25-37
FOR SALE—4 upright second hand pianos.
STHDLEYS FURNITURE STORE, 283 Main
Street, Rockland.
. 10-tf ,

Io Let
For example, every year tons

of

fruits and vegetables rot on the ground,
because it doesn’t pay to pick them.

Discouraged

growers

plant less the

next season, and the supply of food is

reduced. Meanwhile, consumers in the
cities near by grumole over the high
prices.
Demand and supply are not
brought together.

Contrast this with the handling of
of oranges.
$1,000,000 a year is
spent for advertising by the co-opera
tive association of the California Fruit
Growers. A large sum; yet it is only
about one-fifth of a cent per dozen—
one-sixtieth of a cent for each orange
sold.
And this advertising has kept down
the cost of oranges. To quote an of
ficial of the Exchange:

“The cost of selling oranges and
lemons through the California Fruit
Growers’ Exchange is lower today than
it was ten years ago.

“In the twelve years since the first
campaign was launched the consump
tion of the California oranges has
doubled. The American consumer has
been taught by co-operative advertis
ing to eat nearly twice as many oranges
as before.
“Had the orange industry remained on
the old basis, there would have been no
profit in growing oranges. New acre
age would not have been planted. Old
orchards would most surely have been
uprooted and other crops planted.v

TO LET—Furnished Rooms, electric lights,
hot water heat, and bath 5 Union St . opp
depot ANNIE THORNDIKE
30 32
TO LET—Large sunny, well heated room
Couple preferred
Absolutely clean.
Good
si rvice. Other rooms. 25 PARK STREET.
28*30
TO LET—Furnished tenement, all modern;
electric lights, gas and bath; liot and cold wa
ter
Rent reasonable, ('ail or telephone to
FLOYD L. SHAW, 17 North Main St . City.
T»1 422.12
27-tf
TO LET—Four furnished rooms, convenient
kiiehen, at 27 Pacific St
Inquire of L.
BREWER. 39 Park Street
17-tf
TO LET—A 'ittle gem of a five room fur
nish ‘d apartment. Must be seen to be ap
preciated Apply to R U. COLLINS, 375 Main
Street, Rockland, Maine.
15-tf
TO LET -Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
STREET
155*tf

TO LET—5-room tenement; good location.
Tel 665-2.
_____________ ______ 145-tf
TO LET—Nine-room tenement; good loca

L F. CHASE, 45 Middle St.

tion L. F. CHASE, J5 Middle Street. Tel.
665-2.
128-t/
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
1 J* .Five 221 Main St.. Rockland
45tf

Eggs and Chicks

Advertising properly done, saves
money for the consumer and makes
money for the producer by driving out
wasteful methods, increasing volume
and cutting down the costs of selling
and distribution.
WHITE WYANDOTTE ECCS FOR HATCHING

Published by The Rockland Courier-Gazette in co-operation

with The American Association of Advertising Agencies.

From high grade bens, $1.00 jier setting, $6 oo
per 100 .1 P. SPAULDING, So Thomasion,
Maine
29-46

ORDERS TAKEN FOR DAY-OLD CHICKS—

Tompkins’ strain. From vigorous, high produc
ing stock. E H SEEKI.NS, Buttermilk Lane,
liockhuid Tel. 314-12.
23*34
FOR SALE—Seven thoroughbred buff Orping
ton hens and one rooster; utoo ten single comb
white leghorn pullets.
Price tight. F. K.
( ARIHNER. JR. 492 Old County Road. Tel.
864 W.
28-30
FOR SALE Two large gray and white geeso
and one gander FREDERICK MONROE, South
Thomaston, Me Tel. 647-L4.
28-30
FOR SALE—Orders taken for Day-old chicks.
Pure bred S. C R. I Reds; 3d in State egg
laying contest 1920. Eggs for batching W. A.
RIPLEY, Rockland. Tel 594 W.
8tf

Every-Other-Day
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IN THE MUSICAL WORLD

In SocialCircles

winter. Hut will return t<
States next season.

BUBS'*

2 /&.(?. «
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SAVE $10.00 ON YOUR
When Louis Graveure the Belgian j
4lllL.ll
Gossip of Singers and Players Well Known To Music baritone, was here in concert work
through William Rogers Chapman, it is
Friday, March 2.
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, the department especially
remembered he had with him Eleanor
MADE TO MEASURE
Lovers In These Corners of Maine.
There was a very light wind, in tho
desliea Information of social happenings, par
Painter, who in private life is Mrs.
ties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
morning, reining from west northwest.
No extra charges for novelty backs. Woolens direct from mills in
Louis Graveure. We remember her
telephone will be gladly received.
stock to show, not small samples
The thermometer registered 16 above,
charming personality, her beautiful
TELEPHONE ........?................................... 770
gown and her lovely soprano voice. It
d the ftky was clear. At noon the
Suits as lew as $20.00
is interesting to notethat .-he is to leave
mercury was up to 35, the wind was
Owing to tlie severe winter It has
the opera and operetta stage and go
st. northeast and the sky still clear.
been impossible to carry, out the enter
Uncalled for Suits as low as $15.00
into the “spoken” drama. She is to
I»y night the wind was southwest, but
tainment schedule of the Country Club.
have the leading role in Sidney Toler’.,
I neglected to take a look at the glass
It is hoped that the members will make
Suits made from Customer’s Goods $18.00
play “Exile."
<> find ou^t how warm it was. A year
an effort to attend the next dance,
• J» • •
:go this morning, it was 21 above, and
■which is March 16, in charge of the
The degree of Doctor of Laws was
mowing.
following committee: Mrs. Homer E.
conferred on Ignacc J. Paderewski by
• • » #
Robinson, chairman; Dr. and Mrs. R. J.
the University of South rn California,
442
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ROCKLAND,
ME.
Rusty
About
Punctuation
Wasgatt, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Orne,
30tf
at exercises in connection with the ob
A lew weeks ago the editor-in-chief
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Hdller, anil
servance of Washington's birthday.
kturned my copy, ami I w.is surprised
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Secper.
• « 4> •
to lind Ih it be had found so many places
It has been predicted, and many have
lor punctuation marks. Probably I
The annual meeting of the Knox
been much inclined to believe these
went wrong, and will continue to do
Hospital Auxiliary will meet nt the
predictions, that “broadcasting” would
»•<>, because of the fa»t 'that while I’v»*
Nurses' Home on Maple street at '!
keep music lovers «it home. However,
applied a lot of “copy” in my business
o'clock next Monday.
i these predictions will have to be revised,
;‘<»r sever'd years back, the various
; for after the transmission of “The Flystenographers have been the ones to
Mrs. Mary Cushing is visiting he:
| ing Dutchman,” from the Manhattan
furnish the punctuation marks. This
son, Arthur Cushing in Portland for a
, Opera House, recently, radio enthus
thought reminds me of an old say
few days.
iasts clamored for adm:?.non to the
ing: “Pay as you go, punctuate as you
( next performance.
v nt
Mrs. David Haskell, who has been
• * • *
• » ♦ »
I
very ill at her home at The Highlands,
Ill the March 3rd issue of Musical !
Saturday, March 3.
with pneumonia, is able to sit up a few
America appears a brief biography of I
Seven *i. in., 34 above, south, light.
hours each day.
Charles Marshall, dramatic tenor, who
•I,.tidy. A little bit of snow and rain,
was horn in Auburn, Maine, and who
mixed up. so to speak. Noun, 37 above,
J. F. Burgess plans to be in Boston
has scored such wonderful success in
seulli, light, cloudy: (I p. m.. 36,'south,
March 13-15 to attend the New England
tile Chicago Opera Company this sea
light, partly cloudy. A year ago this
Convention of Optometrists.
son. It would appear tli.it lie is es- i
morning, it was It above, ami sky clear.
pecially filled for opera, for a great,
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Jones. Mr. and
many who heard him .it the Maine
Mrs. William Hansom and J. N. HouthGive
Old
Got
Time, He’ll Do It
Festival when he app< an d there a year !
aid are among the Rockland people
it was Mai'rii 23, 1922, before the Ice
or so ago were not so greatly im- ,
who left today for Boston, to uttend
was out of the l'ehobsi ot river as far
pressid either by ilia voice or person- ,
the automobile show.
ality. After studying in 1994 and 1905 i
witli William L. Whitney, lie went to
Mrs. A. F. Pillsbury of Minneapolis,
Sunday, March 4.
Italy, where lie studied voiei, and re- I
anH
who lias been spending the week with
Seven a. in., 36 above, cloudy. Did
eeived
coaching
in
opera
roles.
He
reJ
her mother, Mrs. W. A. Field, W-as
cut see wi athcr vane; 2 p. ill., same
mair.ed seven years in Europe sing
gueet of honor Wednesday evning at a
temperaturc. South, southwest, rain.
ing
after
his
instruction
was
completed,
j
supper party given by Mrs. Ensign
19 ii. m.. 36 cloudy. A year ago this
singing
under
the
name
of
Carlo
MarOtis, Lindsey street.
morning II was 20 above and the sky
ziale.
Mr.
Marshall' married
in,
was clear. Thursday, Match 4, 1929.
Florence, Italy. Annis Taylor of Pliila- |
Another of those happy Copper Ket
there was a big erow in the streets of
SOLD BY
BURPEE & LAMB
delphia.
who
was
a
pupil
with
the
tle parties, of which the younger set
Camden, shoveling snow.
same
teacher,
Vannucini.
They
have
SOLE AGENTS
• « « «
has had a winter series, was held
two children, Charles and Delores.
Thursday peeking. A group of 15 girls
There's a Little Fur on the Back of
«...
invited their young men friends, to
My Hand
Syracuse, N. Y„ which throhigh its
gether with several of the High School
Advertisement in Saturday's Boston
MISS AUGUSTA TALBOT OF CAMDEN
population of 175,000 falls in the class
faculty, with the result that a thor
Transcript goes along something like
of our 05 cities above 100,000, has es
oughly satisfactory evening was pro
Miss Talbot is the daughter of Mi. end Mrs- Dudley Talbot of Milton,
this: l-ost—Fur lined right hand glove,"
tablished its own orchestra, and its
duced. Punch and brownies and Mrs.
Mass., by whom announcement recently was made of her engagement to John
etc What kind of a glove was it? The
first season was very successful. The I
Emma Harvey's orchestra contributed
hand wasn't lost.
Andrew Chater, son of Mrs. John A. Chater of Ithaca, N. Y. Miss Talbot, a
March
issue
of
tile
Woman's
Home
I
« « » •
to the pleasure of the 30 couples pres
Home
Of
the Ort/an IVitli the Hitman I'uiccs
Companion
gives
a
brief
editorial
on
member
of
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Junior
League,
is
a
talented
violinist
who
has
been
heard
in
ent,
Monday, March 5.
this
enterprise,
which
is
quoted
in
part]
JOSEPH
DONDIJ,
Manager
concerts under, various auspices in Boston as well as in Camden and Rockland,
Seven a. in., 39 above, west, fresh ami
below:
Morris B. Perry and bride returned
where she is held in affectionate regard, not alone for her musical talent but
ear. When the tide commenced to
"Five monthly concerts were given
Thursday night from a honeymoon trip
ebb. a lot of the ice hustled out of tho
because of a lovely personality that endears her to a great circle of friends.
TODAY
—
JACK
HOXIE
in
“
THE
CROW
’
S
NEST
”
during the noon hour at a down-town I
to Washington, D. C.
i arbor. Noon—30, northwest, frOsh and
theatre contributed rent free. The I
Mr. Chater, at present living in Detroit, is a Cornell 1916 man.
Sec the thrilling ride down the mountain side, and other nerveclear: 6 p. m., 23 above, northwest,
house
was
crowded
for
each
concert,
•
wrecking stunts
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond S. Bird have
fresh and clear: 19 p, ni„ just the same,
and
the
nominal
admission
fee
of
25
been spending the week in Boston.
As many are interested in the coming who earns more money in a season
xcepting that the mercury was down
cents piled up receipts of $600 each
COMEDY
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DOROTHY
DEVOE
IN
"LET
HER
RUN
”
to IX. above.
to Portland later in the season of Feo than some of the greatest artists, not time. This paid for music, minor ex -)
« » » a
Mrs. Frank Bridges of Swan's Isand
excluding the President of the United
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
has been spending a few days in this dor Chaliapin, the famous Russian States, is said to have had a wonderful penses, and left $6 apiece for the vol
The Right Spirit
unteer
musicians.
The
players
are
baritone, we are giving extracts from | sories of teachers since Charlie Chapcity.
A candidate for one of the olliei'S
mostly from moving-picture houses, of
the notice of a recent performance of lain, the |inimiitable> {introduced the
•indiy took earc of my two-year-old
the
town,
recruited
to
75
by
a
few
in

Miss Buvdell Strout of the Fuller- Boris Godounoff by the Russian “Kid” to an adoring public. They say
laughter ami one-year-old stroller,
terested amateurs, and one needed
Cobb-Davis staff is havirig a fortnight’s
that Paderewski has given him. piano bassoon, who commutes from a nearby
while I went down cellar and voted
Opera
Company
in
Chicago.
vacation.
lessons. Pavlowa gave him dancing
against him. Now that he's in, I’m for
The author spent 20 years planning for this story, which he ex
“To witness Mr.
Chaliapin
as j lessons, and Sousa gave his orchestral town. As the tide of population con
him. Why •shouldn’t I lie?
pected to make the greatest of his career... He spent two years in
tinues to sweep into cities, such plans i
• • « •
Capt. and Mrs. It. K. Snow, Who have
‘Boris.” with a company of his own lessons. Then Carpentier gave him
collaboration with his wife preparing it for the screen. No expense
I een journeying around the continent, countrymen, is a great experience, what may in the end prove most val as those above will con#nue to flour
Tuesday, March 6.
was
spared
in
making
the
production
and
many
new
standards
in
ish and to enrich the community life
l ave found a delightful stopping place
Six-thirty a. m„ 7 above, clear. (Must
uable—boxing lessons.”
film production have been set by the directors.
that develops them. In their variety
in Riverside, Calif. The name, if noth Not only does he predominate and
have weather vane put up on nearby
“You know there is a regular armada
tower above his associates on the from England. Scotland and the Baha and vigor lie much promise for the !
ing more, would appeal to Capt. Snow
A photoplay that dees not depend entirely upon the magnificent’
la use, whore I can see it). Noon, 23
future ar.d rich possibilities of higher j
It is called “The Anchorage."
spectacular scenes for which it has become known. Its success is
stage, but his presence seems to in ma Islands, anchored outside the threeabove, northwest, light and cloudy;
civic standards, clean recreation, in
due as much to the simplicity of its domestic scenes and human love
night, 22 above, north, light and cloudy.
spire the other artists to put forth the mile limit, which enables out boot- creasingly friendly human contacts,
The City Club held its monthly meet best efforts possible.
story as to the big pageant requiring.a menagerie and 8,000 actors,
It was 36 above a year ago this mornAs in Boito’s loggers to secure those supplies which and ever-deepening inti rest in the
ing and supper at the Thorndike Hotel “Mefistofele,”
and tho lake of burning oil which is regarded as the greatest confla
in
which
he
ap arc still necessary to assuage the inarts.
”
last night. A discussion as to the prob peared with the Chicago Civic Opera reasing thirst of the American people.
gration scene ever filmed.
We wonder if onr ItocWgmkgirJs, Mrs.
able report on the Kennebec Bridge As-SnciaFion, lo took charge of'the They say that’ when the inbound pas\\ eilncsday, March 7.
THIS WONDERFUL PICTURE SHOW AT REGULAR PRICES
Rudolph
Gilley
and
Miss
Marianne
mattei was one of the interesting top stage rehearsals, arranging and devis enger steamships pass through this
Seven a. in., 15 alhove, liorthcasler.
Crockett,
have
heard
this
orchestra?
ics.
r rip-snawtec, humdinger. Noon, still
ing plans to give the production great cortege of liquor vessels, the bands al
♦ • » » _
15 above, worst lime I ever came up tile
er speed and artistry, the result being ways play “Coining Through the Rye.'’
A
Lowell,
Mass.,
boy,
William
Mar

The Bird Branch Sunshine Society one of the smoothest and most finished
avenue. Lots of snow coming in on
“They have developed a new means tin. a gr aduate of Harvafll College, has
meets Monday afternoon at the Legion performances that the Russians have
i ortheust gale. Found diruggist's as
How to Read Your
of catching not only the boot-legger, just signed a contract to sing star roles
lia',1.
sistant rhaning house a little. Not
ever given.
□J Characteristics
but the people who still insist upon in at the Opera Comique ill Paris. He
many visitors, even at (lie soda foun
With a voice, expressive and pliant,
and Tendencies — the
Miss Esther Harrington is having a denoting mood an«J feeling by tonal dulging in hootch. They went to work will lie the first young American singer
tain. Night, 15 above, moderated quite
Washington by having two detec ever to make his operatic debut as a
MILDRED
MARSHALL
Capabilities or Weak
week's vacation from her work at the quality, and acting that was vividly
a little. Later—stars out. decided not
tives
travel
around
as
wandering
minstar
on
that
famous
stage
Tile
Paris
W. O. Hewett Co.’s and is seeing Aroos alive, his career as Boris was followed
nesses That Make for Success or
to shovel until next morning, even if
trels, one with a violin and the other critics say that Martin may be the sec
took county meantime.
Fad? about your name; tfi hbtory;
Lowe might have to wade to his vestFailure as Shown in Your Palm
by the audieiwe, from the coronation with a harp. The detectives say that ond Caruso. Tile Boston Post last
pocket getting tlie quart and a half on
meaning; whence II Wat deriuedt
to the death scene, in breathless silence. hese disguises have got all the others Munday featured Martin In a very
Mrs.'Elizabeth Gregory of Glencove In the coronation scene he was the
the back piazza. Sunday, March 7,
tlgntficance; your lucky day
beaten to a frazzel. They say that the interesting write-up.
>s visiting her daughter, Mrs. O. A
1920, we had a fierce storm: all trains
THE FINGER NAILS
and lucky Jewel
personification of dignity, and assumed man who sings disarms suspicion en
Tolman in Swampscott, Mass.
It’s unusual, perhaps to have cut „______ ___________________ $
ami electric ears stopped. No Sunday
the part of dictator with an amazing tirely The singer is a man who likes
papers.
OOD taste, tact, delicacy of mind,
effect of reality. In the palace scene, his little nip! It seems rather a dese prices on seasonable goods, but the
• • • •
What does “This Freedom” mean for with disintegrating forces already at cration to enlist music as a means to Davis Garment Store, corner of Main
EUGENIA
and other desirable qualities are
Thursday, March 8.
and Elm streets, Rockland, is offering
American women? A topic for early
work to destroy and ruin his peace of catch a bootlegger, doesn’t it?”
seen in nails that are white anil pol
Morning, 10 above: 5 p. rn., 22 above;
some good trades in new spring suits,
discussion, based on the English best mind, his acting was superb. The fear• • « «
ORN to queenly honors Is she who ished, soft in texture, pink because 9 p. in.. 14 above. Northwest, fresh and
eoats and dresses this week.—adv.—
seller novel, by members of the Wom haunted mind of this ambitious and un
In the March 3rd issue of Musical 29-30.
bears the name of Eugenia. Its they are transparent, and of normal dear all day long. Plenty of snow to
an's Educational Club. What think scrupulous ruler, his tender regard for
origin Is in the Greek language where
and well proportioned length. Nails shoved.
you about what women shall do with his young son, and troubled thoughts America is a charming picture of Niita
II. IT. Collins is prepared to assist in
• • • •
Morgana, who is still lovingly remem
that are slender or narrow are gen
it
is
derived
from
a
word
meaning
their lives and their time? Can a
as to the son’s future, were protrayed
making income tax returns. 375 Main
Personal
woman, especially a married woman with the master strokes of an artist, bered both by Maine* Festival attend Street—20-tf
well-born. Its modern adaptation by erally a good sign of intelligence, Ind
<’olyum Hus week shorl, for reasons
with children, escape reproach if she leading up to the supreme moment of ants and those who heard her hero in
tlie French Into Eugenie is famous tin’s is frequently combined with a
well known lo the doidor and motherfollows a business career or any other the opera when the czar's mind, Rockland several years ago, through
throughout the world since it Is homo tendency to dominate others. These in-law. < toil bb* •« the doctors and tho
the efforts of Mr. Chapman. We are
interests than housekeeping? Is not
heavily overburdened and overwrought, sure all those who heard her recall
by one of the most illustrious women same long, narrow and slender nails ui'’tin i s-in lu w!
her work fully cut out for her by margives way. and he succumbs, a victim especially her beautiful singing of
of history, the former Empress Eu are marked in the person of strong
i.age? Shall she limit her outside ac
to his own plotting and disregard for ‘The Sweetest Flower That Blows” to
genie.
Its popularity in France is ambition.
tivities to society, pleasure, the movies,
those who obstructed his pathway.”
If tlie nails are red and marked, It
enormous and its Anglicized version,
gether with the charming bit of acting
PICK OF THE PICTURES
and aimless pursuits and is she as free
• ♦ • •
Which accompanied the song.
,
Eugenia, lias great vogue in England is not a good sign, since It means a
as a man to enter upon more than one
At a concert given by the Society of
nature that will not forgive easily, but
• * * *
serious career?
and America.
Friends at the Town Hall (New York
Its history dales hack from Eu will seek vengeance for wrong, real or
Wo
are
sure
many
who
are
persistent
Mahler’s
Mrs. Henry A. Reuter of Jamaica City) recently, presenting
genes, a very old Greek writer, hut imaginary. Nails that are cither very
by readers of Musical America have
Von Her Erde,”
Plain, Mass., arrived in this city “Das Lied
Eugenhis was the name most populu.' pale of very dark, show pliysicnl weak
■(■marked on the exceedingly unattrac
Telephone 409
the
in
authority
order
of
someone
Thursday for a short visit. with her
tive picture of Alfredo Casella, pianist.
Matinee 2 P. M. Bal. 10c. Floor 17c
| in classical times. It was carried on ness ami disease.
and
were
closed
doors
of
the
hall
mother, Mrt. William H. Glover, Talbot
Evening 6,45, 8.30. Bal. 17c. Floor 22c
A nail tiiaf. is wide and long is good,
as Eugenios by the Romans. St. EuThe This one picture of Mr. Casella has ap
locked when the work began.
aver.ue.
Special Features and Prices
genius was a confessor and another as a rule, lint may show a disposition
order was rigidly enforced, even to the peared for a long. long time—the pic
______ Thursday and Friday
point of keeping out representatives of ture of a man whose hair is carefully*
Eugenius was Bishop of Toledo in that is too mild and gentle nnd selfMrs J. F. Colquhon of Homerville,
the press who were delayed in reaching parted and plastered down on the head,
64fi. Indeed, It lias always been a denying. In rare cases one encounters
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Mass., and daughter. Mrs. H. Fosdick
the hall. The outer lobby was soon i mournful sickly expression on his
favorite as a masculine name and has nails that are crooked, or oblique.
of Auburn, who have been guests a*
WM.
RUSSELL in
face,
and
such
a
terribly.crumpled
soft
been borne by men of power and These show a deceitful nature, one
Mrs. Evio Kelly’s. 5 Talbot avenue, for filled with a crowd of ticket holders collar, and a striped collar at that! To
who
vainly
pressed
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claim
for
ad

“
GREAT
NIGHT”
a short time, return home on the late
prominence. Eugenio was tile name of Unit is wise in its own conceit.
those Who have noticed this picture
mittance.
COMEDY
TRAVEL
(' by the Whe»*lf»r Syndicate, Inc )
afternoon train.
tiial high-spirited Savoy called “le
we
feel
sure
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following
hits
taken
------ o------It is understood that at the Munici
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1
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Alihe
du
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”
who
was
later
the
from
the
account
of
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recital
with
the
pal Concert in Portland, and it is
o
Invitations are out for a luncheon doubtless done at ether concerts,, nt Boston Symphony in Boston will be of
i Prince Eugene, dear to England and
GLORIOUS
and auction to be given at the Thorn
interest,
as
well
as
surprise.
■ Austria, and terrible to France and
one is admitted during a number, but
A LINE 0’ CHEER
GLORA
SWANSON
dike Hotel at 1 o’clock Saturday, Marek
“
Mr.
Casella
’
s
earnestness
and
sin

! Turkey, yet, curious to relate, foe dial
A greeting that will
the above, of course, is going a step
IN A DAZZINC, EYE
17 by Mrs. Mary Wiggin Spear. Mrs.
cerity
make
him
completely
oblivious
further. But isn’t a management en
j lie was, his name enjoys greater popu
be as fresh and wel
By John Kendrick Bangs.
FILLING ROMANCE
John 1. Snow. Mrs. William W. Graves
deavoring to “put across” a work in its to the approval or disapproval of an
larity in France than In Ids native
and Miss Annie Blackington.
MY
AMERICAN WIFE
come too as the balmy
true value and meaning, worthy of co audience. He is so immersed in his
! country.
task that he probably does not even
NEWS
REVIEW
operation in this respect?
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first
ami
only
Eugenia
(lint
hisair
on
that
spring
Tnc Good Cheer Sewing Circle meets
realize his amazing mastery of il. Nor
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Admission 17-28c, Mat. and Night
■
tory
records
before
the
birth
of
the
in Temple Hall Tuesday forenoon. AU
morning—your photo
Fritz Krcisler has been engaged for is Mr. Casella. witli a magnificent head,
THANK the Lord for dreams of
j great Eugenie, was a virgin Roman
who have not been solicited are asked a tour of Japan. China and the Philip an imposing figure of a mail.
He
mine
graph.
to send pastry. The annual meeting pine Islands under the management of played without cracking a smile—witli
[ martyr, abont whom there is very litll’
That take me back to child2 BIG SHOWS—1 SMALL PRICE!
will follow the dinner.
i
known.
Tlie
Empress
Eugenie's*
his

an
expression
which
seemed
to
imply
A. Strok. He is to go lo China first,
*
hood days,
tory is too well known to need recall
With all the joys nnd thrills divine
giving eight recitals in the Imperial sadness, if not depression, and simply
whirled the audience off its feet by his
Mrs. E. S. May returned yesterday Theatre, Tokio, in May.
I used to find in youthful ways.
ing. Her poignant grief over tlie loss
OPPOSITE LIMEROCK ST.
performance. The wilder the music,
from a fortnight’s visit in Portland and
: of Alsace and Lorraine lias made her
* * » ♦
For dreams that take away the
the more sizzling and deafening the
ROCKLAND, ME.
29-30
Boston.
one of the world's tragic figures. It
In a recent review of the perform orchestration which Mr. Casella had to
sting
Telephone 60
ance of Vi'ttadini’s “Anima AUegra’
j was she who said that when she was
Of losses filled with bitter pain,
Matinee 2 P. M. Evening 6:15, 8:30
Mrs. Charles S. Hall of Ocean street, at the Metropolitan. February 23, in surmount with his tone the more sober I
Since
on
their
wings
once
more
' dead, If tier heart could he removed
and remote he appeared 'to be. and may !
who fell last Monday, was taken to which Lucrezia Bori appeared
they bring
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as
I from her body, tlie names of those two
The lost all smiling back again.
Knox Hospital yesterday for examina “Consuelo" the “Joyous Soul” the fol have dropped a tear as the final chord
| beloved provinces would be found enHARRY CAREY
of the Hpanish Rhapsody of Altieinz '
tion. It was found that no bones had lowing is noted: “Lucrezia Bori again
—IN—
For dreams In which my hopes so
1 graved there.
been broken, and Mrs. Hall will be bore the burden of presentation, both smashed out over the harp glissando.
“GOOD MEN AND TRUE”
high
the brass, wood, and strings, which '
The Reliable and Satiafactory
Eugenia's talisnianlc stone Is ttiaf
able to be about again In a few days.
vocally and histrionically, and by her contributed to the flaring climax.
In harvests full are realized,
regal jewel, the diamond, which dcCompanion Feature
beautiful singing and vivacious acting Looking track over all the great artists I
And goals on which I’ve set mine
Psychic and Spiritual
I
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victory
over
enemies,
when
it
A former Rockland couple are enjoy achieved, a personal triumph.”
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I
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Are
reached
with
all
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laurels
ing the comforts of their new apart
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TARZAN
COMEDY
one has never had quite so complete a !
prized.
ment house at West Palm Beach. The
is an antidote from poison, since the
From “Mephisto’s Musings” in Mu sensation of security, of past mastery '
by
McClure
Newspaper
Syndicate.)
NEXT
THURSDAY
West Palm Beach News says: “One of sical America, the following items
and a brain which has gone so much j Can be consulted every Tuesday and stone Itself was believed by old supcthe coziest and most homelike apart are of interest:
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS in
farther than it was called upon to go Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M. stitlon to he a deadly poison. Tlie
ments In the eily is the N'ee Bana. the
“THE NET”
“It is but a few years ago. not more by these performances that regarded !
stone also affords protection from
29
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newly completed apartments of Mr. and than a generation certainly, that no
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a
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’
s
play."
plague
and
set
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in
verse
Is
its
Mrs. Charles L. Wilson, at the corner body believed that you could talk over
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
This account also spoke of his mar
U«»tf
prophecy:
of 'South Olive and Benton streets. The the Ion" distance telephone from New
velous memory "his complete mastery i
outside finish is of stained shingles and York to Chicago, and even San Fran
The Evil Eye shall have no power to
of phrasing, the subtle fluctuations of
harm
FULL LINE OF
stucco, the color combination of shades cisco. and now. lo and behold! an en
his rhythm and the absolutely perfect |
Him that shall wear the diamond as a
of tan, brown and old blue being used tire radio concert program was success
balance of the piano with the orches- |
COLUMBIA
RECORDS
charm.
effectively. The inside woodwork is all fully broadcasted across the Atlantic
No monarch shall attempt to thwart his
tra.”
tf white enamel, with jeream walls, for the first time from Newark. N. J.
» » » .
STONINGTON
wilt,
P.
giving a clean, cool effect that colors
And e'en the gods his wishes shall fulfill
and from a department store at that
Percy
Grainger.
tlie
Australian i
FURNITURE CO.
cannot convey. Window' drapes and
Saturday Is Eugenia's lucky day ami
They heard that concert in London, in pianist who lias been heard with ex- |
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
lugs are in blue, matching the uphol
L.
MARCUS,
313-315 Main Street
Paris, deafly. Incidentally, being an treme pleasure at the Maine Festivals, I
| 1 her lucky number. The daisy, gig
WALL PAPER
stering. Hot and cold water is supplied
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Associated Press despatch, it has given is the author of a critical article oil the I
tm
nlfying
Innocence.
Is
her
flower.
in each of the four apartments, while
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
Edith Bennett, well known soprano work of Frederick .Delius, composer,
(© by the Wheeler Syndicate, Inc.)
cozy fireplaces, built-in cupboards and
GOT HIQ MONEY S WORTH
Those small ads in The CourierSUPPLIES
published in a recent number of the
-OPullman dining tables make them most who sang compositions in French
Gazette are read by every body. That
Musikhlatter
des
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Vienna.
Mr.
English
and
Italian,
an
international
“
Walter,
this
steak
is
very
small.
’
*
Savings
bunk
depositors
in
New
THOMASTON, MAINE
attractive and convenient. All of the
why lliey are so popular amt
Grainger has been making a recital
“Yessir, but it will take you a long
York number 1,680,625.
TuftS-tf
apartments are already rented and oc boost.”
effective.
tour of leading European centres this
time to eat IL”
________ ___________
“
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Coogan,
the
child
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actor,
cupied,"
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Page Eight
AMONG THE SCHOOLS
News of the Busy Educational
World In and Outside of
Knox County.
Tyler School
The program for Temperance Day
exercises held by Grade 6 was: Read
ing of Governor’s letter, Gordon Smith;
reading of letter from State Superin
tendent, Ruth Flinton; reading by
members of the class, showing effect of
alcohol and tobacco on mind and body;
Why Edison and Lincoln Abstained,
Olive Pease, Stella Cuccinello. Vivian
Hall; Characteristics of a Good Ameri
can. told by eight pupils and Flag Sa
lute and singing of America by the
class.
To observe Temperance Day, Grades
1. 2 and 3 combined in the fol
lowing program; Reading. Shirley Barhour; iMicm. Grade 3; Say No. Richard
Thomas; dialogue. Ralph Pinkham.
Sylvia Shafter: recitation. Clarence
Freeman; Warders of Health, Grade 2;
recitation, Lillian Freeman;
song.
Grades 1, 2 and 3; A Temperance Cat.
Mtuiyon
Kellar;
recitation. Ralph
Chapies: A Flag Exercise, Grade 2;
recitations,
Howard
Chase,
Ruth
Humphrey and Doris Annis; story,
-Miss Bartlett; The Story of the White
Ribbon, Evelyn Shcrer; Clear Brain
Abbie Richards: recitation. Ralph
Chapies, Maudic Peterson: A Flag Ex
ercise, Grade 2; recitation, Ruth
Perry, Dorothy Thomas; Flag drill,
tirade 2; Salute to Flag: America.
Grade 5 has completed the black
board spelling contest. The boys start
ed with a slight advantage over the
girls but the girls led the contest at
the finish. Both boys and gills have
tried well to improve their spelling
ranks.
Grades 4 and 5 gave a combined ptogram on the afternoon of Temperance
Day. Recitations and the life stories
of Frances Willard. Neal Dow and Mrs.
L. N. M. Stevens were contributed by
members of both grades. The singing
of patriotic and appropriate songs
completed the exercises.

• * . «

McLain School
Grade 4 has just received a letter
from a fourth grade Bonham. Tex.
The Bonham children have had very
little snow this winter, the fourth grade
of this building thinks that they can
tell them something Interesting about
snow and have begun an answer to
their letter.
The new leaders for this month are
Dorothy Feeney, Margaret Thomas.
Frank Leighton. Victor Greene Mar
shall and Mary Lawry.
McLain School observed Temperance
Day by fifteen minute programs in
each room followed by a half-hour
assembly in the lower hall. Several
members of the W. C. T. U. were wel
come guests. The following program
was presented: Song. State of Maine.
My State of Maine. Grades SA. B and
C; reading of Gov. Baxter's letter,
Charlotte Browne; What Prohibition
Is, Wesley Stuart; |>oem—A Toast to
Temperance. Grades 2 and 3: The His
tory of Prohibition, George Wood;
poem—Your Flag and My Flag, Grades
1 and 2; Life of Frances Willard. Ruth
Koster; poem—Oh Beautiful My Coun
try. Grade 6; Maine Booster Song.
Grade 8A; A Creed for All Times.
Grade 4: poem—Our Heroes. Anna Lissook; Life of Neal Dow. Muriel Ripley:
poem—The
Two Fortunes, Muriel
Stover: remarks. Miss Clara Farwell.
By mistake, the name of Elizabeth
Harden was omitted from the report of
the Dickens party in Grade 7A. Eliza
beth was especially attractive in her
impersonation of “Little Emily.’’
On Friday afternoon, March 2, the
following program was given in Grade
7A: Flag Salute; reading of Dr.
Thomas’ letter, Elizabeth Harden; “Ef
fect of Alcohol on the Circulation,”
Charlotte Browne; essay, “Why I Love
America” Dorothy Baton; reading
John McInnis; “Our Patriot Fathers.”
The American Creed and Battle Hymn
of the Republic, school.
Wesley Wasgatt conducted a class in
Current Events, limiting each speaker
to a period of three quarters of a min
ute.

STRAND THEATRE

The Economy of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Appeals to every family in these days.
From no oilier medicine can you get
so much real medicinal effect as from
tins. It is a highly concentrated
extract of several valuable medicinal
ingredients, pure and wholesome.
The dose i t small, only a teaspoonful
three times a day.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a wondeitttl
tonic medicine for the blood, stom
ach, liver and kidneys, prompt in
giving relief Tt is pleasant to take,
agreeal.lt' to the stomach, gives a
thrill of new ii'e. Why not trv it ?
ante Day. March 2. and gave the fol
lowing program: Singing. America;
reading of Gov. Baxter’s letter to
schn Is if M ilne; reading letter from
Dr. A. O. Thomas. State Superintend
ent of Schools; story of Frances Wil
lard: poem. “Oh Beautiful. My Coun
try." story of Neal Dow: singing,
’Maine;” Alcohol topics by 4th grade;
Alrohol topics by 5th grade; poem.
American Flag;” Flag Salute.
The 4th Grade have held the attend
ance banner for two weeks.
Gladys
Alley,
Randall
McInnis
Vcrnard Freeman. Thomas Sweeney
and Rae Richardson have had perfect
spelling for a month.
Walter Chapies, Arthur Flinton. Car
leton Ripley. Bernard Freeman and
Dorothy White have had the highest
rank in arithmetic the past week, each
laving 9SG. The arithmetic graph
shows the B’s only one point behind the
A’s on Friday's lesson.

Rockport Grammar
The school has been having many in
teresting subjects for study lately
The one bolding most interest has been
in Geography on Australia and the
South Sea Islands. As so many won
der-tales are connected with them,
they have possessed an uncommon at
traction for all.
After readings
from Frederick O’Brien’s fascinat
ing stories the story was prepared in
the form of a travelette. Some of the
charm and lure of these enchanted
isles is found in the cover design drawn
by Herman Farrow. A riot of purples,
golds, grays ami black depicting the
palm girt isle of Tahiti, the purple haze
overhead, and the glorious full moon
bathing the lazily moving waters.
The latter part of this week begins
a detailed study of Egypt. This will
prove highly interesting as the dis
coveries made in the tomb of King
Tutankhamen will be used as a basis
for the work. Fine illustrations of the
things removed from the tomb and
much descriptive matter regarding
them are already in hand.
Grade 7 is taking up Mexico. Notes
lmve been taken on Herbert Cony’s
“Along the Old Spanish Road in Mex
ico." They have written much regard
ing the attractions which Mexico has
to offer to future settlers.

Jack Hoxie, the likable cowboy star
who is fast becoming the <• >untry’s
most popular western idol, is seen to
day in bis latest five-reel thriller “The
(’row’s
This story was espec
ially written f »r Jack with the object
in view of alTording him the opportuni
ty to perform many of the stunts for
which he is famous. In this, the sec
ond of Jack’s new series there will be
seen mere examples cl' perfect horse
manship. clever stunts and chases
than in any other previ' iis Hoxie picti res. for the high tension during the
filming of the entire picture is retained
with the unbroken succession of thrills
which ft llow each other to the last
t x t of film.
With all the big spectacular scenes.
“The Son < f Wallingford.” which will
be shown Monday and Tuesday is a
logical, human story and does not de
pend upon grandeur of production for
its entertainment. There is as much
real and human interest in a simple
love scene between youn Jimmy Wal
lingford and Mary Curtis as in the
mammoth stagings of the pageant and
lake of burning oil for which the pro
duction has hAcoine noted.
The scenes in which Mary and Jimmy
participate as a couple in love are not
all simple, however.
One of their
scenes is pr hablv the most spectacu
lar. and certainly, the nv»st daring ever
filmed. They are shown on a lake,
which unknown to them has been
flu,tiled with nil. this catches fire ifnd
the flames sliced along the. surface to
wards the unsuspecting couple.
Es
cape seems absolutely impossible. To
add to the danger the officials < f the
tuwn start to empty the lake of water
in order to save the city. Walls and
sheets of flames are on all sides. Fierec
tongue3 i f fire can lie seen licking the
sides of the boat w hile a |iall of smoke
is blown fitfully back and forth.
Another spectacular scene shows a
manufacturing town built and de
stroyed in the twinkling if an eye.
This illusion produced by J. Rufus
Wallingf rd nearly causes his undoing.
A terrific storm scene changes the
plans of the lovable vagabond and his
l>artner; Hut the resourceful pair turn
adversity to profit and launch another
scheme.
A score of beautiful chorus girls give
the production a human interest touch
and add to its charm. There is not a
dull moment in the entire production
which is crammed full of action,
splendor, drama, humor and surprises.
—adv.
.

PARK THEATRE

William Russell, the William Fox
star, will lie seen at the Park today
(Saturday) in his latest Fox produc
tion "The Great Night.” In this pic- I
ture, which deals with the operations '
of a gang of jewel thieves. Russell
plays the part of heir of the owner of
a large jewelry establishment, who
* • • ♦
obtains a position on the police force
Appleton High
to escape the attentions of women who
A jelly box social was held in the are seeking to intrigue him into mat
Grange hall Friday evening. There rimony in order to obtain his money.
was a program as follows: “Brighten The young man’s father had stipu
the Corner Where You Arc.” school; lated in his will that unless the son
reading. Lucy Moody; singing by a marry within a certain time he shall
trio; dialogue: reading. Glenice Hall; not share in the estafc He is support
paper. Superintendent of Schools, J. I’. ed in the feminine lead by Eva Novak.
Barnes: remarks by Principal Mac
Monday and Tuesday Gloria Swan
kenzie; reading, Hazel Edgecomb: son in her latest Paramount star p'cclosing. America, Homemade candies ture. “My American Wife.” will be the
were sold anil thi evening proved a attraction. This is one of the most
very happy one. Aiqileton High is colorful pictures in which Miss Swan-’
making tine progress under the leader son, "queen of the dressers” of the
ship of Principal Mackenzie.
American screen, has ever been seen.
Antonio Moreno is her leading man.
while the supporting cast is wholly
Warren High School
, i competent. Admission price 17c and
‘ ,
On Friday. March 2 at thi regular,
2Sc. Matinee and
ar night.-»adv.
assembly. Dr. Laughlin of Damaris
cotta. State Health Officer, gave a very i
EMPIRE THEATRE
interesting and instructive talk to the
students of Warren High School. His
-----subject was "Infectious Diseases and) Patrons of the Empire today will
Their Control” and he spoke from I have an opportunity of seeing their old
broad experience both in civilian and ; time favorite II irry Carey in “Good
army work.
I Men and True.” Harry Carey i a
<>n Friday, March 9, the trials in prime favorite with all ages and all
tlie Bates Debating League will be held classes and in this big feature he gives
throughout the State to determine the some excellent exhibitions of the stunts
triangle champions, who will then go that made him famous as a screen star.
The companion feature is Gladys
to Lewiston to try for, tlie State eham• • • «
| pionship. Warren High School nega- Brockwell and Stuart Holmes in ‘Paid
Purchase Street School
| tive team will go to Thomaston where ixtek" which dealt? with a woman who
ffirmative j paid an old debt in a new way. Tarzan
Grades 1, 2 and 3 united in Temper I they they will meet the affirmative,
ance Day exercises. Visitors were i team of Thomaston High School, while land a splendid rib-tickling comedy
present from the W. C. T. V. and the Thomaston negative team wil! meet complete the program.—adv.
spoke to the children after the follow our affirmative team in the Baptist
ing program was presented: Song. I church of Warren. The debate will
Vague Prospect.
"Maine:” reading Gov. Baxter’s letter. take place at 7.30 and a large attend"No Sebastian, I ant sorry, but I
Elizabeth Kirkpatrick; reading Super ’ mice is ilesitcd. A collection will bp ant sure that we could not be happy
intendent Thomas' letter. Hazel Pen- j taken to defray expenses. Mr. Boundy
together. You know I always want
dexter; recitation. “Your Flag and My i of the Thomaston High School will he
Flag;" Questions on the Flag. Grade 2; | the chairman at Warren and Mr. Stew my own way in everything.” “But,
“Prayer for My Country." William But ard of the Warren High School will be my dear girl, you could go on want
man; reading “Life of Xcal Dow.” ! the chairman at Thomaston. The ing it, you know, after we were mar
Raymond Sproul; reading "Life of judges at Warren will he Rev. W. S. ried.”
Frances Willard, Marion Teel; read Rounds of Rockland. Rev. 11. H. Short
Not Well to Be Too Observing.
ing. “When I am a Man," Jerome Cum 1 of Thomaston, and Rev. J. M. Remick
A person who is too nice an observer
mins; song. “Star Spangle Banner;” ! of Warren.
Flag poem and salute. Grade 1; reci
Filial examinations are scheduled for of the business, of the crowd, like one
tation. “American Creed,” recitation, , this week after which the winter term who is too close in observing the labor
“Maine My State.” Grade 6; song. I closes, followed hy two weeks' va- of the bees, will often he stung for his
America; Flag Salute.
i cation. The sitring term will open curiosity.—Pope.
Grades 3, 4 and 5 united on Tempcr- ; March 26.
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Get your vitamins

naturally

Vitamin and mineral elements arc
part of the splendid nutriment
which Nature stores in the held
grains for nourishing and vitalizing
the human body.
Grape-Nuts, made from wheat
and malted barley, has for over
twenty five years supplied vitamin
and other elements necessary for
perfect nutrition.

There’s a crispness and flavor
that delight the taste—and there’s
natural health - building goodness
that makes Grape-Nuts with cream
or milk a complete food—and won
derfully delicious!

Grape-Nuts is truly economical
because a small quantity provides
unusual nourishment.

GrapeNuts
Sold by grocers everywhere!
Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
Battle Creek, Mich.

FOR HEALTH
“There's a Reason"

Daddy’s
^Evei\ii\g
fairy Tale

Early Spring Building Boom Is Indicated
According to census reports the
number of home owners in the United
States is rapidly increasing as well as
the percentage of renters, and real
estate men, architects, home-builders
and contractors are finding comforpredictions of a great building h. this spring.
According to figures
gathered by S. W. Strauss and Co.,
New York, and held to be fairly
accurate, the staggering sum of
$3.828.0CO,000 was spent or made
available for the construction of new
buildings in this country during 1922.
This is almost a billion dollars more
than ever reported before in the history
of American building construction.
The indications are that the year 1923
will by far eclipse 1922.
An unusual feature of the building
program last year was that instead of
the usual let up during October,
November and December, those months
found more buildings planned and in
actual construction than during many
of the normally busy months in pre
ceding years
A survey shows that manufacturers
and supply dealers are planning for a
record year in 1923.
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DR. FOX

“I think I'd like to be known as
Dr. Fox,” said Freddy Fox. “In the
future I hope everyone will call me
Dr. Fox.”
"Why so?" asked Mrs. Fox.
“Because I think I will start in
business. I would like to be a dentist
and take care of the teeth of young
creatures.
“I’d be a great demist. I'd be a
great specialist. I would be very su
perior and fine ns I looked for the
trouble with the different creatures'
teeth.
‘I would, of course, find all patients
acceptable, lint I would pretend that
1 only handled certain fine cases but
that theirs were all right for such
special treatment."
‘You talk absurdly. In fact. I don't
think you know what you are talking
about. I do not understand a word
you say," sttid Mrs. Fox.
"Ah, I will explain," said Freddy
Fox.
"You see, the creatures will not
think me a great dentist unless I say
that I make a great specialty of this
and a great specialty of that. Such
talk will make them think I’m fine.
“Now if one of them comes to me
and tells we what is the trouble I
will say:
’’’Ah. that is one of my specialties,
if it were net I could not treat you.
but I make a specialty of that very
tootii that is bothering you.
“ 'How fortunate it is that you can
have some one as fine as I am to take
care .of you.’ ”
“Goodness, gracious, mercy me," said
Mrs. Fox, "you are conceited."
“I want to make my patients think
I’m fine."
"I should think they'd rather Judge
whether you were fine or not by your
work, rather than your talk."
“Such an idea is old-fashioned,” said
Freddy.
"Sometimes the old-fashioned things
are best.” said Mrs. Fox.
"Sometimes, but not always,” said
Freddy.
"That might not be wise," said Mrs.
Fox.
"Ah. but wait! You will be proud
of me. yet.
I will have such a fine
set of teelh to show my patients.
"They will say;
‘“If lie knows how to take care
of his own teeth like that he will he
able to liel^z mine.'
I will grin and
show thepi my teeth."
"That might not be wise,” said Mrs.
FoX.
“Ill wait until I get them in my
dental chair," said Freddy. ‘‘All, yes,

Every-Other-Day

,

Finds More Home Owners

Some time ago a writer in the
Review of Reviews called attention to
the fact that the last census of the
United States showed that the number
of home renters increased more than
two per cent., from 1910 to 1920. He
pointed out, however, that the number
of home owners had also increased.
In a survey of conditions in fifty of
the sixtv-eight leading cities of
America he found many more home
owners m 1920 than in 1910.
While substantial increases were
•made in many cities like St Paul, Bal
timore, Seattle. Omaha, Toledo. Grand
Rapids and Des Moines, the increase in
the nutntiir of >,me owners in New

FOR NSW SLfU-D,Na CONSTRUCTION
DUR1NQ YEAH 1MI-(4848003000
eSTIMATXD NTW BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
TOR YEAS 194 J---- i^OQOpoapoo

Uncle Sam’s New Dwelling for 1923 Twice as Large is for 1922.

York City, a city of apartment dwellers,
was only one per cent.
One of the unusual features in con
nection with the homes planned for
1923, is the demand for measures that
will safeguard both the property and
the lives of the occupants. Architects
report an extraordinary demand this
year among prospective home builders
for fire resistant and storm resistant
materials. Particularly is the demand
very heavy for asphalt shingles and
roll roofings, brick and tile. Municipal
building codes, which demand fire
proof construction, are in a measure
responsible for the increased demand
for the fire resistant asphalt shingles
The number of cities adopting codes of
this character is constantly increasing.

Over Two Billions in Homes

Of the $b,000,000,000 which it is esti
mated will be spent in 1923, $2,300,000,000 will be devoted to housing, about
$2,100,000,000 to office, business and
industrial buildings and the remainder,
$1,600,000,000, to churches, hospitals
and schools.
In estimating the amount of build
ing construction in 1923 the carrying
over from 1922 has been reduced to
$1,240,000,000, because experience in
dicates that in making preliminary
estimates the cost is .tsuaily placed on
the safe side, and allowar.ee is also
necessary for the percentage of such
projects as have been indefinitely
postponed or will not come up in 1923.

NORTH UNION
Roy Danforth has a crew of men
hopping in the woods and hauling
umber.
•
J. F. Upham ,j out again after being
t-nfined to the house several months.
W E. Norwood is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. W. SI. Upham ire visting in Boston.
Alfred Newbert still remains very
sick.
The many friends of Rena Simmons
Millay were very sorry to hear of her
leath at Liberty last week.
The \V. C. T. U. met last Tuesday
vith Carrie Upham for an ail day
neeting. Dinner was served at noon..
fter which a knotting was held.
Tiila A. Vose
rilla, wife of Albert Vose. died of
pneumonia Feb. 23. She was known as
woman of sterling qualities, having
lived all her life in this town. Decased was a member of the Orange,
nd also of the \V. C. T. U., of which
he was an earnest worker and wil be
iadly missed. She leaves a husband,
ne daughter, Lizzie, wife of O. W.
Carroll of Rockville, and one son Harry
f Waterbury, Mass
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HATCHET BRAND COFFEE is excellent.

NEUMONIA

AS BEAUTIFUL

5W

as we can make It we want the last
resting place of those dear to us.

Send at once for a phy
sician, but begin imme
diately “emergency”
treatment with Vicks. This
does not interfere with any
internal medication the doctor
may prescribe.

MONUMENTS AND HEADSTONEk

j

apo

in artistic designs, intricately carved,
we offer, as well as models of classio
simplicity.

-

Let us show you some sketches of
monuments that would look web on
your lot.
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17 Million Jars Used Yearly

The New Monumental Wereroomt
Park St., Cor. Brioc.
Rockland. Mo.

"Hang Out a Sign.”
you’re a good mate.
Your Ideas
are excellent and very helpful.
"It might not be wise to show them
my teeth before I get them safely in
my dental chair.
"I am going to have a nice stump
as my chair, and I am going to have
fine looking Instruments.
"I am going to hang out a sign
which will tell the creatures that I fix
the teeth without pain.
"Ha. ha, that will be true. I won’t
hurt them when I fix their teeth.”
"You really will not?” asked Mrs.
Fox.
“No, Indeed, for I won’t fix their
teeth.”
“What? All this talk means noth
ing?”
"It means a great deal.”
“Pray explain," said Mrs. Fox.
“I’m going to hang out a sign and
I’m going to have a fine stump for a
dental chair—hidden swa?! you know
so creatures won’t feel sensitive and
foolish about opening their mouths.
“And when I get them in my chair I
shall have them at my mercy. I won’t
hurt them when I fix their teeth, for
I won’t fix their teeth.”
“Clever, clever Mr. Fox," said Mrs.
Fox.
“Please call me Doctor Fox."
"Very well. Doctor Fox.”
"And.” Freddy continued, “If I don’’
care for some of the creatures who
come to me as patients, I will say:
“ ‘Sorry, but that’s not my specialty,
I don’t care for that tooth. It’s the
tooth next to it which I specialize
upon.’
And I explain that specializ
ing means special attention to one
tiling.”
Doctor Fox hung out his sign, but
no patients came to his office In the
woods, for they did not Just like the
Idea of going to a fox for a dentist

A Paper for the Police.
Specially printed in Scotland Yard
the Police Gazette is printed dally
and issued only to > police official
throughout the country.

------ - ' *1F

Wilt She Rule Her Husband?

Ft. Kevin’s cross, In Glendalow
county, Ireland, on the spot where St,
Kevin was burled, is probably the most
ancient cross In Ireland. Around it Is
woven a legend to the effect that the
woman who can make her arms meet
round the cross would rule her hus
band. Superstitious to a remarkable
abiding faith In this old legend, and
before entering upon matrimony visit
tlie cross to Irani whnt the fates have
In store for them.
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The New Apperson Six
OR years we have been asked why we did not build a small Apperson—a

F

car which would embody the same engineering, the same dependability,
and the same fineness as the big Apperson. To build a small car that would
meet all these requirements fully, a new, smaller car worthy of bearing the Apper

son Crest, was no easy task—but Apperson engineers have done it.
Our answer to this question is—the new Apperson Six.

In the new Apperson Six, Apperson engineers have built a remarkable car;
Apperson designers have designated a beautiful car; and the Apperson Bros. Auto
mobile Company has added still another engineering success to its long line of
achievements—beginning back in 1893 with the building of the first practical

automobile.
This car is remarkable because it embodies advanced principles of engineering
and design found in no other car. T he leverless gear-shift, which is mechanically
controlled; the specially designed frame;the six-cylinder motor; the permanent top
with side curtains stored in back of the front seat; the emergency brake on the
propeller shaft flange; and a driver’s compartment that has no gear-shift or brake

levers.
This car is remarkable because it is capable of doing many things on the road,
in the mud and on the hills that can not be done by many cars costing three times
as much. Finally, it is a remarkable car because—it is an Apperson.
See it at the Boston Automobile Show, March 10-17.

5 Talbot Avenue.
........................ ......

Send for catalogue.

Rockland, Me.

